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ABSTRACT
A Multi-Scale Analysis methodology was developed and carried out for gaining fundamental
understanding of the pharmaceutical powder blending process. Through experiment, analysis and computer
simulations, microscopic particle properties were successfully linked to their macroscopic process performance.
This work established this micro-to-macro approach as a valid way to study unit operations in the
pharmaceutical manufacturing of solid dosage forms.
The pharmaceutical materials investigated were anhydrous caffeine, lactose monohydrate and micro-
crystalline cellulose (MCC). At the macroscopic level, blending experiments were conducted in mini-scale lab
blenders using the Light-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) technique. Effects of operating parameters on blending
kinetics were systematically evaluated. It was found that the time required to reach a homogeneous mixture (thg)
increased with blender fill volume (FV) and decreased with blender rotation rate (RPM). It was also found that
MCC, as an excipient, always took longer time to mix with caffeine than lactose.
At the microscopic level, force interactions - cohesion/adhesion and friction - were measured
directly at the single particle level with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). It was found that cohesion/adhesion
and friction fell into lognormal distributions. Based on AFM force maps, these distributions were attributed to
the particle surface morphology. Chemically modified AFM cantilever tips were used to probe the
hygroscopicity on the particle surfaces. In addition, the cohesive/adhesive forces were found to be size-
dependent and thus, were converted to JKR surface energies to eliminate this dependence. Amongst the
materials tested, MCC showed the strongest cohesive/adhesive and friction interactions.
The AFM-measured microscopic force interactions were used to explain the blending kinetics
profiles observed in the blending experiments. The longer blending time (thg) required by MCC was linked to
its strong cohesive nature.
In addition to these multi-scale relations, the AFM force interactions were used in Discrete Element
Method (DEM) models for simulating blending processes. A two-dimensional model was used to simulate
blending in a circular blender. With respect to the effect of operating parameters on blending kinetics, the
simulations showed that thg increased as FV increased, RPM decreased, or when MCC as opposed to lactose
was chosen as the excipient. These trends were identical to experimental observation. A three dimensional
DEM code was developed. Blending in a V-shaped blender was simulated and results were consistent with
experiments, namely the flow behavior correlated well with the differences in cohesion/adhesion and friction
intensities of the excipients.
Through a fundamental understanding at a microscopic level, one can identify opportunities for
process improvement. In this way, Multi-Scale Analysis will facilitate the ability of pharmaceutical companies
in pursuing the desired quality-by-design state in manufacturing.
Thesis Supervisor: Charles L. Cooney
Title: Professor of Chemical & Biochemical Engineering
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Blending of dry cohesive powder is a crucial unit operation in the manufacturing of
pharmaceutical solid dosage forms as it directly affects the content uniformity of the final
drug products. Ensuring homogeneous mixtures of active pharmaceutical ingredients
(API) and excipients and avoiding segregation of these mixtures are challenges that
pharmaceutical companies face everyday. In 1993, the requirements for demonstrating
homogeneity of pharmaceutical products were underlined in a court decision, United
States vs. Barr Laboratories. Known as the Barr decision, it mandated that the
composition of the API in a blend or tablet must be within ten percent of the desired
composition'.
Despite its importance, no validated and definitive approach has been established to
quantitatively describe the dynamics of blending. Where powder mixing theory is used,
it is largely based on mixing of non-cohesive particulate systems2. In contrast to the non-
cohesive systems which are often used as a basis, the problems dealt with in practice
involve cohesive powders. Due to this difference, most of the powder mixing science in
academia and industry is based on empirical approaches or experience-based correlations,
allowing only limited understanding of the blending behaviors of pharmaceutical
powders 3 .
This lack of fundamental understanding in powder mixing makes trial-and-error the best
practice in the industry. As a result, quality of the final drug products is at risk in
uncontrolled processes and quality assurance can be achieved only through sample
inspection. This leads to two important implications: safety and costs. Quality-by-
inspection implies quality variance as sampling every tablet or capsule from
manufacturing lines is impractical and almost impossible. As active ingredients become
more potent in today's drugs 4 , variance in content uniformity can pose serious threats to
patients. Take high potency anti-cancer drug as an example: a 5% variation in its
cytotoxic content from the target formulation can lead to substantial damages 5.
In terms of costs, the lack of understanding often leads to wasteful disposals of highly
valuable materials. Stories of engineers having to throw away materials-in-process
because they do not know what happened or how to fix them are not uncommon. In
addition, the trial-and-error approach often leads to uncertainty in scale-up and increased
operation downtime due to "unexpected" process failures. The financial impact can be
1 Jimenez, F., Enforcement of the Current Good Manufacturing Practices for Solid Oral Dosage Forms
After United States v. Barr Laboratories. Food and Drug Law Journal, 1997. 52: p. 67-82.
2Wang, R., Fan, L., Methodsfor Scaling-Up Tumbling Mixers. Chemical Engineering, 1974: p. 88-94.
3 Crowder, T., Hickey, A., The Physics of Powder Flow Applied to Pharmaceutical Solids. Pharmaceutical
Technology, 2000: p. 50-58.
4 Rouhi, A., Staying in the Field. Chemical and Engineering News, 2004. 82(3): p. 48-50.
5 Farris, J., Greener, M., Manufacturing highly potent drugs. reducing the risks. Technical paper from
SafeBridge Consultants, Inc.: p. 24-26.
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huge, especially for the billion-dollar blockbuster drugs in which one day of lost
production translates to losses of millions of dollars in revenue.
For these safety and economic concerns, there is a clear need for thorough understanding
of the powder blending process. This understanding needs to be driven by first principles
and based on fundamental approaches so to ensure its generalizability to any new powder
systems.
1.2. Objective
The overall objectives of this thesis were to gain fundamental understanding in
pharmaceutical powder blending processes and to develop methodology for process
diagnostic and design applications. Some tactical benefits that can come out of this work
include reduction in failed operations, increased throughput and flexibility in production
and improvement in continuous learning. As a whole, these benefits will enable
pharmaceutical companies to move from the current quality-by-inspection paradigm to
quality-by-design in manufacturing. In the longer term, fundamental process
understanding will lead to more sustainable impacts such as enhanced certainty in scale-
up and reduction in development time. This is important as time-to-market is a key
element in the companies' overall corporate strategies and improved powder technologies
in manufacturing can be leveraged as a competitive advantage.
1.3. FDA's PAT Initiative
This proposed work coincided with the launch of the Process Analytical Technology
(PAT) initiative by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)6. The goal of PAT is "to
understand and control the manufacturing process, which is consistent with our current
drug quality system: quality cannot be tested into products; it should be built-in or should
be by design." As you will discover as you read along this report, much of the work in
this project overlaps with this PAT framework and thus can be used to facilitate
companies and the FDA to reach the commonly desired state of quality-by-design in
pharmaceutical manufacturing.
6 FDA, PAT - A Framework for Innovative Pharmaceutical Manufacturing and Quality Assurance. FDA
Guidance for Industry, 2004.
11ir 10
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2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.1. Approach Overview
A "Multi-Scale Analysis" strategy was pursued for this research. This approach was
developed with the belief that a fundamental understanding can be derived only by
examining the smallest units in a medium. In gas and fluid, this smallest unit is molecule;
in solids and particulates, it is single powder particle. Thus, in Multi-Scale Analysis, we
sought to link properties of pharmaceutical materials at the microscopic particle level to
their bulk process performance.
2.1.1. Blending of Granular Materials
In blending, there are many factors that affect the final outcomes of the mixtures. As
shown in Figure 2.1, intrinsic particle parameters such as particle size and roughness
induce interactions such as liquid bridging and physical interlocking. These primary
effects then aggregate to give rise to secondary effects such as inter-particle cohesion and
friction. Along with a set of operating parameters, these effects then govern the motion
of the particles and define the blending kinetics of the mixture. The Multi-Scale Analysis
allowed us to separate these intervening factors and extract their impact on the overall
blending process. The approach entailed three major components: measurement of inter-
particle force at the microscopic single particle level, evaluation of blending kinetics in
macroscopic blending experiments and development of models for simulating blending
processes (Figure 2.2). Detailed discussion on each of these components is laid out in the
following chapters. Here, we provide a brief overview of this methodology and the
related experimentations.
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Figure 2.1. "Layered" relationship between factors that affect blending kinetics
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of Multi-Scale Analysis
2.1.2. Inter-Particle Force Measurement with AFM
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was used to measure force interaction between
particles at the microscopic level. The forces of interest were cohesion/adhesion and
friction. (Please note that the word "cohesion" refers to attractive force between two
bodies of the same material while "adhesion" refers to the force between two dissimilar
bodies.) In a typical AFM experiment, a laser beam is shone onto a cantilever, whose
end-tip is brought into contact with the materials of interest. As the cantilever touches
the surface of the material, it bends. The extent of bending is measured by monitoring
the deflection of the laser beam. Since how much the laser deflects is related to the
nature of the contact, the interaction force between the cantilever and the material can be
obtained. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of how AFM operates. AFM is capable of
measuring weak forces in the nN range, making it an ideal technique to measure the
interactions between small pharmaceutical powder particles (10 - 200 pm).
spit
phco dad
T
surf"___________
Figure 2.3. Schematic of AFM operation
To measure particle-particle interaction, it is necessary to adhere a particle to the tip of
the cantilever. This can be done by using epoxy glue on the tip. Cantilever tips are small
(characteristic length in the range of 100 gm) and the success rate of this adhering
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process is relatively low even with large enough particle size (> 10 tm). Figure 2.4
shows an ESEM image of a cantilever tip after a caffeine particle was adhered to it. For
cohesion measurements, these particle-cantilever assemblies were brought into contact
with another particle on a sample stand. The amount of force required to break loose the
contact indicated the magnitude of the cohesive force. For frictional measurements, the
particle-cantilever assemblies were dragged along the other particle after contact. The
amount of force required to maintain a constant dragging velocity indicated the
magnitude of the frictional force.
Figure 2.4. ESEM image of caffeine particle on AFM cantilever tip
2.1.3. Evaluation of Blending Kinetics with LIF
Studies in blending of granular materials have been impeded by the lack of appropriate
technologies to generate kinetic data. Although many have attempted various monitoring
techniques, most of them were invasive and involved laborious experimental setups.
Since the launch of the PAT initiative by the FDA, the pharmaceutical industry has
witnessed a surge in the development of analytical techniques for blending monitoring.
Many of these techniques such as near infra-red (NIR) and effusivity sensors are non-
invasive and can be used online, making collection of kinetics data from real
pharmaceutical blending processes possible.
Our research group also developed a PAT sensor for studying blending of pharmaceutical
powders. Named Light-Induced Fluorescence (LIF), it is based on the fluorescent
characteristics of materials. When light of specific wavelengths is shone on a material, it
is promoted to an excited state. When it relaxes and returns to its original state, it emits
light of wavelengths longer than the excitation wavelengths. Figure 2.5 shows a
schematic of this mechanism. Since different materials absorbs and emits light at
different wavelengths, by controlling and monitoring the excitation and emission
wavelengths, a particular kind of material can be followed. Fluorescent signals are strong;
thus, LIF enjoys higher sensitivity and stronger signal-to-noise ratio compared to
absorption spectroscopy such as NIR.
By positioning the LIF sensor next to a blender and shining light through a transparent
watch window, blending kinetic data can be generated online and non-invasively. Figure
2.6 shows how the LIF signal, indicative of the movement of a material being monitored,
changes with the number of rotations in a typical blending experiment. Systems with
I lir 13
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different operating parameters will generate different kinetic profiles. The two values
that are specific to a system are the time to achieve homogeneity (thg) and the standard
deviation of the LIF signal after homogeneity is achieved (ULIF), which is related to the
quality of blended mixture. Detailed explanation on how LIF data were analyzed can be
found in later chapters.
Excited States
Excitation
C(.rni nri .atotf
I ' Li ,Etissiorn
4_i -
Figure 2.5. Fluorescence mechanism
LIF blending experiments were conducted with mini-scale lab blenders. The small sizes
were intended so to make the linkage between experiments and simulations easier to
establish. Two types of materials were used to construct the blenders: polycarbonate (PC)
and stainless steel. PC was chosen because it was transparent and many prior blending
experiments were conducted in blenders made of it. Steel was used as it was the most
commonly-used material in the industry. Two blender geometries were used: circular
and V-shaped. Figure 2.7 shows pictures of these blenders.
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Figure 2.6. Typical LIF blending kinetics profile
2.1.4. Simulation of Pharmaceutical Blending with DEM
Originally developed for the milling industry, the Discrete Element Method (DEM) has
gained popularity in simulating granular flows in recent years. In DEM, the motion of
particles, determined by gravity and its interactions with neighboring particles or walls, is
described by the Newton's Law of Motion in both the tangential and normal directions.
Both cohesive/adhesive and friction forces are key inputs to describe particle contacts and
interactions. Many researchers use parameter fitting to adjust values of these interactions
so to make their simulations more resemble the real world processes. In our Multi-Scale
Illir 14
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Analysis, we used the cohesive/adhesive and friction forces measured in the AFM
experiments as direct inputs to describe interactions between the simulated particles.
Figure 2.7. Mini-scale lab blenders
Although DEM is able to capture more particle dynamics than other simulation
approaches due to its fundamental approach, its intensive computational requirement
restricts it from wide applications. Typical DEM simulations run for days, if not weeks,
to generate seconds of real process time. These computational requirements are expected
to increase substantially as more particles and more complex geometries are added. As
will be discussed in the DEM chapters, DEM must be parallelized in the future to make it
an efficient tool for studying blending processes.
2.1.5. Multi-Scale Analysis
As shown in Figure 2.2, Multi-Scale Analysis is the center piece that brings the AFM,
LIF and DEM work together. First, the particle-particle interactions at the microscopic
level revealed by AFM were used to explain phenomena observed in the macroscopic
LIF blending experiments. Theories were proposed to account for how the properties of
excipient and API particles influenced their bulk blending behaviors. After that was
achieved, the AFM interaction values were inputted into DEM models for simulating
blending processes. The simulation results were compared with the actual LIF blending
experiments. The goal was to establish agreement between simulation and experiment so
that this AFM-DEM approach could be validated and used for future studies and
development.
Illi 15
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2.2. Choice of Pharmaceutical Materials
A brief overview of the pharmaceutical powders used in this project is presented here.
More details can be found in later chapters. Anhydrous caffeine from Sigma-Aldrich was
chosen to be the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) for its strong natural fluorescent
nature and ease of handle. Two types of excipients were used: lactose monohydrate from
DMV International and micro-crystalline cellulose (MMC) from Asahi Kasei. They were
chosen as excipients because of their wide use in the industry.
2.3. Thesis Organization
This thesis is broken down into chapters that reflect the inter-connections between the
components in the Multi-Scale Analysis. First, results from the LIF blending
experiments are described in Chapter 3. The AFM work is divided into two parts -
cohesion/adhesion and friction - and are covered in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
Chapter 6 discusses how these AFM findings were used to explain observations made in
the LIF blending experiments.
The DEM discussion starts in Chapter 7, which focuses mainly on two-dimensional
simulations. In Chapter 8, agreement between DEM simulations and LIF experiments
and validation of the AFM-DEM approach are presented. Development and results of the
three-dimensional DEM are discussed in Chapter 9. In Chapter 10, a case study of how
Multi-Scale Analysis can be applied to solve real industrial problems is presented. In
Chapter 11, the main conclusions for the overall project and the impact of this research
are described. Chapter 12 closes with suggestions for future works based on the
foundation built in this project.
In addition to this core PhD research on Multi-Scale Analysis, I have also been engaged
in various side projects during my tenure at MIT. Reports of these studies are included in
the end of this thesis. In Chapter 13, the study of using the LIF sensor to monitor content
uniformity in stationary drug tablets is reported. In Chapter 14, results of our attempt of
mounting LIF on commercial tablet compression equipment for on-line tablet monitoring
are presented. Finally in Chapter 15, I discuss the management study in which system
dynamics modeling was applied to understand the impact of patent expiration and
generics entries on profitability of large pharmaceutical companies.
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3. SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF EFFECT OF OPERATING
PARAMETERS ON MINI-SCALE PHARMACEUTICAL
BLENDING WITH LIGHT-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE (LIF)
3.1. Introduction
Powder blending is a crucial step in pharmaceutical manufacturing as it directly
influences the quality of the final drug products. Ensuring homogeneous mixtures of
active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) and excipients and avoiding segregation (or de-
mixing) of these mixtures are challenges that pharmaceutical companies face everyday
[1], [2]. Despite its importance, monitoring of blending processes is mainly conducted
through sampling thieves and offline assays. This approach is invasive, labor-intensive
and has been recognized as error-prone. [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]
FDA's introduction of the Process Analytical Technology (PAT) initiative [8] has
sparked many sensor development for blending monitoring [9]. For example, near-
infrared (NIR) spectroscopy has been used quite extensively to monitor blend
homogeneity. [ 10], [ 11], [ 12], [13], [14] Some other recent sensor development includes
effusivity sensor [15], grayscale image processing [16] and electrical capacitance
measurement [17]. However, most of these sensors suffer from weakness in signals and
thus are not well-suited for monitoring highly-potent low-dose drugs.
As an alternative, Lai et al. developed the Light-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) sensor [18],
[ 19], [20]. LIF takes advantage of the fluorescent nature of many pharmaceutical
materials (more than 60% of all drugs) to track their motion in blending processes.
Different materials absorb and emit light at different wavelengths; thus, by controlling
the excitation wavelengths incident on and monitoring the emission wavelengths
reflected back, the motion of a particular material can be followed. Lai et. al's
publications established that LIF is an efficient on-line monitoring technique for
pharmaceutical powder blending.
With LIF's ease of use in generating blending kinetics data, we began this study to
systematically assess the effect of operating parameters on mini-scale pharmaceutical
blending. In this report, we describe how we used LIF to monitor blending, how we
analyzed LIF data to reveal blending kinetics, and how this kinetics changed as we
altered operating conditions. The operating parameters investigated in this study
included blender material, blender geometry, excipient used, initial blender fill volume
(FV) and blender rotation rate (RPM). As shown in Figure 3.1, the objective is to study
how these selected operating parameters affect blending kinetics. Although impacts of
operating parameters have been investigated previously [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], few
used non-invasive monitoring techniques or covered such a comprehensive dimension
space.
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3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. LIF Sensor
The LIF sensor has been previously described in detail [18], [19]. The unit, as shown in
Figure 3.2, was manufactured by Honeywell Sensing and Control (Freeport, IL) and is 30
x 15 x 10 cm in size. It contains a flashlamp light source, a photomultiplier tube detector,
an optics filtering block and optics lenses. Narrow bandwidth of specific excitation and
emission wavelengths can be selected by the use of commercially available optical
bandwidth filters (Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT). For the pharmaceutical materials
used in this study, the Omega XF-01 filter set was used.
DEO TF ' ! CT ASSI EMBIB F LASMIIAkP ASSF MR Y
30 48 c r m
I ,. .0..... ,,O '
F IL OCK ASSEMiY
I COLLECTON F POCUS LENS(a)
Figure 3.2. (a) and schematic (b) of LIF sensor manufactured by Honeywell
3.2.2. Pharmaceutical Powders
The active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) used in this study was anhydrous caffeine
(CAS Number: 58-08-2, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Caffeine was selected for its
non-toxicity and ease-of-handle. It is also naturally fluorescent, absorbing light between
250 to 400 nm and emitting between 300 to 450 nm. The caffeine particles were sieved
to 60 to 180 gm.
The excipients used were lactose monohydrate (DMV International, Veghel, The
Netherlands; Lot Number: 203626; Product Name: Pharmatose DCL 1) and micro-
crystalline cellulose (Asahi Kasei Corporation, Tokyo, Japan; Lot Number 13G2; Product
Name: Celphere). Both the lactose and MCC particles were sieved to 100 to 200 ptm.
The dosage for all blending experiments was 10% API and 90% excipient. About 10 to
20 g of total materials were used for each blending experiment.
3.2.3. Mini-Scale Blenders
The mini-scale blenders were fabricated at the MIT Machine Shop. Two blender
geometries - circular and V-shaped - were made of two materials - polycarbonate (PC)
and stainless steel.
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The PC and steel circular blenders are 5.0 cm in diameter and 2.3 cm in depth. As shown
in Figure 3.3(a), the circular blenders are made of two pieces - the main chamber in
which blending takes place and the cover with a transparent silica glass window
(McMaster-Carr, New Brunswick, NJ) through which LIF lights penetrate through. With
the circular blender laying flat, the excipient was loaded first and the API was loaded
subsequently on top of the excipient.
The PC and steel V-blenders have a volume of 55 ml and their dimensions are shown in
Figure 3.3(b). There are three stoppers that seal the three openings of the blenders. The
stopper for the neck of the blender has a transparent glass window for the penetration of
LIF lights. During loading, the neck was open and facing up (as in Figure 3.3(b)). The
excipient was first loaded and the API was loaded subsequently on top of the excipient.
3.2.4. Blender Rotation and LIF Data Collection
During blending, the blenders were mounted on a rotator for rotation at controlled speed
(Figure 3.4). When blending in the circular blenders, the LIF unit was positioned on the
front-side of the blender where the transparent glass window was. LIF measurement was
taken after each revolution. In the cases of the V-blenders, the LIF unit was positioned
underneath the blender. LIF measurement was taken when the V-blender was in the
upright position with the transparent window facing down.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3. Mini-scale stainless steel (a) circular and (b) V-shaped blenders
Rotator
- V-blender
- LIF
Figure 3.4. Experimental setup of LIF blending experiments
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3.2.5. Humidity Control
Humidity is crucial in powder blending [26], [27]. All blending experiments were carried
out in a self-made humidity-controlled chamber. Relative humidity inside the chamber
was controlled by saturated magnesium nitrate hexahydrate (CAS Number: 13446-18-9,
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and was set at 55%.
3.2.6. Data Analysis
In order to compare blending kinetics across different operating conditions, the time (thg)
or number of rotations (N) required to achieve homogeneous mixtures were calculated
from the LIF signal. Figure 3.5(a) is a typical output of a LIF blending experiment. It
shows how the LIF signal changes as a function of rotation number (or time). This LIF
data is converted to a 30-point moving relative standard deviation (RSD) and this RSD
value decays as a function of time (Figure 3.5(b)). A blend is considered to have reached
homogeneity when a 90% drop in RSD is observed.
There are two major mixing mechanisms in a typical blending process: convection, in
which powder particles are re-arranged in large scale, and diffusion, in which individual
particles move relative to each other in finer scale [28], [29], [30], [31]. We will describe
here how we used LIF to discern these two blending mechanisms.
V-blenders are tumbling blenders and so most mixing in V-blenders is achieved through
convective movements of particles. On the other hand, mixing in the circular blenders
was observed to be a combination of convection and diffusion (Figure 3.6). To identify
the region in which convective mixing was dominant over diffusive mixing and vice
versa, two methodologies were developed. One was to take advantage of the fact that the
characteristic particle travel path for convection (dconvection) was much larger than the one
for diffusion (ddiffusio,,n). In other words, one could compare the change in the absolute LIF
value between two rotations and determine which mixing mechanism was dominant. To
account for the different LIF signal strength due to background fluorescence and
experimental setup, a relative change in LIF signal (A) - the change in LIF signal
between two rotation numbers divided by the maximum LIF signal in a given experiment
- was calculated as a function of time. When this relative change in LIF (A) dropped
below 10%, the mixing mechanism was said to have switched from convection to
diffusion.
Another way to distinguish the mixing mechanisms was to plot the calculated RSD value
in a semi-log plot. As shown in Figure 3.7, there was a clear convection-to-diffusion
transition as the RSD value changed slope. By linear fitting the data and calculating the
intercepts between the convective and diffusive lines, the rotation number at which the
transition took place was identified.
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3.2.7. Experimental Space
In addition to blender material, blender type and excipient, effects of blender initial fill
volume (FV) and blender rotation rate (RPM) were also studied. The FV levels studied
were 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% for the V-blenders and 25%, 50%, 60%, and 75% for the
circular blenders. For these experiments in which FV levels were varied, the blender
rotation rate was fixed at 10 rpm. The RPM levels studied were 5, 10, 20, and 30 rpm.
For these experiments in which RPM levels were varied, the fill volume was fixed at 60%
for the V-blenders and 50% for the circular blenders. To ensure reproducibility of the
results, each blending experiment was repeated at least twice.
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3.3. Results
3.3.1. V-Blender- Effect of Fill Volume (FV)
The effects of FV on blending kinetics are obvious in the LIF data plots. As an example,
Figure 3.8 shows how different FV levels changed the raw LIF kinetics profiles when
caffeine was blended with lactose in the PC V-blender.
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Figure 3.8. Raw LIF kinetics profiles for the lactose-caffeine blends in the PC V-blender
at various FV levels. Different lines represent repeat runs at each FV.
These LIF signals for the lactose-blends in the PC V-blender, as well as the ones for the
MCC-blends, were used to calculate N, the number of rotations needed to reach
homogeneity. As shown in Figure 3.9, N increased as FV increased. For the lactose-
blends, N increased from 4 at a FV level of 20% to 23 at a FV of 80%. For the MCC-
blends, N increased from 11 to 29 for the same increase in FV. An interesting
observation was that regardless of what FV level was used, the MCC-blends always took
longer to mix than the lactose-blends.
An identical set of experiments was replicated in the stainless steel V-blender and the
results are shown in Figure 3.10. Identical trends with respect to FV levels were
observed, namely N increased as FV increased. For the lactose-blends, N increased from
6 at a FV of 20% to 16 at a FV of 80%. For the MCC-blends, N went from 8 to 24 for the
same increase in FV. An interesting observation was that while the lactose-blends took
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about the same N to achieve
blends, across all FV levels,
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Figure 3.9. Effect of FV on N in PC V-blender
3.3.2. V-Blender- Effect of Blender Rotation Rate (RPM)
The effect of RPM on N in the PV V-blender is shown in Figure 3.11. As RPM changed
from 5 to 30 rpm, N increased, peaked then decreased. For the lactose-blends, N was 9 at
a RPM rate of 5 rpm, reached a peak value of 17 at 20 rpm and dropped back to 11 at 30
rpm. For the MCC, N was 15 at 5 rpm, reached a peak value of 31 at 20 rpm and dropped
to 20 at 30 rpm.
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Figure 3.10. Effect of FV on N in steel V-blender
Another way to present this data is to convert N to the amount of time needed to achieve
homogeneity (thg). The result is shown in Figure 3.12. Although different N's were
required to achieve homogeneity when RPM was changed, the % difference was smaller
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than the % difference in RPM and thg became a monotonically decreasing function of
RPM. In other words, mixings became more efficient with increasing RPM because less
time was needed to achieve homogeneous mixtures.
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Figure 3.11. Effect of RPM on N in PC V-blender
An identical set of experiments was replicated in the stainless steel V-blender and the
results are shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. Similar behaviors were observed:
* N increased then decreased as RPM increased;
* thg decreased monotonically as RPM increased;
* MCC-blends always took longer to mix than the lactose-blends;
* While the lactose-blends took about the same thg (or N) to achieve homogeneity in
the PC and steel V-blenders, the MCC-blends blended faster in the steel one.
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Figure 3.12. Effect of RPM on thg in PC V-blender
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3.3.3. Circular Blender- Effect of Fill Volume (FV)
The effects of FV on blending kinetics are seen in the LIF data plots. As an example,
Figure 3.15 shows how different FV levels changed the raw LIF kinetics profiles when
caffeine was blended with MCC in the steel circular blender. The different mixing
mechanisms - convection and diffusion - are also distinct in these plots.
These LIF signals for the MCC-blends in the steel circular blender, as well as the ones for
the lactose-blends, were used to calculate N, the number of rotations needed to reach
homogeneity. The dominant mixing mechanisms were also identified. Since the two
aforementioned identification methods yielded similar results, only results using the
relative-change-in-LIF method are presented.
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Figure 3.15. Raw LIF kinetics profiles for the MCC-caffeine blends in the steel circular
blender at various FV levels. Different lines represent repeat runs at each FV.
As shown in Figure 3.16, the effect of FV on N was similar the one in the V-blenders: N
increased as FV increased. For the lactose-runs, N increased from 11 at a FV level of
25% to 32 at a FV of 75%. For the MCC-runs, N increased from 24 at a FV of 25% to 39
at a FV of 75%. The mixing mechanisms were different at different FV levels: as FV
increased, number of rotations that were convection-dominant (blue bars in Figure 3.16)
increased then decreased and diffusion became more and more significant. Also,
diffusive mixing was more prevalent in the MCC-blends than in the lactose-blends.
An identical set of experiments were replicated in the PC circular blender. Identical
trends with respect to FV levels were observed (Figure 3.17). As in the steel circular
blenders, more diffusive mixing was observed as FV increased and was more prevalent in
the MCC-blends than in the lactose-blends. An interesting observation was that MCC
blended faster in the PC circular blender than in the steel one.
3.3.4. Circular Blender- Effect of Blender Rotation Rate (RPM)
The effect of RPM in the steel circular blender is shown in Figure 3.18. As RPM
changed from 5 to 30 rpm, N first decreased then increased for both the lactose- and
MCC-blends. However, these changes in N were small compared to the variance
between repeated experiments. When this variance was taken into account, N seemed to
stay at around 23 for the lactose-blends and 33 for the MCC-blends.
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In terms of mixing mechanisms, the number of rotations that were convention-dominant
(blue bars in Figure 3.18) stayed fairly constant as RPM increased from 5 to 30 rpm.
However, the number of diffusive rotations (yellow bars) first decreased then increased in
the same RPM range. Again, diffusive mixing was more prevalent in the MCC-blends
than in the lactose-blends.
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Another way to present this data is to convert N to the amount of time needed to achieve
homogeneity (thg). The result is shown in Figure 3.19. Similar to the V-blenders,
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mixings - both convective and diffusive - became more efficient with increasing RPM
because less time was needed to achieve homogeneity. In the case of the steel circular
blender, the lactose-blends took about 288 s to achieve homogeneity at 5 rpm but only 49
s at 30 rpm. The MCC-blends took 432 s to homogeneity at 5 rpm but only 69 s at 30rpm.
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Figure 3.19. Effect of RPM on thg in steel circular blender when caffeine was blended
with (a) lactose and (b) MCC
An identical set of experiments were replicated in the PC circular blender and the results
are shown in Figure 3.20. Again, the changes in N as RPM increased from 5 to 30 rpm
were small compared to the variance between the repeat experiments. When this
variance was taken into account, N seemed to stay at around 21 for the lactose-blends and
23 for the MCC-blends. In terms of mixing mechanisms, the effect of RPM was small in
the PC circular blender but it was obvious that diffusive mixing was more prevalent in
the MCC-blends.
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Figure 3.20. Effect of RPM on N in PC circular blender when caffeine was blended with
(a) lactose and (b) MCC
Another way to present this data is to convert N to the amount of time needed to achieve
homogeneity (thg). This is shown in Figure 3.21. Similar to the steel circular blender,
mixings - both convective and diffusive - became more efficient with increasing RPM as
less time was needed to achieve homogeneity. The lactose-blends took about 240 s to
achieve homogeneity at 5 rpm but only 39 s at 30 rpm. The MCC-blends took 232 s to
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homogeneity at 5 rpm but only 51 s at 30rpm. Again, the MCC-blends blended faster in
the PC circular blender than in the steel one.
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Figure 3.21. Effect of RPM on thg in PC circular blender when caffeine was blended with
(a) lactose and (b) MCC
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3.4. Discussion
3.4.1. Blending Kinetics
It was found that the choice of blender material, blender geometry, excipient, blender
initial fill volume (FV) and blender rotation rate (RPM) had profound impact on powder
mixing kinetics. In summary, it was found that:
* As FV increased, it took longer to achieve homogeneity;
* As RPM increased, it took less time to achieve homogeneity;
* When blended with caffeine, MCC blended slower than lactose;
* MCC showed more diffusive mixing behaviors than lactose;
* V-blenders blended faster than circular blenders;
* While the choice of blender material (PC versus steel) did not have much effect
on the lactose-blends, it did on the MCC-blends.
Among all these operating parameters, the effects of FV and RPM have been studied
previously by many others. Although the experimental setups and powder materials were
different, the general trends observed in this study with respect to FV and RPM were
consistent with findings in the literature [22-25].
Some of the trends listed above can be explained by simple geometrical reasons. For
instance, more time was needed to achieve homogeneous mixtures at higher FV because
less room was available for the powder to move and mix inside the blenders. Also, V-
blenders blended faster than the circular blenders because the rotation of the circular
blenders did not promote much axial mixing.
However, many of the other observed trends can not be explained by such simple
reasoning. For instance, why did MCC blend slower than lactose? Why did the MCC-
blends show more diffusive mixing behaviors? These questions pointed to a need for a
more fundamental understanding of powder blending processes. To achieve this, our
group has begun using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to probe particle-particle
interactions at the microscopic level and correlating these particle properties to their
macroscopic process performance.
3.4.2. Data Analysis Methodology
As mentioned above, the LIF data was converted to RSD values and the homogeneous
states of the blends were identified when a 90% drop in RSD was observed (Figure 3.5).
Certain questions arose regarding this approach. Was RSD the best statistics? Why 30-
point RSD? Would the trends in the Results section be different with 20-point RSD? 40-
point RSD? Why 90% reduction in RSD? Would the trends be different with 85%
reduction? 95% reduction? These questions are addressed in this section.
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Mixing index (M) versus RSD
According to Professor Bridgwater's Understanding How to Process Particulate
Materials [32], a mixture can be characterized by mixing index M:
72 72
M=02 2 2
where io2 is the variance for completely segregated mixture and ar2 is the variance for a
perfectly random mixture. If the mixing index (Al) method were to be applied to the LIF
data, can be calculated by
2
n-1 .(
where n is the cumulative number of LIF data points and <y> the LIF signal at
homogeneity. With this approach, Mwould start from 0 for the initial unblended mixture
and reach 1 for a final homogeneous blend (Figure 3.22). The homogeneous point can
then be identified when a 90% increase in M is observed.
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Figure 3.22. Identifying homogeneous point using the mixing index (A) method
Although the mathematics are different, the trends generated by the RSD- versus the M-
methods were very similar. As an example, the effects of FV on N in the PC V-blender
using these two methods are shown in Figure 3.23. Although absolute values were
different, the trends were similar.
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Figure 3.23. FV-trends generated by the (a) RSD- and (b) M-method
Number of data points used in RSD calculations
To test the sensitivity of the blending trends on the number of data points used in the
RSD calculations, all the 30-point RSD analyses were repeated using 20 and 40 points.
Although the absolute values and sizes of the error bars were different, the trends were
the same. As an example, the effects of FV on N in the PC V-blenders using these
methods are shown in Figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.24. FV-trends using (a) 20, (b) 30, and (c) 40 points in RSD calculations
Percent decrease (RSD-method) or increase (M-method) in identifying homogeneity
To test the sensitivity of the blending trends on the % decrease (RSD-method) or increase
(M-method) used in identifying homogeneity, all analyses were repeated using 85% and
95% decrease/increase. Although the absolute values and sizes of the error bars were
different, the trends were the same. As an example, the effects of FV on N in the PC V-
blender using these methods are shown in Figure 3.25.
The conclusion of this set of sensitivity studies is that the trends observed in the blending
experiments were insensitive to whether the RSD or the M method, how many RSD data
points or how much % change was used in identifying the homogeneous state. The
trends with respect to the effect of operating parameters would have been the same.
Since RSD is widely used in the industry and the 30-point method with 90% reduction is
the most simplistic in handling the LIF data and calculations, it was chosen as the
analysis methodology in the Results section.
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Figure 3.25. FV-trends using (a) 85%, (b) 90%, and (c) 95% change in identifying
homogeneity
3.4.3. Assessing Quality of Blends
After a homogeneous mixture is achieved, there is still finite movement of the powder
particles due to the rotation of the blender. This results in a fluctuation in the LIF signal
at homogeneity, which can be quantified by a standard deviation (Figure 3.26). The
question is: Can this standard deviation (SD) in the LIF signal be used as a quality metric
for blend homogeneity?
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Figure 3.26. Quantifying quality of homogeneous mixtures
The answer is: It depends on the relative magnitudes of this SD relative to the inherent
noise level of the LIF instrument. When collecting data from even a one-component
system, the LIF signal displays certain degree of fluctuation. This small fluctuation,
evidenced by data collected from a pure MCC blend in Figure 3.27 and a pure lactose
blend in Figure 3.28, is noise resulted from the design of the instrument. If one were to
use LIF to assess and compare blend qualities, the SD in the LIF signal at homogeneity
must be statistically larger than this inherent noise level.
As shown in Figure 3.27, the inherent noise level of a pure one-component MCC blend
was about 0.41. The SD's at homogeneity of the various MCC-caffeine blends created
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with different operating parameters ranged from 0.41 to 1.07. Thus, the differences in
these SD's were barely statistically different enough to be used to discern their blend
qualities. In contrast, the noise level of a pure lactose blend was about 0.47 while the
SD's of the lactose-caffeine blends ranged from 0.33 to 0.69. The differences in these
SD's were definitely not statistically significant enough to be used for assessing blend
qualities.
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Figure 3.27. Standard deviation (SD) in LIF signal at homogeneity
MCC-and-caffeine blends
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Figure 3.28. Standard deviation (SD) in LIF signal at homogeneity of
lactose-and-caffeine blends
a pure lactose and
Due to this fluctuation limitation, the assessment of blend quality was not carried forward.
With future improvement in the LIF design and reduction/elimination of the inherent
noise, LIF can one day be used to systematically evaluate the effects of operating
parameter on blend quality.
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3.5. Conclusion
The LIF sensor was used to study the effect of operating parameters on powder blending
kinetics. The operating parameters investigated included blender material (MCC vs.
lactose), blender type (circular vs. V-shaped), excipient (lactose vs. MCC), blender fill
volume (from 20% to 80%) and blender rotation rate (from 5 rpm to 30 rpm). It was
found that the time needed to achieve homogeneity (thg) increased with blender fill
volume (FV) but decreased with blender rotation rate (RPM). Compared to lactose,
MCC was found to blend slower with caffeine and showed more diffusive mixing across
all the FV and RPM levels investigated. In general, blending in V-blenders took less
time than in circular blenders. While the choice of blender material did not have much
effect on the lactose-blends, it did on the MCC-blends. Methodology was developed to
analyze and convert LIF data to meaningful trends. A sensitivity analysis was conducted
to test the impact of the different parameters used in this methodology. Since they all
generated the same trends with respect to the operating parameters, the most widely-used
and simplistic method - 30-point RSD with 90% reduction - was used. Future
improvement in the LIF instrument was needed to reduce/eliminate its inherent noise so
that it could be used to assess and compare blend qualities. This study exemplified the
use of LIF to study powder blending kinetics in a systematic fashion. It also pointed to
the need for a more fundamental approach in understanding pharmaceutical blending
processes.
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4. MEASUREMENT OF COHESIVE/ADHESIVE FORCE
INTERACTIONS ON PHARMACEUTICAL POWDERS WITH
ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY (AFM)
4.1. Introduction
Flow and blending of powders are crucial processes for the manufacturing of
pharmaceutical solid dosage products. Although behavior in flow and blending can
sometimes be explained by simple geometric (e.g., blender design and geometry) [1], [2],
[3], [4] and correlative (e.g., angle of repose) [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]
reasoning, a more fundamental understanding is needed to predict powder behavior to
ensure predictable and consistent quality of the final drug products [13]. In principle,
bulk process behavior of any material can be described theoretically by force interactions
at the smallest measurable scale. For gas and fluid, this scale is at the molecular level.
For granular solids, it is at the particle level. Thus, direct force measurement at single
particle level is essential in understanding flow and blending behaviors of pharmaceutical
powders.
The four most dominant force potentials between two granular particles at the
microscopic level are van der Waals (VDW), capillary (or liquid bridging), electrostatics
and physical interlocking [14], [15]. VDW force is a short-range force interacting
between two bodies [16]. It is an attractive force and its magnitude depends on the sizes
of and the distance between the two bodies. Capillary forces arise when relative
humidity (RH) of the atmosphere is relatively high and there is substantial amount of
condensation on particle surfaces [16]. In this condition, a liquid bridge is formed at the
contact point of two particles and exerts an attractive force between the particles due to
capillary and surface tension effects [17]. Electrostatic forces arise when particles come
in contact with each other or with the container walls and transient electrostatic charges
build up on their surfaces [16]. These electrostatic charges cause particles to repel or
attract each other. Physical interlocking between particles originates from their complex
geometries and surface morphologies. Depending on their shapes and orientations,
particles stick together via locking of asperities after coming into contact. All these force
potentials are functions of intrinsic particle properties such as particle size, density, shape,
surface morphology, and stiffness etc. In reality, these forces do not act alone on the
particles; instead they act simultaneously and contribute different amount to the total net
force present between particles.
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has been proved to be a powerful technique in
measuring these inter-particle forces at the microscopic levels [ 18]. Originally designed
for high-resolution imaging, application of AFM has been extended to direct force
measurement. In a typical AFM force measurement experiment, a blank or a particle-
adhered cantilever tip is brought into contact with another stationary sample. By
monitoring the deflection of the cantilever, the force between the tip and the stationary
sample can be quantified. AFM is a powerful tool to study particle-particle interactions
as it simultaneously provides surface morphology and cohesive force information over a
scan area. Although it has been applied to measure inter-particle forces in different areas
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[19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], it has not been extensively used in
the context of pharmaceutical manufacturing and even less in attempting to link AFM-
measured microscopic forces to macroscopic process performance of pharmaceutical
powders.
Previously, our colleague Domike used AFM to measure inter-particle forces of selected
pharmaceutical powders and related these forces to their macroscopic flow behaviors.
This approach showed success in predicting flow patterns for simple one-component
systems [29]. Since then, we have extended the scope to including more materials and a
systematic assessment of pair-wise force interactions to account for multi-component
blending processes. In this article, we report our AFM force measurement results.
Application of these results to explain the macroscopic process behaviors of these
pharmaceutical materials will be presented in subsequent chapters.
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4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Pharmaceutical Powders
Three types of pharmaceutical powders - one Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API)
and two excipients - were used. The API was anhydrous caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO) and the excipients were lactose monohydrate (DMV International, Veghel,
The Netherlands; Lot Number: 203626; Product Name: Pharmatose DCL11) and micro-
crystalline cellulose (Asahi Kasei Corporation, Tokyo, Japan; Lot Number 13G2; Product
Name: Celphere). The diameters of the particles were log-normally distributed and were
100 ± 35 gm, 140 ± 39 gm and 150 ± 23 m for caffeine, lactose and MCC, respectively.
These were all cohesive powders, which behaved very differently from non-cohesive (or
free-flow) powders [8], [30], [31].
In blending processes (especially small-scale blending with higher surface-to-volume
ratio), frequency for particle-wall collisions is comparable to the one for particle-particle
collisions. Thus, in addition to particle-particle interactions, adhesive interactions
between powders and surfaces of selected materials were also measured. The surfaces
studied included flat sheets of polycarbonate and stainless steel. These were chosen
because blending data were collected in blenders made of these materials.
All necessary pair-wise interactions needed to describe a two-component blending
process were measured. These interactions included API-API, excipient-excipient, API-
excipient, API-wall, and excipient-wall interactions. Before each force measurement, the
surfaces were cleaned with 80% ethanol and dried in air.
4.2.2. Atomic Force Microscope with Humidity Control
AFM force measurements were performed in contact mode using a Multimode AFM
head and a J-type scanner (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). The J-scanner has a
lateral scan range of 125 jim and vertical range of 5 gm. Pharmaceutical samples were
secured and taped down to mica surfaces for sampling. Force-volume map of 10 jim by
10 jim and of 32 by 32 (or 16 by 16) individual force curves was generated for each pair
of particles (and surfaces) investigated. Using the force-volume mode on AFM, height
data was collected simultaneously. This height data was then adjusted to the lowest
height value to give relative height maps, which were then used to draw correlations
between particle surface morphology and adhesive/cohesive forces. Relative humidity
(RH) was controlled via a self-built perfusion chamber. As shown in Figure 4.1, a dry
and a wet streams of nitrogen were constantly fed into the chamber and RH was
monitored with a hydro-thermometer (VWR, Bristol, CT). The RH for all experiments
was fixed at 55o%.
4.2.3. AFM Cantilever Tips with Adhered-Particles
Triangular silicon nitride cantilevers (Veeco, Santa Clara, CA) of manufacturer-specified
spring constant of 0.32 N/m were used. Their actual spring constants were measured
with a Molecular Force Probe MFP-1D (Asylum Research Inc., Santa Barbara, CA) using
the thermal vibration method [32], [33]. It has previously been shown that the addition of
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particle onto a cantilever tip does not significantly alter its spring constant [29]. Spring
constant of each cantilever was measured three times and the average was used for
subsequent force calculations.
Humidity
chamber I-
Hygrometer --
/Dry air
Wet air
Figure 4.1. Atomic Force Microscope with self-built humidity chamber
Methods for mounting micro-particles onto AFM cantilever tips are available in literature
[34], [35], [36]. Essentially, a blank cantilever tip was dipped into a small amount of
epoxy glue and then brought into contact with a particle of interest. This particle-
cantilever assembly was then rested up-side-down for the glue to dry. An optical
microscope was used to assist in moving and aligning the cantilevers relative to the
particles. Sizes of the cantilevers and the particles were measured through images taken
with ESEM (FEI/Philips XL30 FEG ESEM, FEI Company, Hillsboro, Oregon). Figure
4.2 shows ESEM pictures of some particle-cantilever assemblies.
To ensure reproducibility, three particle-cantilever assemblies were prepared for each
pair-wise interaction measurement (i.e., API-API, excipient-excipient, API-excipient,
API-surface, and excipient-surface). And each assembly was brought into contact with
three different particles (or surfaces).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4..2. E a
Figure 4.2. ESEM pictures of particle-cantilever assemblies of (a) lactose, (b) caffeine,
and (c) MCC
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4.2.4. Data Analysis
As a particle-cantilever assembly was brought into contact with another particle fixed on
a sample plate, the deflection of the cantilever (in volts) and the particle-particle
separation (nm) were measured simultaneously. By factoring in the inverse optical level
sensitivity (nm/V) and the spring constant (N/m) of the cantilever, this set of data can be
converted to a force versus distance (F-d) plot. There are two lines in a typical F-d plot:
the approach one when the two particles (or surface) are being brought together and a
retract one when they are being separated. The cohesive interaction (nN) is the lowest
value on the retract line. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of the experimental setup for an
AFM force measurement and how the data (cantilever deflection) is converted to a F-d
plot.
(a)
PD Detector
h
Side View
n tilever
Sample surface
b)_
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Force
Approach
Particle Separation
Figure 4.3. (a) Schematic of AFM force measurement; (b) Conversion of raw AFM data
to force distance plot
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4.3. Results
Strictly speaking, the term cohesion refers to interactions between two bodies made of the
same material while adhesion refers to the one between two dissimilar materials. In this
section, cohesive interactions are described first. It is followed by particle-particle
adhesive interactions and then particle-surface interactions.
4.3.1. Caffeine-Caffeine Cohesive Interactions
As mentioned in the above Materials and Methods section, three caffeine-cantilever
assemblies were prepared and each brought into contact with three different caffeine
particles. A height image and force map obtained from a sample caffeine-caffeine
contact experiment is shown in Figure 4.4. The resolution of the height image and force
map was 128 by 128 and 32 by 32, respectively. In other words, 16384 (1282) relative
height data and 1024 (322) individual force curves were collected. There was a clear
correlation between the height and cohesion data - higher cohesion values were observed
in upper left region where particle surface was elevated (protruding particle asperities).
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Figure 4.4, (a) Height image and (b) force map from a caffeine-caffeine cohesion
measurement
When plotted in histogram, it was found that the cohesion values measured fell into a
lognormal distribution. A lognormal distribution for any random variable can be
specified with its mean ,u and standard deviation a (or variance U2 ). As shown in Figure
4.5, the cohesive interactions between these two caffeine particles can be characterized
by aUF of 42.4 nN and a F of 21.5 nN.
The contacts with two other stationary caffeine particles with this caffeine-tip, as well as
the ones for the second and third caffeine-tips, behaved similarly. Their results are
consolidated in the Discussion section.
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Figure 4.5. (a) Histogram and (b) cumulative percentage of cohesive force values
measured from a caffeine-caffeine cohesion measurement
4.3.2. MCC-MCC Cohesive Interactions
Three MCC-cantilever assemblies were prepared and each brought into contact with three
different MCC particles. A height image and force map obtained from a sample MCC-
MCC contact experiment is shown in Figure 4.6. The resolution of the height image and
force map was 128 by 128 and 32 by 32, respectively. Similar to the caffeine-caffeine
interactions, there was a clear correlation between the height and cohesion data. Lower
cohesion values were recorded in the upper right corner where the relative heights were
lower.
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Figure 4.6. (a) Height image
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and (b) force map from a MCC-MCC cohesion
measurement
When plotted in histogram, the cohesion values between these two MCC particles fell
into an almost perfect lognormal distribution (Figure 4.7). The /F and a aF were 328 nN
and 93.8 nN, respectively. These values fell into the same range reported previously by
Domike [29].
The contacts with two other stationary MCC particles with this MCC-tip, as well as the
ones for the second and third MCC-tips, behaved similarly. Their results are
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consolidated in the Discussion section. Relative to the caffeine-caffeine interactions, the
cohesive values measured between MCC particles were generally much larger. Also, the
relative magnitudes of aF for the MCC-MCC interactions were generally smaller. As will
be discussed in the Discussion section, these lower aF values could be attributed to the
smoother surface morphology of the MCC particles.
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Figure 4.7. (a) Histogram and (b) cumulative percentage of cohesive force values
measured from a MCC-MCC cohesion measurement
4.3.3. Lactose-Lactose Cohesive Interactions
Three lactose-cantilever assemblies were prepared and each brought into contact with
three different lactose particles. A height image and force map obtained from a sample
lactose-lactose contact experiment is shown in Figure 4.8. The resolution of the height
image and force map was 128 by 128 and 32 by 32, respectively. Again, there was a
clear correlation between the height and cohesion data. Higher cohesion values were
recorded in the upper left corner where the relative heights were higher.
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When plotted in histogram, the cohesion values between these two lactose particles fell
into a lognormal distribution (Figure 4.9). The UF and a oF were 42.8 nN and 21.7 nN,
respectively. These values were consistent with the ones reported previously by our
colleague [29]. They also fell into the same range reported by another research group for
similar experiments, in which lactose particles on cantilever tips were brought into
contact with a compressed lactose tablet [37].
The contact between two other stationary lactose particles with this lactose-tip, as well as
the ones for the second and third lactose-tips, behaved similarly. Their results are
consolidated in the Discussion section. In general, lactose-lactose interactions were
stronger than the caffeine-caffeine ones but weaker than the MCC-MCC ones.
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Figure 4.9. (a) Histogram and (b) cumulative percentage of cohesive force values
measured from a lactose-lactose cohesion measurement
4.3.4. Caffeine-MCC Adhesive Interactions
Three caffeine-cantilever assemblies were prepared and each brought into contact with
three different MCC particles. This configuration was chosen over the reverse
configuration with MCC on cantilevers in contact with stationary caffeine particles,
because caffeine particles were generally smaller in size and had less impact on the
behaviors of the cantilevers. A height image and force map obtained from a sample
caffeine-MCC contact experiment is shown in Figure 4.10. The resolution of the height
image and force map was 128 by 128 and 32 by 32, respectively. Again, there was a
clear correlation between the height and cohesion data. Higher relative height and
adhesion values were recorded toward the left side of the 10 [tm by 10 [tm scan area.
When plotted in a histogram, the adhesion values between these caffeine and MCC
particles fell into a lognormal distribution (Figure 4.11). The UF and a aF were 26.2 nN
and 12.4 nN, respectively.
The contacts with two other stationary MCC particles with this caffeine-tip, as well as the
ones for the second and third caffeine-tips, behaved similarly. The results are
consolidated in the Discussion section. In comparison, caffeine-MCC interactions were
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generally weaker than the caffeine-caffeine ones and much weaker than the MCC-MCC
ones.
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4.3.5. Caffeine-Lactose Adhesive Interactions
Three caffeine-cantilever assemblies were prepared and each brought into contact with
three different stationary lactose particles. A height image and force map obtained from
a sample caffeine-lactose contact experiment is shown in Figure 4.12. The resolution of
the height image and force map was 128 by 128 and 32 by 32, respectively. Again, there
was a clear correlation between the height and cohesion data. Slightly higher adhesion
values were observed in the lower left corner where relative height values were higher.
When plotted in a histogram, the adhesion values between these caffeine and lactose
particles fell into a lognormal distribution (Figure 4.13). The PF and a aF were 18.3 nN
and 12.1 nN, respectively.
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The contacts with two other stationary lactose particles with this caffeine-tip, as well as
the ones for the second and third caffeine-tips, behaved similarly. Their results are
consolidated in the Discussion section. In comparison, caffeine-lactose interactions were
generally weaker than the caffeine-caffeine ones but comparable to the caffeine-MCC
ones.
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4.3.6. Caffeine-Surface Adhesive Interactions
Three caffeine-cantilever assemblies were prepared and each brought into contact with
one stainless steel surface at three different locations. Three locations on one piece of
polished steel, as opposed to three different pieces of steel, were chosen because it was
assumed that there was little variation between different pieces of steel. A height image
and force map obtained from a sample caffeine-steel contact experiment is shown in
Figure 4.14. The resolution of the height image and force map was 128 by 128 and 32 by
32, respectively. Again, there was a clear correlation between the height and cohesion
data, evidenced by streaks stretching from the upper left to the lower right in the scan
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area. It is also worth noting the lower variations in the measured height and adhesion
values compared to the particle-particle contacts reported above.
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When plotted in a histogram, the adhesion values between this caffeine particle and the
steel surface fell into a lognormal distribution (Figure 4.15). The UF and a aF were 24.0
nN and 8.33 nN, respectively.
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Figure 4.15. (a) Histogram and (b) cumulative percentage of adhesive force values
measured from a caffeine-steel adhesion measurement
The other two contacts at different locations on the steel surface with this caffeine-tip, as
well as the ones for the second and third caffeine-tips, behaved similarly. Their results
are consolidated in the Discussion section. In general, the caffeine-steel interactions were
weaker than the caffeine-caffeine ones. Their lognormal distributions were also smaller
(i.e., smaller aF). As will be discussed in the Discussion section, this could be attributed
to the smoother morphology on the steel surface.
An identical set of experiments was repeated on the polycarbonate (PC) surface. Results
for a sample caffeine-PC contact experiment are shown in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17.
Note the even smaller variations in relative height and adhesion values compared to the
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ones for the caffeine-steel contact. The [F and the aF of the lognormal distribution in
adhesive forces were 13.3 nN and 7.73 nN, respectively.
The other two contacts at different locations on the PC surface with this caffeine-tip, as
well as the ones for the second and third caffeine-tips, behaved similarly. Their results
are consolidated in the Discussion section. In general, the caffeine-PC interactions were
weaker than the caffeine-steel ones. As will be discussed in the Discussion section, this
could be attributed to the different hygroscopic behaviors of PC and steel.
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4.3.7. MCC-Surface Adhesive Interactions
Three MCC-cantilever assemblies were prepared and each brought into contact with the
stainless steel surface at three different locations. A height image and force map obtained
from a sample MCC-steel contact experiment is shown in Figure 4.18. The resolution of
the height image and force map was 128 by 128 and 32 by 32, respectively. Again, note
the lower variations in the measured height and adhesion values compared to the particle-
particle contacts presented above.
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When plotted in histogram, the adhesion
surface fell into a lognormal distribution
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Figure 4.19. (a) Histogram and (b) cumulative percentage of adhesive force values
measured from a MCC-steel adhesion measurement
The other two contacts at different locations on the steel surface with this MCC-tip, as
well as the ones for the second and third MCC-tips, behaved similarly. Their results are
consolidated in the Discussion section. In general, the MCC-steel interactions were
weaker than the MCC-MCC ones.
An identical set of experiments was repeated on the polycarbonate (PC) surface. Results
for a sample MCC-PC contact experiment are shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21. The
resolutions of both the height image and the force map were 16 by 16. Note the even
smaller variations in relative height and adhesion values compared to the ones for the
MCC-steel contact. The /F and the aF of the lognormal distribution in adhesive forces
were 98.9 nN and 40.7 nN, respectively.
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The other two contacts at different locations on the PC surface with this MCC-tip, as well
as the ones for the second and third MCC-tips, behaved similarly. Their results are
consolidated in the Discussion section. Similar to the caffeine-surface interactions, MCC
showed stronger adhesive interactions with steel than with PC.
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4.3.8. Lactose-Surface Adhesive Interactions
Three lactose-cantilever assemblies were prepared and each brought into contact with the
stainless steel surface at three different locations. A height image and force map obtained
from a sample lactose-steel contact experiment is shown in Figure 4.22. The resolution
of the height image and force map was 32 by 32 and 16 by 16, respectively. Again, note
the lower variations in the measured height and adhesion values compared to the particle-
particle contacts reported above.
When plotted in a histogram, the adhesion values between this lactose particle and the
steel surface fell into a lognormal distribution (Figure 4.23). The F and a aU were 358
nN and 155 nN, respectively.
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The other two contacts at different locations on the steel surface with this lactose-tip, as
well as the ones for the second and third lactose-tips, behaved similarly. Their results are
consolidated in the Discussion section. In general, the lactose-steel interactions were
comparable to the lactose-lactose ones. They were also much greater than the caffeine-
steel or MCC-steel interactions.
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Figure 4.23. (a) Histogram and (b) cumulative percentage of adhesive force values
measured from a lactose-steel adhesion measurement
An identical set of experiments was repeated on the polycarbonate (PC) surface. Results
for a sample lactose-PC contact experiment are shown in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25.
The resolutions of both the height image and the force map were 16 by 16. Again, note
the even smaller variations in relative height and adhesion values compared to the ones
for the lactose-steel contact. The UF and the aF of the lognormal distribution in adhesive
forces were 111 nN and 34.5 nN, respectively.
The other two contacts at different locations on the PC surface with this lactose-tip, as
well as the ones for the second and third lactose-tips, behaved similarly. Their results are
consolidated in the Discussion section. In general, the lactose-plastic interactions were
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weaker than the lactose-steel ones. Relative to other particles, lactose-surface
interactions were generally stronger than the caffeine-surface and MCC-surface ones.
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4.4. Discussion
4.4.1. Size Dependence of Cohesive/Adhesive Interactions
According to both theoretical prediction and experimental values, there was a dependence
of cohesive and adhesive interactions on particle size. Since particles of different sizes
were used in the experiments, the reported interactions needed to be normalized in order
to have meaningful comparisons. There is a significant literature available that describes
theoretically mechanical contacts between particles (and surfaces) and normalizes their
interactions to the particle sizes [11], [38], [39], [40], [41]. To avoid calculation
complexity and reduce computation time when these interaction data were used for
process simulation (will be discussed below), we chose to use the most well-established
and widely-used contact model - the JKR contact model [42].
According to the JKR model, cohesion or adhesion between two particles can be
normalized with respect to particle size and be expressed in terms of surface energy (),
given by
2 F
= -2 F (Equation 4.1 )
3 r.R
where F is the cohesion/adhesion (pull-off) force and R is the reduced radius of the two
particles, given by
R = RI R (Equation 4.2)
R + R 2
where Ri's are the radii of the particles in contact. Using the AFM-measured cohesion or
adhesion values for F, surface energies (in mJ/m2) of each pair-wise interaction could be
calculated. For particle-surface interactions, the radius of the surface was assumed to be
infinite so the reduced radius became the radius of the particle.
With the JKR model, the cohesion / adhesion results reported in the Results section with
different particle sizes collapsed into single lognormal distribution for each pair-wise
interaction. Each of these lognormal distributions could then be described by a mean
surface energy (u) and a standard deviation (y). Figure 4.26 shows the collapsed surface
energy results for interactions involving caffeine particles. Other cohesion-converted (or
adhesion-converted) surface energies are summarized in Table 4.1.
It is worth noting that each graph in Figure 4.26 involves particles of different sizes.
Nonetheless, the simple JKR model collapsed the size-dependent cohesion (or adhesion)
values into single distributions. Although these distributions still deviate slight from true
lognormal distributions (as shown by the green and blue dotted lines in Figure 4.26), it is
believed that these deviations could be avoided by increasing the number of particle-
cantilever assemblies and the number of contact experiments.
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Figure 4.26. Lognormal distributions of surface energies for interactions involving
caffeine particles
To illustrate how Table 4.1 could be used, let's assume a caffeine particle were 60 m in
diameter, a lactose particle 140 tm and a MCC particle 150 m. Then via Equation 4.1,
the mean surface energies caffeine-caffeine of 0.43 mJ/m2, Ylactose-lactose of 0.52 mJ/m2 and
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YMCC-MCC of 1.58 mJ/m2 would translate to mean inter-particle cohesions of 30 nN, 89 nN
and 280 nN, respectively.
Table 4.1: Mean surface energy (uy) and standard deviation (y) in mJ/m2 between
4.4.2. Differences in Surface Energies (or Cohesion/Adhesion)
The surface energies shown in Table 4.1 reveal some interesting differences in cohesive
or adhesive interactions between different materials. First, among all the materials
investigated, the surface energy between a pair of MCC particle was the greatest.
Combining with MCC's larger average particle size, this high surface energy translated to
large net cohesive forces between MCC particles. This is consistent with our
experimental experience that MCC is often as the stickier material. Secondly, the surface
energies for caffeine-lactose and caffeine-MCC interactions were very similar. Since the
mean diameters of lactose and MCC were also similar (140 gm and 150 gm, respectively),
the API-excipient interactions were essentially the same regardless of the choice of
excipient material. It should be noted that for both the caffeine-lactose and the caffeine-
MCC interactions, the caffeine particle was usually smaller than the excipient particle.
Thus, relative to the gravitational weights of the particles, the adhesive force exerted on
the caffeine particle was larger than the one on the excipient one.
The surface energies for all particle-PC interactions were weaker than the ones for
particle-steel. This could be attributed to the fact that the PC surface used was more
hydrophobic than the steel. At 55% RH (the control RH in all experiments), this
hydrophobicity led to less water absorption on the PC surface relative to the steel one.
This resulted in lower capillary forces and thus lower net adhesive forces were observed.
It is worth noting that distributions in surface energy were generally wider (greater oy's)
for particle-particle interactions than for the particle-surface ones. As will be discussed
below, it is believed that the lognormal distributions in surface energies originated from
the surface roughness of the bodies coming into contact. When one of these two bodies
was a smooth surface (steel or PC) as opposed to a particle with asperities, the overall
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roughness of the system was reduced. This smoother system in turn narrowed the
distribution range of the surface energies.
4.4.3. Theoretical Models for Cohesive/Adhesive Interactions
Although the JKR model was quite effective in accounting for the size dependence of the
measured cohesive or adhesive forces and collapsing them to surface energies, there are
limitations associated with this approach [43]. First, the JKR model assumes the particles
coming into contact are spherical. This was more true and easier to measure for the
round-shaped lactose and MCC particles but less so for the irregularly-shaped caffeine
particles. To approximate the diameter of an irregular caffeine particle, the particle
lengths in all three dimensions were averaged (Figure 4.27).
Figure 4.27. Measuring size of an irregularly-shaped caffeine particle
Another major limitation of the JKR model is that it does not account for the effects of
surface roughness on particle-particle (or surface) interactions. Surface asperities of
powder particles are best described by distributions [40], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48].
Thus, it is believed that the lognormal distributions in surface energies were result of the
surface morphologies of the two bodies coming into contact. If the asperities of particles
(or surfaces) were measured and a model that would capture their effects were used, the
surface energy distributions in Table 4.1 should collapse into single values. Our group
has begun working on developing theoretical models to address the contribution of
surface asperities to different theoretical forces (e.g., the effects of asperity on VDW
forces). As will be explained in the next section, the intent of this particular study is to
apply the directly measured interactions to understand the macroscopic behaviors of the
pharmaceutical powders through process simulations. By describing these interactions in
surface energy distributions, all the relevant physics at contact points - independent of
particle size and surface roughness - would be fully captured and the JKR model would
be sufficient for our simulation purposes.
On a final note, even if a comprehensive contact model were available, the study of
contact between powder particles via AFM was still limited by the laborious procedure
and the limited number of experiments achievable in a feasible timeframe. Each graph in
Figure 4.26 and each box in Table 4.1 represents nine separate contact experiments and
each experiment was consisted of 1024 individual force curves. This involved time and
labor spent on sample preparation, spring constant measurement, ESEM examination, RH
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equilibration, force measurement, and data analysis. Combining with the low success
rate of particle contact experiments (e.g., adhered particles falling off from cantilevers,
blocking of AFM laser reflection due to excessive amount of glue, and breaking of
cantilevers), the amount of effort spent was significant.
4.4.4. Linking Micro to Macro
The cohesive or adhesive interactions reported in surface energies in this report will be
used to relate the microscopic properties of the pharmaceutical powders studied to their
macroscopic process behaviors. Initial focus will be to use these surface energies to
study the blending behaviors of pharmaceutical powders. A comprehensive set of
blending experiments have already been conducted. A Discrete Element Method (DEM)
based simulation has been developed to relate these surface energies - properties of
particle at microscopic level - to their bulk blending behaviors. Results from these
blending experiments and simulations, as well as how the AFM-measured surface
energies are used to relate the two, will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
Since surface energies are material properties, their application is not limited to just one
unit operating. In fact, in addition to blending, the set of surface energies reported in this
article should be applicable for all other unit operations in pharmaceutical manufacturing,
provided that a constitutive model (in the case of blending, DEM is the constitutive
model) is available to relate these microscopic properties to their bulk behaviors.
4.5. Conclusion
Cohesive (or adhesive) particle-particle and particle-surface interactions at the
microscopic level were measured directly using AFM. The pharmaceutical particles
studied included caffeine, lactose and micro-crystalline cellulose (MCC). The surface
materials included stainless steel and polycarbonate (PC). All cohesive (or adhesive)
interactions were found to fall into lognormal distributions. The JKR model was used to
account for the size-dependence of the measured cohesion (or adhesion) values and
collapse them to single surface energy distribution for each pair-wise interaction. The
distribution nature was believed to have originated from the surface asperities of the
particles. Among the materials studied, MCC-MCC displayed the strongest cohesive
behaviors. Caffeine-MCC and caffeine-lactose interactions were essentially the same.
Distributions for particle-surface interactions were narrower than the ones for particle-
particle interactions. Particles were found to have stronger adhesive interactions with
steel than with PC. The surface energies reported in this report will be used in another
study to relate the microscopic properties of these pharmaceutical powders to their
macroscopic process behaviors.
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5. MEASUREMENT OF FRICTION FORCE INTERACTIONS ON
PHARMACEUTICAL POWDERS WITH ATOMIC FORCE
MICROSCOPY (AFM)
5.1. Introduction
In understanding macroscopic process behaviors of pharmaceutical powders, we recently
reported the use of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to measure microscopic cohesive /
adhesive interactions between particles (and surfaces) at the single particle level. In
addition to cohesion and adhesion, friction interactions are also important in terms of
governing motions of particles at contact points and describing these motions in process
simulations [1-3]. In this study, we report the use of AFM to measure friction forces
between pharmaceutical particles (and surfaces). The measured friction coefficients will
be used directly in models for process simulations.
Friction forces between two bodies in contact have been theoretically described in many
forms [4-6]. The most widely-used empirical law for fitting experimentally measured
friction forces is
f =.(L+ A)" Equation 5.1
where L is the applied normal load, A adhesion between the bodies in contact and u the
friction coefficient [7-10]. For single-asperity spherical contacts, n ranges from 2/3 to 1
depending on whether a Hertzian or JKR contact is assumed [1, 1 1]. For contacts
involving multiple asperities, n takes the value of unity andf becomes a linear function of
the summation of applied load L and adhesion A. As will be presented below, the
selected pharmaceutical particles in this report had rough surfaces and displayed linear
relationship between friction and applied loads, making Equation 5.1 adequate in
describing their friction interactions.
In the pharmaceutical and many other industries, friction of materials is usually measured
at the macroscopic level using the yield locus (shear stress versus normal stress) methods
[1, 12]. Among these methods, the Jenike shear cell is the most widely-used [13]. In a
shear cell measurement, the forces required to slide two surfaces are measured at various
normal loads so that the friction coefficient can be calculated (Figure 5.1). Although
links between bulk particle behavior and these yield locus measurements have been
established, these links are mostly empirical because only the bulk friction coefficient is
measured in a shear cell experiment [14, 15]. In order to describe interactions between
two (or more) individual particles, measurement at the single particle level is needed.
AFM has long been used for friction (or lateral) force measurement. However, is has
mainly been used for qualitative imaging purposes [16, 17]. Since then, AFM has been
extended to quantitative studies of friction versus load for various materials. For instance,
Hu et al. used AFM to measure friction between silicon nitride tips and mica surfaces and
found that friction coefficient is independent of scan direction, scanning speed, tip radius,
exact tip structure and relative humidity [18]. Carpick et al. measured friction between
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Pt-coated tips and mica surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum and the obtained friction forces, as
predicted by the JKR model, were proportional to contact area [19, 20]. Meurk et al.
studied friction on silicon nitride as a function of humidity and binder concentration
between granules and substrate [21]. Other similar studies can be found here: [22-27]
\cket upper rng
botocn rg
Figure 5.1. Schematic of a Jenike shear cell
Recently, Bilas et al. used AFM to quantitatively characterize friction coefficients on
muscovite, HOPG and silicon surfaces [28]. Also, Jones et al. studied frictional forces on
glass ballotini and a range of industrial cohesive powders: hydrated alumina, limestone,
titania and zeolite [ 11]. In this study, we take a similar approach to study friction
interactions of selected pharmaceutical materials. Our end goal is to use these
experimentally measured friction interactions, as well as the cohesive and adhesive
interactions reported in the previous chapter, as direct inputs in process simulations to
study and gain fundamental understanding in pharmaceutical manufacturing. Initial
focus will be to study blending behaviors of pharmaceutical powders. A comprehensive
set of blending experiments have already been conducted. A Discrete Element Method
(DEM) based simulation has also been developed to relate particle properties at the
microscopic level to their bulk blending behavior. In describing friction motions of
particles, the DEM model requires only the dependence of friction forces on normal loads.
Therefore, the ultimate goal of this study is to obtain friction coefficients () between the
selected materials. The precision on friction coefficients is much more critical than
precision on the absolute friction force values.
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5.2. Materials and Methods
5.2.1. Pharmaceutical Powders
Three types of pharmaceutical powders - one Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API)
and two excipients - were used. The API was anhydrous caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO) and the excipients were lactose monohydrate (DMV International, Veghel,
The Netherlands; Lot Number: 203626; Product Name: Pharmatose DCL11) and micro-
crystalline cellulose (Asahi Kasei Corporation, Tokyo, Japan; Lot Number 13G2; Product
Name: Celphere). Average diameters of the caffeine, lactose and MCC particles were
100 jtm, 140 pm and 150 tm, respectively.
In addition to particle-particle interactions, friction interactions between powders and
surfaces of selected materials were also measured. The surfaces studied included flat
sheets of polycarbonate and stainless steel. These were chosen because blending data
were collected in blenders made of these materials.
All necessary pair-wise friction interactions needed to describe a two-component
blending process were measured. These interactions included API-API, excipient-
excipient, API-excipient, API-wall, and excipient-wall interactions. Before each friction
measurement the surfaces were cleaned with 80% ethanol.
5.2.2. AFM Cantilevers with Adhered Particles
Stiff rectangular silicon cantilevers with aluminum coating (Veeco, Santa Clara, CA) of
manufacturer-specified spring constant of 20 N/m were used. It has previously been
shown that the addition of particle onto a cantilever tip does not significantly alter its
spring constant [29]. Methods for mounting micro-particles onto cantilever tips have
been reported by others [30, 31 ]and by us in the previous chapter. Inspection of these
particle-cantilever assemblies were done with ESEM (FEI/Philips XL30 FEG ESEM, FEI
Company, Hillsboro, Oregon). Figure 5.2 shows ESEM pictures of some particle-
cantilever assemblies.
{A \ fL_\ Gus\
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5.2.3. Atomic Force Microscope with Humidity Control
AFM force measurements were performed in lateral mode using a Multimode AFM head
and a J-type scanner (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). The J-scanner has a
lateral scan range of 125 pm and vertical range of 5 pm. Pharmaceutical samples were
secured and taped down to mica surfaces for sampling. Relative humidity (RH) was
controlled at 55% via a self-built perfusion chamber.
5.2.4. AFM Lateral Force Calibration
In a typical AFM friction measurement (with or without particle attached to the
cantilever), the cantilever is brought into contact with a stationary sample. It is then
rastered on this sample in a direction perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever, as
shown in Figure 5.3. By monitoring the torsion motion of the cantilever through the
lateral deflection of the laser, the friction drag produced during scanning can be
quantified.
Figure 5.3. Schematic of an AFM friction measurement
Before the lateral laser deflection (measured in volts) can be converted to friction forces
(in nN), the cantilever or the particle-cantilever assembly needs to be calibrated. This
calibration is specific to each particle-cantilever assembly and each laser alignment.
Calibration of particle-cantilever assemblies for lateral forces involves much more
complex procedures than the one for normal forces, for AFM lateral signal is generally
weaker than the normal one and there is often crosstalk between the signals in these two
directions. Many different lateral force calibration methods have been proposed in
literature. These methods can be categorized in two groups: geometry-based calculations
and direct measurements. In geometry-based calculations, lateral force constants are
calculated based on cantilever dimensions and material properties [21, 24, 32, 33]. The
major shortcoming of these calculations is the uncertainty in the measured cantilever
dimensions, which vary greatly from one cantilever to another due to the inherent
variance in the cantilever production processes.
In more recent calibration development, relationship between cantilever deflection and
lateral signal response was measured directly. For instance, Liu et al. determined the
sensitivity of the lateral photodiode pair by physically moving the four-segment
photodiode pair in the later direction [34]. Ogletree at al. suggested an in situ calibration
method that was based on comparing lateral force signal on inclined surfaces of different
slopes [32]. This method had since been modified and improved [35, 36]. Cain et al.
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proposed a method that was based on the study of the output of an AFM when small
spheres of candidate friction material replaced the conventional AFM tip [37]. In a
subsequent comparative study, Cain et al. contrasted these three methods and concluded
that they gave comparable results [38]. Other more recent calibration methods include
using conversion factors so that calibration only needs to be done once [11, 39], and
making use of the bending of the AFM piezo tube during large scan [28].
Among these calibration methods, the one by Ogletree [32] is considered the most robust
and the most widely used. Nonetheless, it was developed for blank cantilever tips or tips
with small colloid particles. We have adopted the basics of Ogletree's method and
modified the approach to calibrate our particle-cantilever assemblies with particles of
larger sizes [29]. This is discussed below. In the Discussion section, we will revisit
Ogletree's approach and compare calibration results using their method versus ours.
Figure 5.4 shows a schematic of all the forces acting on a particle that is being rastered on
an inclined surface. A force balance in the normal and lateral directions yield the
following equations (using Ogletree's notations):
N = L cos 0 + T sin 0 + A Equation 5.2
f=T cos+ L. sin0 Equation5.3
where L is the vertical load, T the horizontal tractive force, 0 the angle of incline, A the
adhesion, N the normal applied load andf the friction force. If we assume friction forcef
takes the form of Equation 1 with n being unity, Equations 5.2 and 5.3 can be combined
to:
T = L cos + L sin 0 + ,u A Equation 5.4
cos - t. sin 0
Taking the derivative of Equation 5.4 with respect to L and assuming A is not a function
of L give
dT /u -cos0a+ sin OdT .cos sin Equation 5.5
dL cos - sin0
Since T = a T and L = fyLo where the subscript "o" referes to raw AFM data in volts
rather than force in Newtons, Equation 5.5 can be rewritten as
a dTo ,u.cos0+sin0 Equation 5.6
--. =~ osaksn Equaton 5.6/J dL0 cos0-y.sin0
There are two unknowns in Equation 5.6: and a/,f. In order to solve for these two
unknowns, two sets of dTJdLo and 0 values with a reference material are needed.
dTIdLo and 0 are both experimental values that can be obtained directly from the AFM
measurements. 's can be calculated from the height data that is collected simultaneously
with the friction data. dTJdLo's can be obtained by measuring lateral signals at different
applied normal loads. The two set of dTIdLo and 0 values required can be obtained
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through scanning a particle-cantilever assembly on two different inclined surfaces of
different slopes. By doing this, the slope contribution, as opposed to the actual friction
contribution, to the measured To values can be minimized [32].
N
A\~~~i
111%~
fT
Figure 5.4. Schematic of the forces acting on a particle being rastered on an inclined
surface
The reference material used in this study was mica. To obtain a//I, each particle-
cantilever assembly was scanning on freshly cleaved mica surfaces twice, each at an
arbitrarily chosen incline angle. Once a/p was calculated, the assemblies would be
brought into contact with the samples of interest for Au measurements.
5.2.5. AFM Lateral Force Measurement
Scan size for the friction measurements was either 3 or 5 tm. The particle-cantilever
assembly was rastered on a stationary sample at a 90° angle relative to the length of the
cnatilever. For each experiment, four lines of tracing and four lines of retracing - each
with 128 data points - were collected. To eliminate the effect of AFM signal drift, the
baseline voltage in both the normal and lateral directions were recorded before and after
the particles (or surfaces) were brought into contact. A linear interpolation between the
starting and ending voltage was calculated and subtracted from the friction data. This
correction could be as large as 10% of the actual voltage.
To ensure reproducibility, three particle-cantilever assemblies were prepared for each
pair-wise interaction measurement (i.e., API-API, excipient-excipient, API-excipient,
API-surface, and excipient-surface). And each assembly was brought into contact with
three different particles (or surfaces).
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5.3. Results
In this section, the results from the AFM friction measurements on caffeine, MCC,
lactose particles and steel and PC surfaces are presented. The calibration and
measurements procedure for one particle-cantilever assembly for each material type (i.e.,
caffeine, MCC and lactose) will be discussed in detail. Since the procedures are identical
for the other particle-cantilever assemblies, only their key results and findings are
presented.
5.3.1. Caffeine-Caffeine Friction Measurements
Calibration
For calibration, a caffeine-cantilever assembly was brought into contact and scanned on
two inclined mica surfaces of different slopes. The relative height profiles of these two
surfaces are shown in Figure 5.5. By using the height difference in the 3-ptm scan range,
the angles of incline (0) were calculated to be 0.0801 and 0.677.
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Figure 5.5. Relative height profiles of two mica surfaces with incline angles (0) of (a)
0.0801 and (b) 0.677
Figure 5.6 shows the raw lateral deflection data (To) plotted against raw applied normal
loads (Lo). The measured To values fit on a linear function of Lo, with R2 of 0.902 and
0.932. The slopes of these two lines (dTJdLo), along with the two 0 values, were put into
Equation 5.6 to generate the following two equations:
a. (0.117) = . cos(0.0801) + sin(0.0801)
~8 ~ cos(0.0801) - sin(0.0801)
a. (0.492) = . cos(0.677) + sin(0.677)
,1 ~ cos(0.677) -,u sin(0.677)
Solving these two equations simultaneously gave the friction coefficient (a) between
caffeine and mica as 0.199 and the calibration constant (a/,8) of this caffeine-cantilever
assembly as 2.43. This a/,i value was then used to calculate friction forces between this
caffeine-cantilever assembly and stationary caffeine particles.
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Figure 5.6. Raw lateral deflection (To) versus raw applied normal loads (Lo) on two
inclined mica surfaces for calibration of a MCC-cantilever assembly
Friction Measurement
With a/i calculated, this caffeine-assembly was brought into contact and scanned on a
stationary caffeine particle glued to the AFM sample holder. Using the inverse optical
lever sensitivity (IOLS) value, the normal spring constant (k,) and the a/fi value, the raw
lateral deflection signals (in volts) were converted to friction forces (in nN). Figure 5.7
shows sample results when this caffeine-cantilever assembly was brought into contact
with another caffeine particle (stationary) for friction measurement.
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Figure 5.7. Sample results from a caffeine-caffeine friction measurement
The measured friction force was a linear function of the normal applied load. A linear fit,
with a R2 value of 0.926, gave a friction coefficient (a) of 0.236. The error bars in
Figure 5.7 indicate the variance between the four line scans at each of the applied loads.
There were some but small variances across the scan regions.
Another point worth mentioning is the x-intercept in Figure 5.7. The non-zero friction
force (f> 0) when there was no applied load (L = 0) indicated the presence of cohesive
interaction between the caffeine particles. Friction force is present only when two
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particles are in contact. Thus, the negative applied load at which friction force was zero
(x-intercept) was an indirect measurement of the cohesive interaction. The x-intercept of
70.8 nN in Figure 5.7 fell in the range of the caffeine-caffeine cohesions reported in the
previous chapter.
This caffeine-cantilever assembly was subsequently used for friction measurements with
two other stationary caffeine particles. The results are shown in Figure 5.8. Similar
behaviors were observed. The friction coefficients (u's) calculated were 0.205 and 0.271.
As will be discussed in the Discussion section, it is believed that the differences in p's
originated from the surface morphology of the particles.
0 500 1000 1500 2000
Normal Load (nN)
0 500 1000 1500
Normal Load (nN)
2500 3000
2000 2500
Figure 5.8. Results from friction measurements with two more stationary caffeine
particles with the same caffeine-cantilever assembly
Identical calibration and measurement procedures were used on the two other caffeine-
cantilever assemblies for friction measurements with six other stationary caffeine
particles (three for each assembly). Their results are summarized in Table 5.1. Note that
the variances in p's were greater when comparing different caffeine-cantilever assemblies
(comparing between the rows in Table 5.1) than when comparing different stationary
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particles with the same assembly (comparing across the rows). As will be discussed
below, the values are reported as distributions in order to capture interactions between
particles with different surface morphologies. The y values in Table 5.1 gave a mean
amean of 0.246 and a standard deviation (a) of 0.0662.
In addition to the variances in 's, there were also variances between the calibration
constant (a/fl) values. This was not at all surprising because as mentioned above each a/fl
constant was specific to each particle-cantilever assembly and each laser alignment.
Table 5. 1. - Results from all caffeine-caffeine friction measurements
2,43 0,238 0 205 0.271
1 59 0.362 0 291 0,309
2.12 0.172 0199 0,168
p .= 0238
a= 0. 0330
p., = 0321
a= 0 0369
Ir. , = 0.181
a= 0.0164
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5.3.2. Caffeine-Lactose Friction Measurements
The same calibration method discussed above was used for the caffeine-lactose friction
measurements. Three other caffeine-cantilever assemblies were calibrated and their
result a/fl values were 2.86, 1.70 and 1.48. Each of these caffeine-cantilever assemblies
was brought into contact with and rastered on three stationary lactose particles.
Sample friction force curves from one of these assemblies are shown in Figure 5.9. As in
the caffeine-caffeine case, the measured friction forces between caffeine and lactose fell
into linear functions of the applied normal loads. In fact, the high R2 values of 0.996,
0.913 and 0.977 indicated even better linearity. The caffeine-lactose friction coefficients
(u's) obtained -- 0.345, 0.316 and 0.292 - with this assembly on the three stationary
lactose particles were greater than the ones in the caffeine-caffeine case. Along with the
stronger adhesive interactions, as reported in the previous chapter and consistently
indicated by the x-intercepts in Figure 5.9, these greater friction coefficients gave larger
net friction forces between the lactose and caffeine particles than between two caffeine
particles.
The other two caffeine-cantilever assemblies behaved similarly when rastered on
stationary lactose particles. Their results - a/fl and / values - are summarized in Table
5.2. Again, the p variances between different assemblies were greater than the ones with
the same assembly but on different lactose particles. In distribution terms, the u values in
Table 5.2 gave a mean ulmean of 0.265 and a standard deviation () of 0.0535.
Tahle 5 R iiltQ frnm sill cffeinelntctnie frirtinn mnairi-monte
2.88 0.345 0.316 0.292 p., = 0.318
a= O0.0286
; -it t ; t,
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Figure 5.9. Results from caffeine-lactose friction measurements with a caffeine-cantilever
assembly on three different lactose particles
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5.3.3. Caffeine-MCC Friction Measurements
Three other caffeine-cantilever assemblies were calibrated for friction measurements
between caffeine and MCC particles. Their a/3 values were 2.16, 1.30 and 1.89. Each of
these caffeine-cantilever assemblies was brought into contact with and rastered on three
stationary MCC particles.
Sample friction force curves from one of these assemblies are shown in Figure 5.10.
Again, the measured friction forces between the caffeine and MCC particles fell into
linear functions of the applied normal loads. This linearity was better than the one for
caffeine-caffeine and comparable to the one for caffeine-lactose. The caffeine-MCC
friction coefficients (u's) obtained - 0.306, 0.340 and 0.363 - with this assembly on the
three stationary MCC particles were greater than the ones in the caffeine-caffeine and
caffeine-lactose cases. Along with the stronger adhesive interactions, as reported in the
previous chapter and indicated by the x-intercepts in Figure 5.10, these greater friction
coefficients gave larger net friction forces between the MCC and caffeine particles.
The other two caffeine-cantilever assemblies behaved similarly when rastered on
stationary MCC particles. Their results - a//i and u values - are summarized in Table 5.3.
Again, the u variances between different assemblies were greater than the ones with the
same assembly but on different MCC particles. The ,u values in Table 5.3 gave a mean
Jmean of 0.334 and a standard deviation (a) of 0.0663. This lmean value was larger than the
ones for caffeine-caffeine and caffeine-lactose.
Table 5.3. Results from all caffeine-MCC friction measurements
2.16 0.306 0.340 0,363 .,,, = 0336
a = 0 0284
4; L 
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Figure 5.10. Results from caffeine-MCC friction measurements with a caffeine-cantilever
assembly on three different MCC particles
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5.3.4. Caffeine-Steel Friction Measurements
Three other caffeine-cantilever assemblies were calibrated for friction measurements
between caffeine particles and stainless steel surfaces. Their w'fl values were 1.32, 1.46
and 1.50. Each of these caffeine-cantilever assemblies was brought into contact with and
rastered on one stainless steel surface at three different locations. Three locations on one
piece of polished steel, as opposed to three different pieces of steel, were chosen as it was
assumed that there was little variation between different pieces of steel.
Sample friction force curves from one of these assemblies are shown in Figure 5.11.
Although the measured friction forces between the caffeine particle and the steel surface
fit linear functions of the applied normal loads, the linearity, as indicated by the R2 values,
was not as good as the ones in the caffeine-particle friction measurements reported in the
above sections. In fact, the third friction-versus-load plot in Figure 5.11 fit as well on an
exponential function as on a linear function. This non-linearity could be attributed to the
different number of asperity contact points between a rough particle and a relatively
smoother surface versus between two rough particles.
The caffeine-steel friction coefficients (a 's) obtained - 0.170, 0.133 and 0.195 - with this
assembly on the three locations on the steel surface were quite small. Although the u
values obtained from the other two caffeine-cantilever assemblies were slightly higher,
they were generally smaller than the ones for the particle-particle friction measurements
reported above. This was consistent with our everyday experience that particle slide
more easily on a smoother steel surface than on a rough particle.
The results from the other two caffeine-cantilever assemblies when scanned on the steel
surface are summarized in Table 5.4. Again, the u variances between different
assemblies were greater than the ones with the same assembly but on different steel
surface locations. The ,u values in Table 5.4 gave a mean [mean of 0.220 and a standard
deviation () of 0.0513.
Table 5 4 Re.ult.s from all cffeine-steel friction meaiurementq
1 32 0.170 0 133 0.195
1 .46 0.286 0225 0.245
1.50 0.230 0.201 0.291
p . = 0.1 66
o= 0.0311
,= 0.252
a= 0.0311
p ri, = 0.241
a= 0.0456
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Figure 5.11. Results from caffeine-steel friction measurements with a caffeine-cantilever
assembly at three locations on one stainless steel surface
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5.3.5. Caffeine-PC Friction Measurements
Three other caffeine-cantilever assemblies were calibrated for friction measurements
between caffeine particles and a polycarbonate (PC) surfaces. Their a/g values were 1.52,
1.65 and 2.58. Each of these caffeine-cantilever assemblies was brought into contact
with and rastered on one PC surface at three different locations. Three locations on one
piece of PC, as opposed to three different pieces of PC, were chosen as it was assumed
that there was little variation between different pieces of PC.
Sample friction force curves from one of these assemblies are shown in Figure 5.12.
Unlike the steel surface, the measured friction forces on the PC surface fit well on linear
functions of the applied normal loads. The R2 values were high - 0.954, 0.951 and 0.984.
The caffeine-PC friction coefficients (u's) obtained - 0.742, 0.643 and 0.677 - with this
assembly on the three locations on the PC surface were much larger than all the other
ones involving caffeine particles. These large p values gave rise to large net friction
forces between the caffeine particle and the PC surface.
The results from the other two caffeine-cantilever assemblies when scanned on the PC
surface are summarized in Table 5.5. The p values in Table 5.5 gave a mean [,mean of
0.665 and a standard deviation (a) of 0.0651. This [mea,, value was the largest in all
friction measurements involving caffeine particles.
Table 5.5. Results from all caffeine-PC friction measurements
0 l |~~~~
1.52 0742 0643K B~1,65 0.764 0 704
2.58 0,611 0,553
0 877
0,646
0.647
I, = 0.687
a = 00502
/,. . = 0.705
a= 0,0590
p,, = 0.604
a= 0.0472
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Figure 5.12. Results from caffeine-PC friction measurements with a caffeine-cantilever
assembly at three locations on one PC surface
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5.3.6. MCC-MCC Friction Measurements
Calibration
For calibration, a MCC-cantilever assembly was brought into contact and scanned on two
inclined mica surfaces of different slopes. The relative height profiles of these two
surfaces are shown in Figure 5.13. The angles of incline (0) were calculated to be 0.515
and 0.770.
(a) (b)
2000UU
E 1500
z
* 1000
; 500
A
Figure 5.13. Relative height profiles of two mica surfaces with incline angles (0) of (a)
0.515 and (b) 0.770
Figure 5.14 shows the raw lateral deflection data (To) plotted against raw applied normal
loads (Lo). The measured To values fit almost perfectly on a linear function of Lo, with R2
of 0.999 and 0.992. The slopes of these two lines (dTJdLo), along with the two 0 values,
were put into Equation 5.6 to generate the following two equations:
a. (1.02) = . cos(0.515) + sin(0.515)
fl cos(0.515) - -sin(0.515)
a (181)=/ .cos(0.770) + sin(0.770)
' cos(0.770)-,u -sin(0.770)
These two equations were solved simultaneously for the two unknowns, namely the
friction coefficient () between MCC and mica and the calibration constant (af) of this
MCC-cantilever assembly. The u was calculated to be 0.381, which was consistent with
values reported previously by our colleague in similar calibration exercises [29]. The a/3
was calculated to be 1.18 and this value was then used to calculate friction forces
between this MCC-cantilever assembly and stationary MCC particles.
Friction Measurement
This MCC-assembly was brought into contact and scanned on stationary MCC particles
glued to the AFM sample holder. Using the a/Jl value, the raw lateral deflection signals
(in volts) were converted to friction forces (in nN). Figure 5.15 shows the results when
this MCC-cantilever assembly was brought into contact with three different MCC
particles (stationary) for friction measurement.
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As shown in Figure 5.15, the measured friction forces between the MCC particles were
almost perfect linear functions of the normal applied loads, all yielding R values of
greater than 0.990. The friction coefficients on the three MCC particles were found to be
0.486, 0.420 and 0.451. These values were consistent with the ones reported previously
by Domike [291. Combined with the presence of cohesive interactions as indicated by
the x-intercepts in Figure 5.15, the MCC particles demonstrated sizeable friction forces
relative to each other.
bi
4
0
2
0
0 2 4 6 0 1 2 3 4Lo (V) Lo (V)
Figure 5.14. Raw lateral deflection (To) versus raw applied normal loads (Lo) on two
inclined mica surfaces for calibration of a MCC-cantilever assembly
Since friction interactions between MCC particles had already been investigated and
reported by Domike [29], this set of MCC friction measurements served as a validation of
the calibration and measurement approach. The three newly obtained friction coefficients
in Figure 5.15 were consistent with previously reported values. All these values were
thus aggregated and reported as distributions in order to fully capture the friction
interactions between MCC particles. With these three new u values, the previous mean
(#mean) and standard deviation () of 0.439 and 0.166, respectively, changed to 0.441 and
0.158, respectively.
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Figure 5.15. Results from MCC-MCC friction measurements with a MCC-cantilever
assembly on three different MCC particles
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5.3.7. MCC-Steel Friction Measurements
Three other MCC-cantilever assemblies were calibrated for friction measurements
between MCC particles and stainless steel surfaces. Their a/, values were 6.50, 1.11 and
1.93. Each of these MCC-cantilever assemblies was brought into contact with and
rastered on one stainless steel surface at three different locations.
Sample friction force curves from one of these assemblies are shown in Figure 5.16. The
measured friction forces on the steel surface fit well on linear functions of the applied
normal loads, with R2 values of 0.960, 0.915 and 0.973. The MCC-steel friction
coefficients (u's) obtained - 0.484, 0.465 and 0.497 - with this assembly on the steel
surface were larger than ones for the caffeine-cantilever assemblies. These larger A
values, combined with the larger adhesion between MCC and steel, resulted in larger net
friction forces. Different from the caffeine-steel friction measurements, non-linearity in
friction forces was not observed in the MCC-steel measurements.
The results from the other two MCC-cantilever assemblies when scanned on the steel
surface are summarized in Table 5.6. Similar to the caffeine cases, the Au variances
between different assemblies were greater than the ones with the same assembly but on
different steel surface locations. The Au values in Table 5.6 gave a mean Aumean of 0.475
and a standard deviation (a) of 0.0668. It is evident from Tables 5.4 and 5.6 that the
MCC particles displayed more friction interactions with steel surface than caffeine
particles did.
Tahble 5 6 Reqilts from all MCC-,teel friction measiirements
6,50 0,484 0 465 0 497
a= 0.40162
I"I- r
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Figure 5.16. Results from MCC-steel friction measurements with a MCC-cantilever
assembly at three locations on one stainless steel surface
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5.3.8. MCC-PC Friction Measurements
Three other MCC-cantilever assemblies were calibrated for friction measurements
between MCC particles and a polycarbonate (PC) surfaces. Their a/# values were 3.57,
1.51 and 4.14. Each of these MCC-cantilever assemblies was brought into contact with
and rastered on one PC surface at three different locations.
Sample friction force curves from one of these assemblies are shown in Figure 5.17. The
friction forces showed R2 values of 0.891, 0.737 and 0.961 when fitted to linear functions
of the applied normal loads. However, different from the caffeine-steel case, these
relatively low R2 values appeared to have originated from the "noise" of the experiments
rather than from the friction interactions between the MCC particle and the PC surface as
the data points were randomly deviated from the linear lines.
The MCC-PC friction coefficients ('s) obtained from this assembly on the three
different PC locations were 0.609, 0.627 and 0.680. These were larger than the MCC-
steel friction coefficients and comparable to the caffeine-PC ones. Although different x-
intercepts, which were indicative of adhesive interactions, were recorded, they all fell
into the distribution range reported the previous chapter.
The results from the other two MCC-cantilever assemblies when scanned on the PC
surface are summarized in Table 5.7. The p values in Table 5.7 gave a mean mean of
0.658 and a standard deviation (a) of 0.0610. This #mean value was larger than the MCC-
steel one and comparable to the caffeine-PC one.
Table 5.7. Results from all MCC-PC friction measurements
. . 9
3.57 0.609 0.627
1 54 0.702 0719
414 0.579 0808
0.880
0. 336
..p. =0,39
, P. 0,728
a= 0 0313
i p,.,· =0807
a= 0.0272
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Figure 5.17. Results from MCC-PC friction measurements with a MCC-cantilever
assembly at three locations on one PC surface
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5.3.9. Lactose-Lactose Friction Measurements
Calibration
For calibration, a lactose-cantilever assembly was brought into contact and scanned on
two inclined mica surfaces of different slopes. The relative height profiles of these two
surfaces are shown in Figure 5.18. The angles of incline (0) were calculated to be 0.101
and -0.702.
(a) (b)
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E 2000
1500 
1000
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0
Figure 5.18. Relative height profiles of two mica surfaces with incline angles (0) of (a)
0.101 and (b) -0.702
Figure 5.19 shows the raw lateral deflection data (To) plotted against raw applied normal
loads (Lo). The measured To values fit well on a linear function of Lo, with R 2 of 0.975
and 0.995. The slopes of these two lines (dTIdLo), along with the two 0 values, were put
into Equation 5.6 to generate the following two equations:
a .cos(0.276)=. c(0 10) + sin(0.101)
,8( 76 cos(O. 101) - p- sin(0.101)
a. (-0.324) - ' cos(-0.702) + sin(-0.702)
/1 cos(-0.702) - -sin(-0.702)
These two equations were solved simultaneously for the friction coefficient (u) between
lactose and mica and the calibration constant (a/fl) of this lactose-cantilever assembly.
The ,u was calculated to be 0.279, which was consistent with values reported previously
by our colleague in similar calibration exercises [29]. The a/fl was calculated to be 1.42
and this value was then used to calculate friction forces between this lactose-cantilever
assembly and stationary lactose particles.
Friction Measurement
This lactose-assembly was brought into contact and scanned on three stationary lactose
particles glued to the AFM sample holder. The results are shown in Figure 5.19. The
measured friction forces appeared to be quite noisy and fit only marginally well on linear
functions of the normal applied loads. The R2 values for these linear fits were 0.971,
0.760 and 0.810, lower than all the other ones reported above.
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Figure 5.18. Raw lateral deflection (To) versus raw applied normal loads (Lo) on two
inclined mica surfaces for calibration of a lactose-cantilever assembly
The friction coefficients on the three lactose particles were found to be 0.247, 0.217 and
0.231. These values fell into the lower range of the lactose-lactose friction coefficients
reported previously by our colleague [29]. Combined with the lower cohesive forces as
indicated by the x-intercepts in Figure 5.19, the lactose particles showed relatively weak
friction forces relative to each other.
Similar to the MCC-MCC case, the consistency between these three newly obtained u
values and the ones reported previously validated the calibration and measurement
approach. When these values were aggregated, the previous mean (mean) and standard
deviation () of 0.261 and 0.181, respectively, changed to 0.259 and 0.172. This lactose-
lactose /lmean value was smaller than the MCC-MCC one but comparable to the caffeine-
caffeine one.
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Figure 5.19. Results from lactose-lactose friction measurements with a lactose-cantilever
assembly on three different lactose particles
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5.3.10. Lactose-Steel Friction Measurements
Three other lactose-cantilever assemblies were calibrated for friction measurements
between lactose particles and a steel surface. Their a/p values were 3.69, 3.84 and 5.43.
Each of these lactose-cantilever assemblies was brought into contact with and rastered on
one stainless steel surface at three different locations.
Sample friction force curves from one of these assemblies are shown in Figure 5.20. The
measured friction forces on the steel surface fit well on linear functions of the applied
normal loads, with R2 values of 0.953, 0.891 and 0.978. The lactose-steel friction
coefficients ('s) obtained - 0.355, 0.324 and 0.390 - were larger than ones for caffeine-
steel but smaller than the ones for MCC-steel. In absolute terms, lactose showed small
net friction forces with the steel surface.
The results from the other two lactose-cantilever assemblies when scanned on the steel
surface are summarized in Table 5.8. Again, the Au variances between different
assemblies were greater than the ones with the same assembly but on different steel
surface locations. The ,u values in Table 5.8 gave a mean Umean of 0.350 and a standard
deviation () of 0.0639.
Table 5.8. Results from all lactose-steel friction measurements
3.69 0.355 0 324 0.390
384 0,396 0.436 0.415
5 43 0303 0 278 0254
.up, = 0.356
a= 0.0327
p.e 4 0 15
a= 0.0202
pCr. = 0.278
a= 00248
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Figure 5.20. Results from lactose-steel friction measurements with a lactose-cantilever
assembly at three locations on one stainless steel surface
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5.3.11. Lactose-PC Friction Measurements
Three other lactose-cantilever assemblies were calibrated for friction measurements
between lactose particles and a polycarbonate (PC) surfaces. Their a//] values were 1.15,
1.41 and 1.58. Each of these lactose-cantilever assemblies was brought into contact with
and rastered on one PC surface at three different locations.
Sample friction force curves from one of these assemblies are shown in Figure 5.21. The
measured friction forces fit well on linear functions of the applied normal loads, giving
R2 values of 0.980, 0.755 and 0.899. The lactose-PC friction coefficients (u's) obtained
from this assembly on the three different PC locations were 0.535, 0.588 and 0.517.
These were smaller than the ones obtained from the caffeine-PC and MCC-PC
measurements.
The results from the other two lactose-cantilever assemblies when scanned on the PC
surface are summarized in Table 5.9. The ,p values in Table 5.9 gave a mean #mean of
0.512 and a standard deviation () of 0.0817.
Table 5.9. Results from all lactose-PC friction measurements
- S
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Figure 5.21. Results from lactose-PC friction measurements with a lactose-cantilever
assembly at three locations on one PC surface
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5.4. Discussion
5.4.1. Summary of Friction Interactions
In almost all the friction measurements, the friction forces (/) were found to be linearly
dependent on applied normal loads (L) across the load ranges investigated. This makes
Equation 5.1 with a n-value of unity adequate in describing the friction interactions
between the selected pharmaceutical particles and between these particles and the
selected surfaces. This linearity also implied the existence of multiple contact points
between the rough surfaces of the materials.
According to Equation 5.1 and our experimental results, both the cohesion/adhesion (x-
intercepts in friction force curves) and the friction coefficients (a) are important in
quantifying the net friction forces (0) between two materials. While cohesion/adhesion
has direct impact on the magnitude off ,u dictates the rate at whichf varies with L. It is
worth noting again that the cohesion/adhesion values obtained from the friction force
curves fell into the ranges that were reported in our previous study where these cohesion/
adhesion values were measured directly from normal (as opposed to lateral) particle
movement on the AFM. This enhanced our confidence of both our cohesion/adhesion
and friction measurements.
The result u values of all the friction measurements in this study are summarized in Table
5.10. As reported by Domike [29], u's of the granular materials, whose characteristics
vary from one particle to another, fell into lognormal distributions. It was hypothesized
that this distribution arose from the different surface morphologies of individual particles.
In our friction measurements, the variances in k values were greater when comparing
different particle-cantilever assemblies (Figure 5.22a) than when comparing different
stationary samples with the same assembly (Figure 5.22b). A plausible explanation is
that when the same particle-cantilever assembly was used on different stationary particles
(Figure 5.22b), only one set of surface morphology, i.e., the one on the stationary
particles, was changed. When different assemblies were used (Figure 5.22a), two sets of
morphologies, i.e., the one on the stationary particles and the one on the particle on the
cantilever, were changed, resulting in higher variances between different assemblies.
From this, one could further deduce that the different u values were results of different
surface morphologies of the particles. To capture friction interactions between particles
with all possible ranges of surface morphologies for theory development and/or process
simulation purposes, ,u values should be reported in distribution terms with means (Pave)
and standard deviations ().
Among the three pharmaceutical materials investigated (caffeine, MCC and lactose),
MCC was found to have the highest friction coefficients regardless of whether the , value
was between two MCC particles, between a MCC particle and a different type of particle
or between a MCC particle and a surface. Combined with its high cohesion/adhesion
values, MCC had the largest net friction force. In fact, the net MCC-MCC friction forces
were on average two to three times larger than the caffeine-caffeine and the lactose-
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lactose values. As an excipient, MCC also showed stronger friction interactions with
caffeine (an API) than did lactose.
(a) Large variance in # values (b) Small variance in p values
Particle-Cantilever Assemblies 
i /tl ! # 2 #~~1 , ",/2
Stationary Particles , ,
Figure 5.22. Schematic explanation for variances in ,u values
While no general comparison statement can be made between the particle-particle and
particle-surface friction interactions, it was found that all three types of particles showed
greater load dependence (larger u's) when being scanned on PC than on steel. The
average u for caffeine-PC (ave = 0.665) was more than three times larger than the one for
caffeine-steel (ave = 0.220). This observation is consistent with our everyday
macroscopic experience that it is easier to slide and flow powder on steel than on plastic
surfaces.
Table 5.10. Friction coefficients of selected materials
-a~ - rmn~ -
p,, t-- 0.259
o= 0 172
p,, = 0.512
a = 0.0817
p,,, = 0.350
: 0.06839
pae = 0.441
O= 0.158
.Ut e = 0.658
C= 0.0610
peel = 0.475
a = 0.0668
As mentioned in the Introduction section, these u values, in the forms of lognormal
distributions, will be used directly in a DEM-based simulation to simulate blending
behaviors of these pharmaceutical materials. Since friction coefficients are material
properties, their application is not limited to just one unit operation. In fact, in addition to
blending, the set of values in Table 5.10 should be applicable in all other unit
operations in pharmaceutical manufacturing, provided that a constitutive model (in the
case of blending, DEM is the constitutive model) is available to relate these microscopic
properties to their bulk behaviors.
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5.4.2. Lateral Force Calibration
The particle-cantilever assemblies used in this study were calibrated using a method that
was modified from the wedge method proposed by Ogletree [32]. No relationship was
found between the a/,8 constants and experimental u values. This was a positive
indication that the measured u values originated from the true friction interactions
between particles instead of the mathematics involved in calibration and conversions of
raw AFM signals to friction forces.
While Ogletree's original method and our modified one required scanning each particle-
cantilever assembly on two inclined surfaces of different slopes, an intermediate
mathematical equation in Ogletree's paper required only one incline and could be used to
approximate a/p values. As an illustration, the calibration results of a MCC-cantilever
assembly using this equation and our modified method are compared and discussed here.
Using Equation 5.6 and the O's and dTIdLo values in Figure 5.23, our modified method
yielded an a/fl value of 4.14 for this MCC-cantilever assembly and a MCC-mica u value
of 0.308. (Please refer to the Results section for detailed explanation on the mathematical
steps.)
U.0U
0.40
0.30
0
0.20
0.10
000
u.0
U.Ou
0.60
0.40
I-
0.20
00
0 2 4 6 8 0 0.5 1 1.5
Lo (V) LO0.5 (V) 1 1.5
Figure 5.23. Raw lateral deflection (To) versus raw applied normal loads (Lo) on two
inclined mica surfaces for calibration of a MCC-cantilever assembly
The equation in Ogletree's paper is re-written here:
1 2.A' o
,u + - 2=° Equation 5.7
p WO. sin(20)
where W is the half-width of the friction loop and the offset of the loop. The subscript
"o" refers to raw AFM data in volts rather than in Newtons and the superscripted primes
refer to the first derivative with respect to load (L). Both Ao' and Wo' are values
obtainable directly from scanning on one incline. Since the MCC-cantilever assembly
was already scanned on two different inclines, two sets of Ao' and Wo' were available to
generate two ,u values. Each of these u values was then used in the equation
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0 ° os~2.sinO Equation 5.8
fl cos2 _0 -sin20
to obtain a/p. Figure 5.24 shows the two sets of Azo' and Wo' values - [0.222, 0.111] and
[-0.0390, 0.0712] - which are slopes of the AO-versus-LO and WO-versus-LO plots. The two
sets of [a/f, u] values calculated from Equations 5.7 and 5.8 were [3.75, 0.256] and [4.72,
0.326].
For comparison, the calibration results and their percentage differences are tabulated in
Table 5.11. The percentage differences were low, between 6% and 17%. If the sets of
[a/p, p] values obtained from Equations 5.7 and 5.8 were averaged, the result [a/l, u]
values of [4.24, 0.291] were even closer to the ones obtained from our modified method.
This agreement between these two methods was not surprising as the sources of data used
in the calculations were the same. The only differences were the mathematical steps and
the ways this data was manipulated.
Table 5.11. Calibration results using two different calibration methods and their percent
difference
I~~~~ 
1 0,308 3.75 05 4 72 0 326
_0% 0% 9% 17% 14% 6%
The major advantage of using Equations 5.7 and 5.8 for calibration is its requirement of
only one inclined surface. Although using one slope could result in a/ values different
from our modified method, the percent difference, as shown in Table 5.11, were
acceptable in the light of the experimental errors in AFM friction measurements
(discussed below). If a quick turnaround or a large set of particle-cantilever assemblies
were to be calibrated, this approach could be desirable for approximating a/fl values. The
major disadvantage of this method is that Equation 5.7 is very sensitive at low 0 values
and does not always converge. Sometimes only non-physical (e.g., negative ,u values) or
imaginary numbers were obtained from solving Equation 5.7.
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Figure 5.24. Ao-versus-Lo and W-versus-Lo plots of a MCC-cantilever assembly on two
inclined mica surfaces
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5.4.3. Uncertainties in AFM Friction Measurement
Although AFM has been used for friction measurements for quite some times, its use to
measure friction forces between granular materials, especially for the relatively larger
ones in this study, is still in its beginning phase. Experimental errors arise from many
sources and when added up can be quite significant. As Jones et al. pointed out in their
recent article, normal force calibration errors, although affecting only net friction forces
but not the friction coefficients, could be as large as 10% [1 ]. Errors in lateral force
calibration, which is less well-established and standardized than the normal calibration,
could be 30% or more. In addition to calibration, other factors such as slope effects of
curved particle surfaces, drifting of the laser signal over time and the non-symmetric
adhering of particles on the cantilevers (or particles themselves being non-symmetric)
also add to the overall uncertainties.
On top of these uncertainties, calibration procedures and friction measurements with
AFM are labor intensive and prone to failures (e.g., particles falling off from cantilever
tips). Much improvement needs to be made before AFM friction results can be used with
great confidence. That said, AFM still provides a direct and possibly the only way to
measure friction at the single particle level. Technologies at their infancy are often
associated with uncertainties. Thus, the overall errors of -40% were acceptable as a first
pass before more is learned and refined. And since only the friction coefficients - how
friction forces (or signal) change relative to normal forces (or signal) - are needed in our
process simulations, calibration errors have less impact on our overall goal. Nonetheless,
efforts should be spent in near future to perfect both the calibration and measurement
procedures.
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5.5. Conclusion
Particle-particle and particle-surface friction interactions were measured at the
microscopic level using AFM. The pharmaceutical particles studied included caffeine,
micro-crystalline cellulose (MCC) and lactose. The surface materials included stainless
steel and polycarbonate (PC). The particle-cantilever assemblies were calibrated using a
modified wedge method. Almost all the measured friction forces showed linear load-
dependence across the load ranges investigated. The cohesion/adhesion values deduced
from the friction force curves were consistent with our previously reported values. The
result friction coefficient (a) values were reported in lognormal distributions. It was
found that relative to caffeine and lactose, MCC particles generally had higher friction
forces when being scanned on itself or on other materials. All three types of particles had
higher friction coefficients with PC than with steel. Significant uncertainties were still
present in AFM friction measurements and future efforts are needed to refine the
calibration and measurement procedures. The friction coefficients obtained in this study
will be used in a DEM-based simulation to simulate macroscopic blending behaviors of
these pharmaceutical materials.
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6. MULTI-SCALE ANALYSIS - LINKING MICROSCOPIC
PARTICLE INTERACTIONS WITH MACROSCOPIC BLENDING
BEHAVIORS
6.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the Multi-Scale Analysis is used to relate particle interactions at the
microscopic level to their macroscopic process performance. We used this Analysis to
explain the bulk blending kinetics of formulations in mini-scale blenders studied via LIF
by the AFM-measured cohesive (or adhesive) interactions between selected
pharmaceutical materials. The case study presented here is a low-dose caffeine
formulation blended in a circular and a V-shaped blender with either microcrystalline
cellulose (MCC) or lactose monohydrate as the excipient. The way Multi-Scale Analysis
was used to explain the differences in blending times, mixing mechanisms and blend
quality will be discussed. This study establishes the linkage between microscopic
cohesion and macroscopic blending behaviors.
6.2. Motivation and Objective
Blending of pharmaceutical powder is a common and important unit operation in the
manufacturing of solid dosage forms. However, due to a lack of fundamental process
understanding, most studies are empirical and process development is mostly done with
trial-and-error approaches. As today's drugs become more potent, achieving
homogeneous and non-segregating blends becomes even more important.
In principle, bulk process behavior of any material is governed by force interactions at
the smallest measurable scale. For gases and liquids, this scale is at the molecular level.
For solids, it is at the particle level. Thus, direct force measurement at the single particle
level is essential in understanding flow and blending behaviors of pharmaceutical
powders.
The overall objective of this project is to understand how properties of pharmaceutical
powders, at the microscopic particle level, influence their bulk blending performance.
This entails:
* Measurement of inter-particle forces via Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM);
* Evaluation of blending kinetics via Light-Induced Fluorescence (LIF);
* Development of a linkage between the microscopic AFM measurements and the
macroscopic blending observations.
6.3. Materials and Methods
All the materials and methods used have been thoroughly discussed in previous chapters.
In summary, cohesive/adhesive interactions between the selected pharmaceutical
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materials at the single particle level were measured via AFM. The size-dependent
cohesion values were normalized by the JKR contact model and reported in terms of
surface energies. The LIF sensor was used to obtain the macroscopic blending kinetics of
these pharmaceutical materials. Two descriptions of the blends were obtained through a
series of analyses on the LIF data: (a) blending kinetics, indicated by the time (thg) or
number of rotations (N) needed to achieve homogeneous mixtures and (b) blend quality,
indicated by the relative fluctuation or standard deviation (LIF) of the LIF signal after a
homogeneous blend is achieved. The pharmaceutical materials used were anhydrous
caffeine as the API and lactose monohydrate and microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) as the
excipients. The mini-scale circular and V-shaped blenders were made of stainless steel.
All blending experiments used 10% w/w API and 90% w/w excipient.
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6.4. Results and Discussions
This section is divided into four parts. First, the AFM-measured microscopic cohesive
(or adhesive) interactions between the relevant materials are re-presented. This is
followed by three parts in which these AFM results were used subsequently to explain the
differences in blending times, mixing mechanisms and blend quality revealed in the LIF
studies. In each of these sections, the relevant blending trends and results are re-
presented.
6.4.1. AFM Results
The relevant AFM-measured surface energies between caffeine, lactose and MCC
particles are summarized in Table 6.1. In order to compare the interactions between the
MCC- and the lactose-blends, both the API-excipient and excipient-excipient interactions
are needed. As mentioned in previous chapters, each box in Table 6.1 represents more
than 9,000 individual data points - 3 particle-cantilever assemblies, each brought into
contact with 3 different stationary particles and 1024 force curves collected for each
contact.
Table 6.1. AFT C and caffeine
As mentioned previously, the surface energies fall into lognormal distributions, which
can be attributed to the surface morphologies of the particles. Although the JKR contact
model does not account for the dependence of cohesion/adhesion on particle surface
roughness, it is believed that by describing these surface energies as distributions, all the
relevant physics at the contact points, independent of particle size and surface roughness,
are captured fully.
To illustrate how to make use of Table 6.1, if we were to assume a caffeine particle is 60
tm in diameter, a lactose one 140 glm and a MCC one 150 gim, then the surface energies
would translate to the inter-particle forces shown in Table 6.2.
Due to their higher surface energies and larger particle sizes, the net cohesive forces
between the excipients (i.e., MCC-MCC and lactose-lactose) are much larger than the
ones between the API and the excipients (i.e., caffeine-MCC and caffeine-lactose). And
among excipient-exciepient interactions, MCC (UF = 280 nN) showed much larger
cohesive forces than lactose (UF = 89 nN). Interestingly, the net caffeine-lactose and
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caffeine-MCC adhesive forces were very similar, both with a mean and standard
deviation of around 20 nN.
Table 6.2. Calculated inter-particle forces converted from surface energies in Table 6.1
= 21 nN p, = 22 nN
= 20 mN a,'= 22 nN
70 N170 n
6.4.2. Relating Blending Times to Microscopic Cohesive/Adhesive
Interactions
Macroscopic Blending Observations
A selected subset of blending kinetics results obtained from the LIF experiments are
shown in Figure 6.1. This subset is from the blending experiments where caffeine was
blended with either lactose or MCC in a V-shaped blender at different blender initial fill
volume (FV). Figure 6.1 shows how the time needed to achieve homogeneous mixtures
(thg) varies with FV. Each column represents three repeat runs and the variance between
the runs is indicated by the error bars.
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Figure 6.1. Effect of excipient used on time to homogeneity (thg) - MCC always took
longer to mix with caffeine than lactose
The trends in FV have been discussed and explained in previous chapters. The key
observation in Figure 6.1 relevant to this discussion is that despite the different FV levels
used, the MCC blends always took more time or rotations to achieve a homogeneous
mixture than the lactose ones. As a matter of fact, in all of our previous blending
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experiments, MCC always took longer to mix than lactose. On average, the lactose-
blends achieved homogeneity 30 seconds faster than the MCC-blends.
Multi-Scale Explanation
This observation that the MCC-blends needed more time or rotations to achieve
homogeneity can be explained by the AFM-measured inter-particle forces. As mentioned
above, 90% w/w excipient and 10% w/w API were used in all blending experiments.
Thus, most of the blending kinetics were governed by excipient-excipient interactions.
Before a blending experiment started, the excipient particles occupied a particular space
inside the blender and were separated from the API particles (see Figure 6.2a). In order
to have a final homogeneity state (Figure 6.2c), the forces holding the excipient particles
together (shown as dotted lines in Figure 6.2) needed to be broken so that the caffeine
particles could enter the inter-voids and be "embedded" between the excipient particles
(Figure 6.2b). As shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the MCC-MCC cohesive interactions
were about three times as strong as the lactose-lactose interactions. Therefore, it would
take more external energy input - in this case the kinetic energy introduced by the
blender rotation - to "break loose" the MCC particles at the initial state and achieve
homogeneity. This explains why the MCC blends always took longer (or more rotation)
to mix with caffeine than the lactose ones.
Figure 6.2. Pictorial representation of multi-scale explanation on blending kinetics
(dotted lines represent inter-particle cohesion/ adhesion)
6.4.3. Relating Mixing Mechanism to Microscopic Cohesive/Adhesive
Interactions
Macroscopic Blending Observations
Another subset of blending kinetics results from the LIF experiments are shown in Figure
6.3. This subset is from the blending experiments where caffeine was blended with either
lactose or MCC in a steel circular blender at different blender initial fill volume (FV).
Figure 6.3 shows how the time needed to achieve homogeneous mixtures (thg) and the
mixing mechanisms (convective versus diffusive) vary with FV. Each column represents
three repeat runs and the variance between the runs is indicated by the error bars.
The trends in FV and the fact that MCC-blends took longer to mix have been discussed
above. The key observation in Figure 6.3 relevant to this discussion is that despite the
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different FV levels used, the MCC blends always showed more diffusive mixing than the
lactose ones. This is indicated by the large height differences in the yellow bars in Figure
6.3. The same observation was made when these materials were blended in a plastic
circular blender. On average, the MCC-blends showed three to four times more diffusive
mixing than the lactose ones.
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Figure 6.3. Effect of excipient used on mixing mechanism - MCC always showed more
diffusive mixing behaviors than lactose
Multi-Scale Explanation
This observation that the MCC-blends showed more diffusive mixing than the lactose
ones can be explained by the AFM-measured inter-particle forces and an analogy to
traditional fluid dynamics studies. In fluid dynamics, it has long been established that
when mixing in viscous fluids, diffusive mixing, in which individual molecules move
relative to each other in fine scale, dominates over convective mixing, in which
molecules are re-arranged in larger scale [1]. Viscous fluids are characterized by strong
transient or semi-transient bonds between the fluid molecules. Since the molecules are
strongly held together by these bonds, it is more difficult for them to move large
distances from each another.
Similarly in our AFM experiments, MCC particles displayed strong cohesive interactions
(Table 6.2). Individual particles in solids are like molecules in fluids. If MCC's strong
cohesive interactions were to be analogized to fluid viscosity, it could be hypothesized
that MCC-blend would behave much more similarly to a viscous fluid than a lactose-
blend would. If this hypothesis were to be used, it is not difficult to explain why
diffusive mixing was more prevalent in the MCC-blends than in the lactose ones.
This explanation is supported by another observation in Figure 6.3. While there was a
difference in mixing mechanisms between lactose and MCC, this difference diminished
as the blender fill volume (FV) increased. This is indicated by the larger height
difference in the yellow bars at 25% FV than at 75% FV. At low FV, there was much
room for the materials inside the blender to move around (Figure 6.4a). The dominant
mixing mechanism would then be dictated by the characteristics of the materials. In the
MCC case, the strong cohesive interactions made diffusion the dominant mixing
mechanism while convection and diffusion were equally important in the lactose case. In
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contrast, at higher FV the particles were confined in limited free space inside the blender
and could not move around as freely (Figure 6.4b). Convection was less feasible. As a
result, even the lactose blends, which showed weaker cohesive interactions, needed to
reply more on diffusion for mixing, making the difference in mixing mechanisms
between MCC and lactose less pronounced.
(a) Low FV (b) High FV
Figure 6.4. Pictorial representation of multi-scale explanation on mixing mechanisms at
(a) low versus (b) high FV
6.4.4. Relating Blend Quality to Microscopic Cohesive/Adhesive
Interactions
Macroscopic Blending Observations
The quality of the homogeneous mixtures blended in the steel V-shaped blender,
expressed in terms of relative standard deviation of the LIF signal (LIF) after a
homogeneous blend is achieved, is shown in Figure 6.5. The aLIF values from various
blending conditions were averaged to give a single overall LIF value for each excipient.
In theory, the smaller the LIF value, the more evenly distributed the API particles were
and the better the blend was.
Figure 6.5. Effect of excipient on blend quality, indicated by RSD of LIF signal (LIF) at
homogeneity
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As shown in Figure 6.5, the RSD value for MCC was 1.1% and the one for lactose was
0.9%. However, if the variance was to be taken into account, the RSD values - 1.1% 4-
0.3% for MCC and 0.9% ± 0.1% for lactose - were comparable. In fact, within statistical
variance, the MCC- and lactose-mixtures, after homogeneity was achieved, did not
appear to be different in quality. This same observation was made in all other blending
experiments with different operating parameters.
Multi-Scale Explanation
The quality of a blend is described by how well-distributed the API particles are among
the excipient particles. At the beginning of a blending process, the excipient and API
particles occupied different compartments inside the blender and their movements were
governed by API-API and excipient-excipient interactions (Figure 6.2a). But as
mentioned above, since the mixture was 90% excipient, the excipient interactions
dominated the kinetics. Once a certain extend of homogeneity is achieved, the API
particles would be moving relative to the excipient. This API movement is then
governed mainly by the API-excipient interactions (Figure 6.2c) and is directly related to
the quality of the blend. As shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the MCC-caffeine and lactose-
caffeine surface energies and adhesive interactions were essentially identical within
statistical variance. In other words, once a homogeneous mixture was achieved, the
caffeine particles' interactions with the excipient - regardless whether it was MCC or
lactose - were the same. Their movement relative to the excipient were also the same.
Therefore, it was not surprising to observe that blend qualities, indicted by the RSD of
the LIF signal at homogeneity (LIF), were similar for both the MCC- and the lactose-
blends.
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6.5. Conclusion
The microscopic cohesive / adhesive interactions between caffeine, lactose and MCC
particles measured by AFM were used to explain macroscopic blending behaviors of
these same materials. Macroscopically, it was found that the MCC blends took more
time or rotations to achieve homogenous mixtures. This was attributed to the more
cohesive interactions between the MCC particles at the microscopic level. This stronger
cohesion also explained the macroscopic observation that the MCC blends showed more
diffusive mixing behavior than the lactose ones. In terms of blend quality, as indicated
by the variance in LIF signal at homogeneity, the MCC- and lactose-blends did not
appear to be different statistically. This was explained by the fact that the caffeine-MCC
adhesive interactions were almost identical to the caffeine-lactose ones. This study
demonstrates a correlation between microscopic particle interactions and macroscopic
process performance. It shows how such a multi-scale approach can lead to process
understanding and process improvement opportunities.
6.6. Impact and Suggested Next Steps
With the understanding of multi-scale relationships, opportunities exist for rapid
development of robust pharmaceutical formulations while using small amounts of
materials and laboratory equipment. It also brings fundamental process understanding,
leading to opportunities for diagnostic, design and optimization applications. This
project is very much aligned with the FDA's Process Analytical Technology (PAT)
initiative, which advocates that pharmaceutical companies to move from empirical to
fundamental understanding and from a "quality-by-inspection" to a "quality-by-design"
in handling their manufacturing processes [2, 3].
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7. TWO DIMENSIONAL DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD (2D-DEM)
SIMULATION OF PHARMACEUTICAL BLENDING
7.1. Introduction
To gain fundamental understanding of how microscopic properties of granular materials
influence their bulk process performance, a Discrete Element Method (DEM)-based
model was developed to simulate blending behaviors of pharmaceutical materials.
Although blending of granular particles is a common and crucial unit operation in
pharmaceutical manufacturing, process understanding has been empirical and very
limited [ 1]. As the active ingredients become more potent, a more fundamental approach
is needed to examine and understand these processes in order to ensure safety of the final
drug products [2]. In this study, we report how we applied microscopic particle
interactions measured experimentally with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) into a DEM
model to simulate blending of pharmaceutical powders. The simulations results were
validated with a set of macroscopic blending experiments. This micro-to-macro, or
Mutli-Scale, analysis is established as a valid approach to gain fundamental
understanding in processes with granular materials.
Many modeling strategies have been used to simulate flow or blending behaviors of
granular materials. These strategies generally fall into three categories: stochastic,
correlative and deterministic. In stochastic modeling, movements of particles are
described by random sampling from probability distributions. For instance, Inoue et al.
described a V-blender as a network of interconnecting cells and used a Markov chain to
predict changes in particle concentrations of the system [3]. Gupta et al. took an one-
dimensional random walk approach to derive a stochastic evolution equation for the
probability density of the axial position of the particles in a horizontal rotating cylinder
[4]. Other similar stochastic models can be found here: [5, 6]. One common drawback of
these models is that they do not address the complexity of particle geometries and their
interactions and thus are restricted to simple systems only.
In correlative modeling, parameters or dimensionless groups are created and correlated
empirically to flow or blending behaviors of powders. For instance, Castellanos et al.
used particle size, particle density, cohesivity and gas flow to discern four different flow
regimes of granular materials [7]. Li et al. used contact angles and particle radii as
parameters to construct phase diagrams to distinguish mixing and segregation phases [8].
It was shown that phase boundaries could be manipulated by modifying the mechanical
and surface properties of particles. More recently, Hutton et al. investigated the effect of
inter-particle force on mixing and segregation of dry granular materials [9]. A parameter
termed "effective particle size" was developed and it was believed that if this effective
size took the value of unity, mixing would occur. The major drawback of these
correlative models is their empirical nature; it is often difficult to apply the specific
parameters or dimensionless groups in other systems.
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Deterministic modeling of granular materials can be sub-categorized into two types. The
first type considers the particle flows as a fluid and thus is based on solution of
underlying constitutive equations. One such example was Bertrand et al.'s work in
modeling the transport of powders in a continuous polymerization reactor with a blade
impeller [10]. Also, Sherrit at al. used experimental data points reported in literature to
develop a correlation to relate axial-dispersion coefficient in rotating drum to rotational
speed, fill volume, drum diameter and particle diameter [11]. Other similar continuum-
based simulation studies can be found here: [12, 13]. The major limitation of these
models is they overlook the local behavior of individual particles.
Instead of relying on continuum mechanics, the second type of deterministic modeling
simulates motion of each particle in the system individually. Termed Discrete Element
Method (DEM), it was first introduced by Cundall and Strack for the analysis of rock
mechanics problems [14]. The method is based on the use of an explicit numerical
scheme in which the interaction of particles is monitored contact by contact. The motion
of particles, governed by these interactions and gravity, is then described by Newton's
Second Law of Motion:
mi d 2 Ftoai Equation 7.1
d201 i
ld 2i= M10 0 , Equation 7.2dt 2
where mi, Ii, vi, Oi are respectively, the mass, the moment of inertia, translational and
rotational velocities of particle i. Ft,,,i is the total force and Mtota,,i the total moment
acting on the particle. To evaluate Ftotai and Mtot,,i in both the normal and tangential
directions, a force model is needed. Various of such models have been proposed and a
comprehensive review can be found here [15]. In general, collisions involving two
bodies are considered inelastic and thus in addition to repulsion, the force model needs to
include a dissipation term.
In recent years DEM has been applied more extensively for studying granular materials.
Examples in which flow behaviors were simulated include Baxter et al.'s study in the
discharge behaviors of pharmaceutical power from an intermediate storage vessel to a
main process reactor [16]. Also, Zhou et al. investigated the effects of particle
characteristics, material properties and geometric constraints on angles of repose [ 17, 18].
Yang et al. studied the effects of rotation speed on drum dynamics in a horizontal rotating
drum and established agreements on dynamic angle of repose and spatial velocity field
between DEM and positron emission particle tracking (PEPT) experiments [19]. Other
DEM simulations of flow behaviors of granular materials can be found here: [20-22].
DEM has also been used to simulate mixing processes. For instance, Kuo et al. studied
the influence of simulation parameters - spring stiffness, restitution and friction
coefficients - on particle behaviors in a V-mixer [23]. Muguruma et al. simulated a
rotating mixer and investigated effects of the baffle plates on particle mixing [24]. In a
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separate study, they also simulated mixing in a centrifugal tumbling granulator and
considered effects of cohesion forces due to liquid bridging [25]. Similarly, Hsiau et al.
applied DEM to simulate mixing in a vibrated granular bed with liquid bridge effects [26].
Other DEM simulations on mixing can be found here: [27-32]
Although the use of DEM for simulating behaviors of granular materials has advanced in
the last few years, most of the studies focus on non-cohesive powders. Also they often
do not use real experimental inputs but instead take a parameter-fitting approach,
rendering the simulations somewhat theoretical. Recently, Domike has applied
microscopic particle interaction properties measured experimentally by AFM in a DEM
model to simulate flow behaviors of cohesive micro-crystalline cellulose particles [33].
Agreements were established between experimental and simulated angle of repose values.
In this study, we extend this AFM-DEM approach to blending processes with multiple
components. Specifically the effects of excipients on blending kinetics are studied and
results from experiments and simulations are contrasted. A set of blending experimental
results are already available. Our ultimate goal is to link microscopic particle properties
to their macroscopic process performance through DEM simulations. We term this
micro-to-macro approach "Multi-Scale Analysis".
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7.2. Numerical Methods
7.2.1. DEM Simulation
The DEM code used in this study was developed by Professor John Williams and his
doctoral student Scott Johnson in the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering at MIT. Called Modeling Interacting Multi-body Engineering Systems
(MIMES), this code was originally developed for studying rock mechanics and was
modified for our pharmaceutical blending simulations [34]. The force scheme was a
linear spring-dashpot model where
F. =-kAx + C v
F = min F, k .v, .dt + C.v,
Equation 7.3
Equation 7.4
where F, is the normal force acting on a particle, Ft the tangential force, Ax the particle
overlap, k the spring constant, v the normal or tangential velocity, C the dashpot damping
coefficient and u the friction coefficient. A schematic of these equations is shown in
Figure 7.1. As shown, a spring is used to model elastic deformation of the contacting
particles and a dashpot to model dissipation of kinetic energy. The tangential forces
acted on the particles are limited by friction, represented by the discs in Figure 7.1.
Cohesions/adhesions between the particles, as measured experimentally by AFM, are
applied in the normal direction. For more details on the DEM model, please refer here:
[34].
Figure 7.1. Schematic of the linear spring-dashpot model
7.2.2. Simulation Condition
The process to be simulated was the blending of caffeine with two excipients - lactose
monohydrate and micro-crystalline cellulose (MCC) - in a two dimensional circular
blender. The question to be addressed was, which excipient took longer time to achieve a
homogeneous mixture. To balance the required computational time and the reality of the
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simulations, an arbitrary total of 3280 disc-shaped particles were used. The caffeine,
lactose and MCC particles had different lognormal distribution in size, having mean
diameters (Dmean) of 100 gm, 140 pm and 150 pm respectively. Actual densities for
caffeine (1.23 g/m3), lactose (1.27 g/m3) and MCC (1.78 g/m ) were used. The final
caffeine mass concentration was 10%. To make the simulations computationally efficient,
the normal and tangential stiffness were set at 12,000 N/m, making overlaps between
particles within the 1-10% range as recommended by Walton [35].
The circular blender in the simulation was constructed with small discs. The diameter of
these discs was set at 40 pm and stiffness set artificially high at 24,000 N/m to prevent
particles inside the blender from penetrating through. Other relevant simulation
parameters can be found in Table 7.1. Please note that since the simulations were two-
dimensional, all these parameters are on a per length scale basis.
Table 7.1. Physical parameters used in the simulations
S.-
Number of pharmaceutical particles 3280
Number of blender particles
Diameter of caffeine particles
Diameter of lactose particles
Diameter of MCC particles
Diameter of blender particles
Specific density of caffeine particles
Specific density of lactose particles
Specific density of MCC particles
Stiffness of pharmaceutical particles
_. . . .....
Stiffness of blender particles _ kt* _
Damping Coefficient C
Poisson's Coefficient I u
Size of time steps At
l~~,j~ K:A . _ _
'
I ...... se
24,000 Nm
0.4
0.2
5 x 10 7 s
With these parameters, the size of time steps was set at 5 x 10-7 s. The relationship
between these parameters and the required minimal time step size will be addressed in the
Discussion section. With this version of DEM, the code took approximately 1.2 s to
compute each time step on a Pentium-4 single processor desktop computer.
To initialize the blending simulations, the excipient (i.e., lactose or MCC) and caffeine
particles were first positioned inside the circular blender in a row-by-row fashion (Figure
7.2a). This initial positioning was random; however, the excipient particles were placed
on the bottom and the API on top, mimicking the API-on-excipient loading method
commonly used in industrial pharmaceutical production. They were then allowed to free
fall and settle with respect to their gravitational weights. The final state was the 90%
w/w excipient particles on the bottom of the blender and the 10% w/w caffeine sitting on
top of them, forming a curved free surface (Figure 7.2b).
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The same blender fill volume and blender rotation rate were used for the two simulations
with the two excipients. The fill volume was set at 40% and the blender rotation rate was
20 rpm.
(a) (b)
usk I
up&
Figure 7.2. Simulation initialization (a) before and (b) after particle settling
7.2.3. Experimental Particle Interactions as Inputs
As mentioned above, particle-particle interactions at the microscopic level measured
experimentally via AFM were input into the simulation to describe contact mechanics.
From experiments, the cohesion/adhesion between the pharmaceutical particles was
found to be size-dependent and fall into lognormal distributions. However, the version of
DEM code used in this study did not support such inputs. In fact, the only allowable
cohesion/adhesion input was one average cohesion value to be applied to all contacts.
Since 90% of the particles in the blender were excipient, most blending kinetics would be
governed by excipient-excipient interactions and thus an average lactose-lactose cohesion
of 90 nN and an average MCC-MCC one of 280 nN were used.
Since AFM friction measurements had not been conducted before these DEM simulations
started, a constant s value of 0.3 was used for all materials. This value was chosen based
on earlier DEM simulation results reported by Domike that ,u values of larger than 0.2 did
not alter the flow properties of granular materials [33].
These input limitations of the current DEM code will be circumvented in the future
development of a three dimensional simulation model.
7.2.4. Post Simulation Analysis
A massive amount of data was generated for each simulation; the state (e.g., position,
velocity, total force, total torque, energy etc.) of each particle at each time step was
recorded, allowing many post-simulation analyses to be conducted. For our purpose of
linking simulation and experiment, two types of posteriori analyses were done:
visualization and particle tracking.
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Visualization of the simulated blending processes was done on Excel and POV-Ray, an
open-source computer graphics application. Excel was used to generate snapshot pictures
of the simulations for the examination of particle positions. POV-Ray was used to
generate video clips of the simulated processes.
After the qualitative visualization assessment, a more quantitative analysis was conducted
in MATLAB. To quantify simulated blending kinetics, an artificial particle-tracking
window was set up in the simulation and particles that passed through the window were
monitored as a function of time (Figure 7.3). This particle-tracking window was set up to
mimic the actual blending experiments in which Light-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) signal
- indicative of the movement of an active ingredient or excipient - was detected through
a transparent watch glass on the blender.
I gpemnent Simulation
Particle tracking window
Figure 7.3. Particle tracking window in simulation mimicking blending experiments
After the movement of particles was recorded in the tracking window, caffeine
concentration was calculated by dividing the total weight of the caffeine particles by the
total weight of all the particles found inside the window. Since the simulations were two-
dimensional, these weights were essentially the area of the particle discs multiplied by
their corresponding densities. The caffeine concentration was multiplied by a factor that
accounted for the relative fluorescence intensity between caffeine and the excipient to
give a simulated LIF signal. This simulated LIF signal was plotted as a function of time
to generate blending kinetics profiles. The profiles generated from simulation and
experiment were then compared for agreement.
Figure 7.4 is a schematic of how we, in conducting Multi-Scale Analysis, inputted
microscopic particle properties measured by AFM into DEM models to simulate blending
processes.
7.2.5. LIF Blending Experiments
Experimental setup for LIF blending experiments have been described in details in the
previous chapters. In essence, a mini scale (45 ml) circular blender with a quartz watch
window (Figure 7.5) was mounted on a rotator. A LIF unit was set up to the side of the
blender so that LIF light could penetrate through the transparent window into the blender.
By shining excitation and detecting emission lights of wavelengths specific to a certain
type of material, the movement of this material was tracked. From the raw LIF data file
(Figure 7.6), the time it took to achieve a homogeneous mixture (thg) could be calculated.
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The goal was to see how a change of excipient would impact thg, in both simulation and
experiment.
(POV-Ray)
Figure 7.4. Schematic of Multi-Scale Analysis
Figure 7.5. Mini-scale stainless steel circular blender
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Figure 7.6. Obtaining thg from raw LIF data
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7.3. Results
7.3.1. Review of LIF Blending Results
The effect of excipient on blending kinetics has been reported and is re-presented in
Figure 7.7. When blending with caffeine in a mini-scale circular blender, MCC took
more time to blend than lactose did. While it took lactose 70 s to a homogeneous mixture,
it took MCC 79 s.
Figure 7.7. Effect of excipient on blending kinetics in mini-scale circular blender
7.3.2. DEM Simulation Results - Visualization
Snapshots of the simulated blending processes at different points in time are shown in
Figure 7.8. The lactose, MCC and caffeine particles, represented by purple, pink and
yellow dots respectively, were blended inside the circular blender, represented by the
blue circle. The chosen time points were arbitrary but equally spaced.
As the blender started to rotate at to, the caffeine particles that initially sat on top of the
excipient particles (Figure 7.2b) started to rotate and move along the perimeter of the
powder bed ( and t2). The dynamic angles of repose were slightly higher in the MCC
simulation than the lactose one. As the blender continued to turn, the caffeine particles
not only continued to travel along the perimeter but also started to disperse into the
middle of the powder bed (). This dispersion, attributed to the diffusive movement of
the particles, was more distinct in the lactose than the MCC runs. In fact, as the
simulations were carried on further, the dispersive effect in the lactose simulation was
even more evident, generating a relatively more homogeneous blend of lactose and
caffeine particles at t4.
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Figure 7.8. Snapshots of blending simulations at different time points
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7.3.3. DEM Simulation Results - Particle Tracking
The particle tracking results for the lactose and MCC simulations are shown in Figure 7.9.
Several key observations can be extracted out from Figure 7.9. First, both simulations
displayed certain degree of instabilities at the beginning of the blending process. This
instability was also observed in the movie visualization. This phenomenon was
consistent with the actual blending experiments in which particles in the powder bed
jittered at the onset of the blending process before reaching a steady-state avalanching
movement. This jittering was due to the stick-slip behaviors of the particles on the
surface of the blender. In both the visualization videos and Figure 7.9, stick-slip and
instability were more pronounced in the lactose simulations, consistent with what was
observed in experiment.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.9. Particle tracking results for the (a) lactose- and (b) MCC-caffeine mixtures
A second distinct observation in Figure 7.9 is the cyclical nature of the simulated LIF
signal. This cyclicality originated from the avalanching movement of the powder
particles and the fact that the particle tracking window was positioned on the top of the
powder bed. At the beginning of the blending process, the caffeine particles were close
to each other and tended to move in groups. Thus, when they traveled along the
perimeter of the powder bed as shown in Figure 7.8, they either appeared all at once or
disappeared together in the tracking window. However, as they started to disperse into
the inside of the powder bed, some caffeine particles remained inside the window while
majority moved outside of it. The fact that the simulated LIF signal did not reach zero
anymore after a certain rotations implied the occurring of such diffusive mixing.
The amplitude of this cyclicality in the simulated LIF signal should decrease as the
mixture became more homogeneous and eventually disappeared once homogeneity is
achieved. This would happen because as the caffeine particles became evenly imbedded
between the excipient particles, the number of caffeine particles that passed through the
powder tracking window at any point in time would become more constant. However,
due to the much fewer particles in simulation compared to experiment, discretization and
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thus certain degree of cyclicality were still expected even for a homogeneous mixture.
That said, the amplitude and frequency of this cyclicality should remain relatively
consistent after homogeneity is achieved.
As shown in Figure 7.9, the fluctuation in the simulated LIF signal in the lactose run
started to decline after approximately 15 s of blending time, indicating that the caffeine
particles were being distributed between the lactose particles. In fact, the fluctuation in
the lactose run became stable after about 20 s, indicating that it was approaching a
homogeneous state. In contrast, the LIF signal fluctuation in the MCC run did not show
any sign of reducing even after 20 s.
To smooth out the cyclicality, moving averages of the simulated LIF signals were
calculated. They are plotted as dotted lines in Figure 7.9. If these moving averages were
extrapolated and used to estimate the required time to obtain homogeneous mixtures (thg),
the lactose run gave a thg of 19.6 s while the one for MCC was 24.0 s.
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7.4. Discussion
7.4.1. Summary of Simulation Results and Linkage to Blending
Experiments
According to the pictorial representation of the blending simulations (Figure 7.8), the
caffeine particles gradually migrated from the rim of the powder bed to its interior. This
migration was more efficient and occurred faster when lactose as opposed to MCC was
used as the excipient. In the quantitative particle tracking analysis, the fluctuation in the
simulated LIF signal was found to drop faster in the lactose run that in the MCC run. The
moving average calculation also gave a smaller estimated thg of 19.6 s for lactose,
compared to 24.0 s for MCC.
All these simulation results were consistent with the LIF blending laboratory experiments
in which the lactose-caffeine mixture took less time to reach homogeneity than the MCC-
caffeine one (Figure 7.7). Although the absolute value of hg differed between experiment
and simulation, the qualitative effect that the more cohesive MCC took longer to blend
was established.
Compared to other DEM codes in literature, the one used for our 2D blending simulations
was relatively simple. The only differences between the MCC and the lactose runs were
the excipients' differences in size distributions, densities and inter-particle cohesive
forces (as measured experimentally by AFM). Besides, the number of particles used
(Nparticle = 3280) was relatively small compared to other studies. Despite these limitations,
the combination of these inputs regenerated the qualitative effect of excipient choice on
blending kinetics in the simulations, giving validation of our proposed Multi-Scale
Analysis approach. These results provide confidence that simulation results will
resemble real-life phenomena more closely and can be used in predictive mode if the
DEM code were improved as noted before and Nparticle increased.
7.4.2. DEM Computation Time
One major challenge with DEM simulations is its intensive computational (CPU) time.
The CPU time is directly related to the size of time steps (At) used in the simulation: the
larger At is, the shorted the CPU time. However, At can not be freely chosen as the DEM
algorithm imposes restrictions on how large a time step can be used. There are different
schools of thoughts on the maximum allowable time step (Atmax). For instance, Cundall
et al. suggested that [14]
Atma < 2ftmax •25 Equation 7.5
where m and k are the mass and stiffness of the particles. O'Sullivan et al., on the other
hand, suggested that [36]
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At max 0.3 
m k Equation 7.6
for two dimensional DEM's and
Atmax < 0.17f
k Equation 7.7
for three dimensional ones. Using geometric arguments, Hogue et al. suggested that
Atmax < Rmin
2x-2gH Equation 7.8
where Rmin is the radius of the smaller particles in the simulation, H the maximum drop in
height and g the gravity.
Using Cundall's suggestion, we systematically increased At while satisfying the required
relationship in Equation 7.5. The end result was a two-fold increase in At, reducing the
CPU time by 50%. Considering that our DEM simulations usually take weeks or
sometimes months to run, this 50% reduction translated to significant amount of time
saved. Nonetheless, the 20 to 25 s real blending time in our simulations, with a time step
of 5 x 10-7 s and CPU requirement of 1.2 s per time step on a single Pentium-4 processor,
each simulation still took about 100 days to complete! Judging from the simple blender
design and the limited number of particles, this was by no means efficient.
For its defense, the contact detection and sorting algorithms - the most costly steps in
DEM simulations - in the code we used have not been optimized. Thus, there exists
room for CPU time improvement by modifying these calculations [37]. However, to
redeem significant saving in CPU time, DEM must be parallelized. Parallelization of
DEM codes, which can be achieved by decomposition of the domain space, has been
accepted as the only feasible mean in achieving simulations of realistic systems (more
than one million particles). Recent DEM parallelization works can be found here: [38-
40]. Optimizing contact algorithm and code parallelization are factors that we will
consider while developing the next generation three-dimensional DEM model (discussed
below).
7.4.3. Future Work
In this study, we have developed a qualitative agreement between experiment and
simulation with regards to the effect of excipient on blending kinetics of granular
materials. However, there are many other factors that influence a blending process. We
intend to extend our study to including these factors and their effects. In the next study,
we will use DEM to simulate and study the effects of two other operating parameters:
blender rotation rate (RPM) and blender initial fill volume (FV). Through this series of
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studies, we wish to further validate our Multi-Scale Analysis approach, i.e., taking AFM-
measured particle interactions values into a DEM model to regenerate actual blending
processes.
In addition to the intensive CPU requirement, another major limitation of the DEM code
used in this study was it two-dimensionality (2D). With the absence of the third
dimension, simulations remained somewhat unrealistic. For instance, coordination
numbers - number of contacts formed between particles - were restricted in 2D and their
impact on overall mixing kinetics was ignored. Imagine an example in which the motion
of a particle was being held back by cohesive interactions with other particles: the higher
the coordination numbers, the more cohesive interactions and the more restricted the
particle movement would be. Also, for our particular blending simulations in a circular
blender, the 2D code was incapable of modeling the presence of blender depth and the
axial diffusive movement of the particles. The fact that there would be many more
particles to be mixed in a 3D environment and that diffusive mixing is generally slower
than convective mixing could explain the disagreement between the experimental and
simulated thg values. Finally, 2D simulations sometimes are just plain unsuitable for
some blending operations. The most obvious one is blending in a V-shaped blender,
whose out-of-plane rotation made 2D-DEM essentially useless. For these reasons, a 3D-
DEM code was developed and results from it will be reported in the near future.
Besides advancing from 2D to 3D, inputs of particle interactions also need to be
improved. As described in the previous chapters, particle interactions, both
cohesion/adhesion and friction, fall into lognormal distributions. We have found no
DEM algorithms in literature that take into account this distribution nature of particle
interactions. In our future 3D-DEM code, friction and cohesion/adhesion will be entered
as distributions and their values will be different for each pair-wise contact between
different materials.
A final note on the descriptions of particles in DEM: in most DEM simulations (including
ours), particles were still circular (2D) or spherical (3D) in shape. However, granular
materials, especially the ones in pharmaceuticals, are rarely if ever so regularly shaped.
In fact, most of pharmaceutical materials appear irregular under the microscope and show
nano-scale surface roughness in high-resolution imaging. It has already been reported
that shapes of particles have profound impact on their flow and blending behaviors [41].
Although contact detection between irregular shaped particles (regardless whether they
are concave or convex) is much more CPU-intensive, they need to be modeled in
simulation as such so that results can be more grounded to reality.
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7.5. Conclusion
We used DEM to simulate the blending of caffeine with two types of excipients in a
circular blender. The excipients were lactose and MCC. The goal was to examine the
effect of excipients on blending kinetics. Simulation results were compared against a set
of blending experiments. With different size, density and cohesion values entered for
lactose and MCC, a qualitative agreement between simulation and experiment was
established. In both simulated and experimental results, the more cohesive MCC
particles took longer to blend with caffeine than lactose. Nonetheless, the thg predicted by
the simulations were smaller than the ones obtained from experiment. This was probably
due to the 2D nature of the DEM code. This study validated our Multi-Scale Analysis
approach, namely taking AFM-measured particle interactions values into a DEM model
to accurately simulate actual blending processes. With extension and improvement (e.g.,
increasing Nparticle, code parallelization, inclusion of three dimensions, better capture of
particle shapes and interactions, etc.), DEM will certainly become an efficient analytical
tool for gaining understanding in granular blending processes.
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8. MULTI-SCALE ANALYSIS - LINKING SIMULATIONS TO
EXPERIMENTS
8.1. Introduction
A key component of Multi-Scale Analysis is to use particle interactions measured
experimentally at the microscopic level in simulations in order to study and understand
their macroscopic process behaviors. In the last chapter, we showed how this combined
AFM (microscopic interaction measurement) and DEM (model simulation) approach was
able to generate results consistent with experiments. Specifically, the effect of excipient
choice on blending time was successfully captured in the simulations.
As shown in Figure 8.1, excipient choice is only one of many operating parameters that
influence blending processes. In this chapter, we will show the DEM simulation was able
to also capture the effects of blender rotation rate (RPM) and initial fill volume (FV) on
blending kinetics. As will be discussed, all the simulation results were consistent with
the LIF blending experiments and served as yet another validation of our Multi-Scale
Analysis approach.
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Figure 8.1. Schematic of how operating parameters affect blending kinetics.
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8.2. Materials and Methods
The process of interest was the blending of caffeine with either lactose monohydrate or
micro-crystalline cellulose (MCC) as the excipient in a stainless steel circular blender.
Setups for the experiments and simulations are discussed briefly here.
8.2.1. LIF Blending Experiments
Experimental setup for LIF blending experiments have been described in details in
previous chapters. In essence, a mini-sized (45 ml) circular blender with a transparent
watch window was mounted on a rotator. A LIF unit was set up to the side of the blender
so that LIF light could penetrate through the window into the blender. By shining
excitation and detecting emission lights of wavelengths specific to a certain type of
material, the movement of this material was tracked. From the raw LIF data file, the time
it took to achieve a homogeneous mixture (thg) could be calculated. The results that
pertained to this study were the effects of RPM and FV on thg. The rotation rates studied
were 5, 10, 20 and 30 rpm. The fill volumes were 25%, 40%, 60% and 80%.
8.2.2. DEM Simulation Methods
The DEM simulation method is described in detail in earlier chapters. In essence, a total
of 3280 API and excipient particles were simulated. Different size distributions, densities
and strength of cohesive interactions (as measured experimentally with AFM) were used
for the two different excipients. After the simulations, visualization analysis was carried
out to examine particle movement inside the simulated blender. Quantitatively, a particle
tracking window was virtually put in to generate blending kinetics profiles similar to the
ones obtained from LIF experiments. The intent here was to determine the effects of
RPM and FV on thg in the simulations and compare them with the experimental ones.
Due to DEM's intensive computational requirement, the experimental space for the
simulations was limited. The RPM levels simulated were 10, 20 and 30 rpm. The FV
levels simulated were 20% and 40%.
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8.3. Results
8.3.1. Reviews of LIF Blending Results
Effect of Rotation Rate on t
The effect of RPM on blending kinetics is re-presented in Figure 8.2. Although to
different degrees, both the lactose- and MCC-blends took less time to achieve a
homogeneous mixture as RPM increased from 5 rpm to 30 rpm. In other words, thg
decreased as RPM increased. While it took about 120 s to blend caffeine with lactose at
10 rpm, it took only 49 s at 30 rpm. For MCC, it was 210 s at 10 rpm and 69 s at 30 rpm.
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Figure 8.2. Effect of RPM
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on thg in steel circular blender when caffeine was blended with
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Effect of Fill Volume on ta
The results of the FV studies are re-presented in Figure 8.3. Although MCC always took
longer to blend with caffeine, both the MCC- and lactose-blends needed more time to
blend when there were more materials inside the blender. In other words, thg increased as
FV increased. While it took 68 s to achieve a homogeneous lactose-caffeine mixture at a
FV of 25%, it took 190 s at 75% FV. For MCC, it was 150 s at 25% FV and 230 s at
75% FV.
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8.3.2. DEM Simulation Results
Effect of Rotation Rate in Simulation
Snapshots of the particle positions at different points in time for the lactose-caffeine RPM
simulations are shown in Figure 8.4. The lactose and caffeine particles, represented by
purple and yellow dots respectively, were blended inside a simulated blender, represented
by the blue circle. The chosen time points were arbitrary but equally spaced.
As the blender started to rotate, the caffeine particles that initially sat on top of the lactose
particles started to move along the perimeter of the powder bed (t] and t2). The dynamic
angles of repose were similar across the three RPM rates used. As the blender continued
to turn, the caffeine particles slowly dispersed into the middle of the powder bed (t3).
This dispersion was more pronounced for higher RPM simulations. In fact, as the
simulations carried on further, the dispersive effect in the 30-RPM simulation became
even more evident, generating a more homogeneous blend of lactose and caffeine
particles at t4 relative to the 10- and 20-RPM ones.
The particle tracking results for lactose are shown in Figure 8.5. All three RPM's
displayed certain degree of instabilities at the beginning of the blending process. As
expected, the cyclicality in the simulated LIF signal, which arose from the avalanching
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Figure 8.4. Snapshots of lactose-caffeine blending simulations at different RPM rates
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movement of the caffeine particles, had higher frequency at higher RPM rate. This was
consistent with the blending experiment that avalanching occurred more rapidly when the
blender rotated faster. The decline in the amplitude of this cyclicality could be used as a
proxy for the powder mixing rate. As shown in Figure 8.5 the cyclicality in the 20- and
30-RPM simulations subsided after approximately 15 s of blending time, indicating that
the caffeine particles were being mixed amongst the lactose particles. In fact, the
fluctuation in the 30-RPM simulation became stable after about 17 s, indicating that it
was approaching a homogeneous state. In contrast, the 10-RPM run hardly got out of its
initial instability after 15 s and was no where close to homogeneity after 17 s.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.5. Particle tracking result for lactose-caffeine blending simulations at RPM of (a)
10 rpm, (b) 20 rpm and (c) 30 rpm
To smooth out the cyclicality, moving averages of the simulated LIF signals were
calculated. They are plotted as dotted red lines in Figure 8.5. Without the fluctuation, it
was easier to note how the simulated LIF signals stabilized. If these moving averages
were used to estimate the time needed to obtain homogeneous mixtures (thg), the 30-RPM
run gave a thg value of 17.1 s while the 20-RPM one gave 19.6 s. The 10-RPM run was
so far away from homogeneity that a meaningful thg could not be calculated from the
available simulation outputs. But it was obvious that the 10-RPM run would take much
longer to mix than the 20- and 30-RPM ones. In summary, the simulations showed that
t hg decreased as RPM increased when caffeine was blended with lactose in a circular
blender.
Snapshots of the MCC-caffeine blending simulations are shown in Figure 8.6. Although
the mixing rates seemed to be slower, the API movements and effect of RPM in the MC-
blends were similar to the ones in the lactose-blends: the particles blended faster at higher
RPM rates.
Figure 8.7 shows the particle-tracking results for the MCC-caffeine blends. Judging from
the decline of the cyclicality in the simulated LIF signal, the simulated MCC and caffeine
particles mixed faster at higher RPM. The 10-RPM one showed little decline in
cyclicality. Based on the moving averages, the thg estimated for the 20- and 30-RPM
were 24.0 s and 21.4 s, respectively. Again, the 10-RPM one was too un-mixed to have a
meaningful thg estimation. In summary, the MCC-caffeine
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simulations were similar to the lactose-caffeine one in that thg decreased at higher RPM's.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.7. Particle tracking result for lactose-caffeine
O10 rpm, (b) 20 rpm and (c)
?JA V W
blending simulations at RPM of (a)
30 rpm
Effects of Fill Volume in Simulation
Snapshots of the lactose-caffeine blending simulations with the two different initial FV's
are shown in Figure 8.8. Although the movement of the caffeine particles was similar in
that they circled around the powder bed and slowly diffused inward, the mixing seemed
to occur faster at lower FV. This was evidenced by the more disperse distribution of
caffeine particles (yellow dots) at t4 in the 20% FV simulation. From this visual
representation, one could hypothesize that the quicker mixing at lower FV was due to the
smaller dimensions of the powder bed and the shorter distance that the particles needed to
travel to mix.
The plots of simulated LIF signal versus time for these simulations are shown in Figure
8.9. Although it was difficult to tell from the raw signal, the red moving average lines
clearly showed that the simulated LIF signal stabilized sooner in the 20% FV run than the
40% one. Using the moving average, the thg was estimated to be 15.8 s and 17.1 s for the
low and high FV, respectively. In other words, the mixtures blended faster at lower
initial FV.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.9. Particle tracking result for lactose-caffeine blending simulations
20% and (b) 40%
at FV of (a)
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Figure 8.8. Snapshots of lactose-caffeine blending simulations at different FV levels
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Snapshots of the MCC-caffeine blending simulations with the two different FV's are
shown in Figure 8.10. Again, at the same point in time the caffeine particles (yellow dots)
were more dispersedly distributed in the powder bed in the 20% FV run. This suggested
that mixing occurred more rapidly at lower FV levels. If one were to compare Figures
8.8 and 8.10, it was clear that the effects of FV were greater in the MCC simulations than
lactose ones; the reduction in FV assisted MCC more than lactose in achieving a
homogeneous mixture with caffeine faster.
The plots of simulated LIF signal versus time are shown in Figure 8.11. As indicated by
the flattening of the red moving average lines, the 20% FV run blended faster than the
40% one. The estimated thg was 16.5 s for the 20% run and 21.4 s for the 40% one.
Consistent with the visualization, the FV reduction generated a greater decrease in thg for
MCC than for the lactose simulations.
(a) inumm (b) ...... Y..m
198Xp,%At/W .V ,\,,
Figure 8.1 1. Particle tracking result for MCC-caffeine blending simulations
20% and (b) 40%
Ilir
at FV of (a)
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Figure 8.10. Snapshots of MCC-caffeine blending simulations at different FV levels
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8.4. Discussion
The DEM simulation results agree well with the LIF blending experiments. In terms of
blender rotation rate (RPM), the simulations suggested that thg decreased as RPM
increased, regardless of whether lactose or MCC was used as the excipient. This trend
was identical to what was observed in the blending experiments. In terms of initial
blender fill volume (FV), the simulations showed that thg increased at higher FV for both
excipients. This is also consistent with the LIF results.
The accurate prediction of the effects of excipient (last chapter), RPM and FV on
blending kinetics by the DEM simulations was promising. It further validated our
approach of using experimental interaction values in simulations to relate microscopic
particle properties of particles to their bulk process behaviors. However, these
predictions were still limited only to the trending of operating parameter effects. The
simulations were still insufficient in predicting absolute thg values. In most cases, the thg
estimated by the simulations were smaller than the ones in the actual experiments. This
was not quite unexpected as the simulations were two dimensional and the number of
particles (Nparticle) in simulation (thousands) was much smaller than the number in reality
(millions).
That said, these results were still satisfactory and encouraging given the simplicity of the
adopted DEM code used in this study (as discussed in the previous chapter). With further
development and improvement, such as better capture of particle surface morphology,
extension to three dimensional and parallelization of the code (so to allow larger Nparticle),
the DEM component in our Multi-Scale Analysis can be used as an analytical tool for
process investigation and performance prediction.
8.5. Conclusion
DEM simulations using results from AFM experiments as direct inputs were conducted to
study the effects of blender fill volume (FV) and rotation rate (RPM) on blending kinetics.
Qualitatively, the simulation results were identical to experiment: Both the DEM
simulations and LIF experiments showed that the required blending time thg decreased as
RPM increased and increased as FV increased. However, this initial success was limited
only to trending predictions. The DEM simulations were still insufficient in generating
quantitative predictions on blending time requirements. That said, this study gave hope
and validation to our Multi-Scale Analysis approach. With further development, DEM
can be used as a powerful analytical tool for gaining fundamental understanding in
pharmaceutical manufacturing processes.
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9. THREE DIMENSIONAL DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD (3D-
DEM) SIMULATION OF PHARMACEUTICAL BLENDING
9.1. Introduction
Discrete Element Method (DEM) has become a popular numerical method in simulating
flow and blending behaviors of granular materials. Different from continuum mechanics,
DEM simulates effects at single particle level, making it ideal to capture the individual as
well as bulk motions of the blended mixture. However, most of DEM studies reported,
including our previous work, have been confined to two dimensions. This was done for
the sake of easing mathematical complexity and reducing computational time. Although
2D-DEMs provide satisfactory results for some problems, there are inherent limitations.
For instance, coordination numbers in 2D-DEM simulations are almost never accurate
due to the absence of the third dimension. For the same reason, potential mixing
mechanisms into the third dimension was omitted when simulating in a 2D environment.
Finally, some phenomena are just impossible to be simulated without a 3D code, such as
blending of materials in a V-shaped blender whose out-of-plane rotations make 2D-DEM
essentially useless. For these reasons, it is not difficult to see the necessity to develop
DEM in three dimensions in order to have simulation results better represent reality.
With ever increasing microprocessor speed, computation requirement for 3D-DEM has
become more feasible and its development has picked up momentum. For example, in
simulating flow behaviors of granular materials, Cleary et al. used a 3D-DEM code to
study the effect of particle shape on hopper discharge [1]. It was found that elongated
particles produced flow rates up to 30% lower than circular particles and gave flow
patterns that were quite different. Similarly, Stewart et al. measured and simulated, with
Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) and 3D-DEM respectively, the motion of
glass beads in a vertical mixer with slowly rotating flat blades [2]. By fitting the sliding
and rolling friction coefficients, the simulations predicted the major features of the flow.
Also, Moysey et al. modeled the inflow and conveying of polymer solids in a single-
screw extruder [3]. The parameters they examined included the cross- and down-channel
velocity profile of solids in the screw, the residence time distribution, the cross-channel
temperature profile, and the coordination number distribution. More recently, Langston
et al. modeled the discharge of non-spherical frictionless particles from a hopper in 3D
[4]. They found that aspect ratio for these particles had negligible effect on discharge
rate. Other 3D-DEM simulations on particle flows can be found here: [5-10].
Application of 3D-DEM was extended to studying mixing of granular materials. For
instance, Kaneko et al. developed a 3D-DEM model to simulate particle mixing in a
single helical ribbon agitator [1 ]. Although the agreement between simulation and
experiment was not great, they were able to extract insights on mixing characteristics that
were quite difficult to obtain by experiment. Similarly, Zhou et al. studied flow and
mixing behaviors of a binary mixer in a bladed mixer with DEM [12, 13]. They found
that flow pattern was qualitatively not affected by particle size, particle density, volume
fraction and initial arrangement of particles. They also discussed from their simulations
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that there was a 3-D zone in front of the blade where particles had strong recirculating
flow. Finally, Finnie et al. used 3D-DEM to study the effect of filling degree and
rotational speed on longitudinal and transverse mixing in a horizontal rotary kiln. They
found that the diffusion coefficient increased linearly with rotational speed while the
influence of filling degree was relatively small [14].
In comparison, fewer 3D-DEM studies have been conducted on mixing than on flows of
granular materials. Even more limited were studies on cohesive systems. In this study,
we intended to employ 3D-DEM to simulate blending of cohesive pharmaceutical
powders in a V-shaped blender. Specifically, the effects of using different excipients on
the required blending time to achieve homogeneous mixtures (thg) were investigated. The
selected active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) simulated was caffeine and the
exceipients were lactose monohydrate and micro-crystalline cellulose (MCC). These
particles had different cohesive/adhesive and friction characteristics. The uniqueness of
our work lies in our proven Multi-Scale Analysis approach, in which experimentally
measured particle interactions at the microscopic level were entered as direct inputs in the
simulations and simulation results were validated against a set of macroscopic
experiments.
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9.2. Numerical Methods
9.2.1. Development of 3D-DEM
The development of the 3D-DEM code was a collaborative effort between our research
group and Professor John Williams' in the MIT Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering. The student leading the effort in Professor Williams' group was doctoral
student Scott Johnson. While Scott focused on building the mathematical basis and
developing the software code, our group provided specifications on the capability and
flexibility needed for applications in the pharmaceutical manufacturing area. The
blending simulations in this report are the first application of this code, making this study
both a validation and an exploratory one.
Different from the 2D-DEM in our previous studies, the newly-developed 3D-DEM did
not support a graphical user interface (GUI). Instead, particle descriptions and simulation
conditions were specified in Excel spreadsheets. A Windows command was typed in to
call in the necessary parameters from the spreadsheets for the simulations. For boundary
specifications, the code supported computer graphics drawings in AutoCAD format.
Once our V-shaped blender was designed and saved in a .3ds file, it was referred to by
the Excel input file. Although the lack of GUI might not be the most user-friendly, it
provided much flexibility and convenience when corrections and adjustments were
needed frequently.
For more details on the mathematical basis and development of the 3D-DEM, please refer
to earlier chapters and Professor John Williams' group website:
http://portals.mit.edu/portalfactory
9.2.2. Simulation Condition
The process to be simulated was the blending of caffeine with either lactose monohydrate
or micro-crystalline cellulose (MCC) as excipient in a V-shaped blender. To balance the
required computational time and reality of the simulations, an arbitrary total of 8,000
particles were used. The caffeine, lactose and MCC particles had different lognormal
distribution in size, having mean diameters (Dmean) of 100 tm, 140 tm and 150 tim
respectively. True densities for caffeine (1.23 g/m3), lactose (1.27 g/m3) and MCC (1.78
g/m3) were used. The final caffeine weight concentration was set at 10%. To make the
simulations computationally efficient, the normal and tangential stiffness were set at
17,000 N/m, making overlaps between particles within the 1-10% range recommended by
Walton [15].
The V-blender was created in AutoCAD by extruding and merging of three cylinders.
The cylinders all had the same radius of 0.155 cm. When merged, they formed a V-
blender with two arms about 0.430 cm in length and a "neck" 0.120 cm tall (Figure 9.1).
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Figure 9.1. Creation of V-blender in AutoCAD
The size of time steps in the simulations was set at 1 x 10-6 s. The neighbor sorting and
contact detection algorithms had been optimized, making this 3D-DEM code run even
faster than our previous 2D one. On a single Pentium-4 processor, it took about 0.80 s to
complete each time step.
9.2.3. Experimental Particle Interactions as Inputs
As mentioned above, particle-particle interactions at the microscopic level measured
experimentally via Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) were input directly into the DEM
simulations to describe contact mechanics. In terms of cohesive/adhesive interactions, it
was found from the AFM experiments that they were size dependent. To account for this
size-dependence, the measured cohesive/adhesive forces were reported as JKR surface
energies. These cohesions/adhesions were found to be log-normally distributed and were
believed to have originated from the surface morphology of the particles.
Since the 3D-DEM code was developed with the intention of being used to describe these
interactions between pharmaceutical particles (as opposed to the 2D code which was
adopted from earlier applications in soil mechanics), we were able to enter these JKR
surface energy distributions directly into the simulations. All pair-wise surface energies
used in the blending simulations are shown in Table 9.1. As an example, let's assume a
60 gm caffeine particle came into contact with a 150 tm MCC particle, a mean JKR
surface energy of 0.22 mJ/m2 would translate to a mean adhesive force of 22 nN
according to the following equation:
3
2
(Equation 9.1)
where F is the cohesion/adhesion force, y the surface energy and R is the reduced radius
of the two particles, given by
R - R R 2
R + R2
(Equation 9.2)
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where Ri's are the caffeine and MCC radii. This adhesion force would hold the particles
together until a great force (e.g., impact, gravity etc.) were exerted to break them apart.
Table 9.1: Mean surface energy (uy) and standard deviation (o) in mJ/m2 between
selected nharmaceutical narticles and siirface
,= 0.43
a,,= 032 j
a,=°21 ; Z,= 052
o.0 20 0 041
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a 0051 0 020 o0 13
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Since the JKR energies were in log-normal distributions, the cohesive/adhesive force
acting between any two particles was not always the same. A random number was
generated from the corresponding surface energy distribution each time two particles
came into contact. We believed this distribution-based description accurately captured
the contact mechanics. An alternative would be to mathematically describe the exact
surface morphologies of the particles and use force potentials such as van der Waals and
liquid bridging to calculate the cohesive/adhesive forces. There are several limitations
with this approach. First, no matter how sophisticated the particle description is, it is
almost impossible to precisely represent the actual morphologies of granular materials.
Second, forc e potentials do not capture force contributions due to physical interlocking
that occurs between particles. Finally, as particle shape deviates from simple spherical
shape, computational time suffers. By entering these JKR energies into the simulations
to calculate cohesion/adhesion, there was no need to describe particle surface
morphologies in great details. The surface energies captured all the essential interactions
between two particles without having to regard whether they were from VDW, liquid
bridging or physical interlocking, making it a perfect way to directly incorporate
experimentally measured forces into the simulations.
In terms of friction interactions, AFM experiments were conducted to measure friction
coefficients () between each necessary particle pair. The results are shown in Table 9.2.
Similar to cohesion/adhesion, the friction coefficients fell into lognormal distributions,
which were again believed to have arisen from the surface morphologies of the particles.
Nonetheless, no dependence on particle size was found. The u values were entered into
the DEM simulations as they appeared in Table 9.2. A ,u value was generated randomly
from these distributions whenever two particles slid on each other.
Due to the inherently large experimental error in AFM friction measurement, a sensitivity
test on the values of friction coefficients was carried out. Using the identical setup as the
lactose-caffeine simulation, a third simulation was started with all the friction coefficient
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values increased by 20%. The goal was to determine whether this increase in ,u would
change the blending kinetic and if so, how.
Table 9.2. Friction coefficients ofrelected materialk
,,, = 0,246
a= 0 0862| ,,.0.265 .=259
=0.0535 =0 172
p| M 0.334 p . 0 441
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9.2.4. Initialization of Simulations
To load the particles into the V-shaped blender, the neck of the V-blender was first
extended. A rectangular volume of particles were fitted inside of this extended neck and
allowed to settle by gravity (Figure 9.2). The initial positioning of particles in the
rectangular volume was random; however, the API particles were purposely placed on
the front side of the blender so to facilitate the viewing of their movement among the
excipient particles during blending. The diameters of the particles were calculated based
on their particle size distributions.
Figure 9.2. Loading particles in simulation
These particles were allowed to free fall inside the extended V-blender until they did not
move any more (Figure 9.3). Once their velocities dropped to zero or close to zero, the
extended neck was then chopped off and all non-zero translational and rotational
velocities were reset to zero. Using the final coordinates of the particles from this
loading simulation as initial coordinates, the V-blender then began to rotate at the
designated rate of 30 rpm (Figure 9.4).
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The fill volume (FV) in our simulation was set to approximately 40%. However, this
virtual loading method made any FV levels easily achievable.
Figure 9.3. Free falling of particle during loading process
Figure 9.4. Chopping of extended neck to initiate blender rotation
9.2.5. Post Simulation Analysis
The states of the particles at different time points were output at a pre-defined frequency.
The output files, in text format, contained information such as coordinates, tangential and
rotational velocities, forces and torques of each particle and the blender. This rich pool
of information was used for two types of posteriori analyses: visualization and particle
tracking.
Visualization of the simulated blending processes was done on POV-Ray, a three
dimensional computer graphics application. A post-script was written on the open source
of POV-Ray to simultaneously convert long list of output files to picture files in bmp
format. The GUI of the post-script is shown in Figure 9.5.
POV-Ray was powerful and provided much flexibility in visualizing the simulated
particles. For instance, the observation angle and location from which visualization was
made could be readily altered, making it easy to zoom into any local area for examination
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of local effects. It could also make the excipient, API, or the blender disappear to reveal
clearly how their movements were influenced by the presence of other particles or the
blender. Also, the coloring scheme in POV-Ray enabled us to distinguish particles by
any quantities that could be calculated numerically. For example, particles could be
colored differently based on kinetic energy, momentum, extent of particle overlap etc.
Pictorial representation of these quantities clearly showed how the state of the blending
process transformed in time. These are merely a subset of POV-Ray's side range of
capabilities. Applications of POV-Ray in generating other useful information from the
output files should be explored constantly.
Figure 9.5. POV-Ray-based post-script for generating visualization files
Once bmp pictures were generated for all the output files, they were merged together to
create video clips of the simulated blending process.
After the qualitative visualization assessment, a more quantitative analysis on MATLAB
was planned. Due to the lengthy DEM computation time, not enough real process time
was generated for the analysis by the time this report was written. Nonetheless, the
procedure for this quantitative particle tracking analysis is outlined here.
To mimic the actual blending experiments, an artificial particle-tracking mechanism was
put in place. Whenever the simulated V-blender was in the upright position with the neck
of the blender facing down as shown in Figure 9.6, the particles sitting on the bottom 0.2
mm of the neck were identified. This approach was to mimic the blending experiments,
in which Light-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) signal - indicative of the movement of the
API or excipient particles - was detected through a transparent watch glass at the end of
each rotation when the blender was in its upright position (Figure 9.7). The reason only
the bottom 0.2 mm of the simulated blender was analyzed was that LIF signal had
limitated penetration depth. (Please refer to earlier chapters for more details on the
operation of LIF in blending experiments.)
Once the bottom particles in the simulations were identified, the concentration of the API
particles (in this case the caffeine particles) was calculated by dividing the total weight of
these API particles by the total weight of all the particles located in this bottom part of
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the neck. The API concentration was then multiplied by a factor that accounted for the
relative fluorescence intensity between the API and excipient to give the simulated LIF
signal. This simulated signal was plotted as a function of time to give blending kinetic
profiles. These profiles were compared with the ones obtained from experiments for
model validation.
Figure 9.6. Particle tracking in simulations
Rotator
- V-blender
- LIF
Figure 9.7. Experimental setup of LIF blending experiments
9.2.6. LIF Blending Experiments
Experimental setup for LIF blending experiments have been described in details in our
previous publications. In essence, a mini scale (55 ml) V-shaped blender with a
tranparent watch window (Figure 9.8) was mounted on a rotator. A LIF unit was
positioned underneath the blender. LIF measurement was taken when the V-blender was
in the upright position with the silica glass window facing down. By shining excitation
and detecting emission lights of wavelengths specific to a certain type of material, the
movement of this material was tracked. From the raw LIF data file (Figure 9.9), the time
it took to achieve a homogeneous mixture (thg) could be calculated. The goal of this
study was to see how a change of excipient would impact thg, in both simulation and
experiment.
The blender fill volume (FV) in the simulation was 40% and the blender rotation rate
(RPM) was 30 rpm.
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Figure 9.8. Mini-scale stainless steel V-shaped blender
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Figure 9.9. Obtaining thg from raw LIF data
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9.3. Results and Discussion
9.3.1. Review of LIF Blending Results
The effect of excipient on blending kinetics in the mini-scale V-blender has been reported
and is re-presented in Figure 9.10. In general, the MCC always took more time (larger thg)
to blend with caffeine than lactose did. While it took lactose 21 s to achieve a
homogeneous mixture, it took MCC 29 s.
Figure 9.10. Effect of excipient on blending kinetics in mini-scale steel V-blender
9.3.2. DEM Simulation Results
Blending Kinetics
Snapshots of the lactose- and MCC-caffeine simulations at different points in time are
shown in Figure 9.11. For clearer visualization, the caffeine particles were colored green
in the lactose simulation and red in the MCC one. The chosen time points were when the
blender was at quarters of rotation from its initial position.
The first observation worth noting was the mixing present inside the blender. Initially,
the caffeine particles were placed in the V-section and on the front side of the blender (t =
Os). After a quarter of a rotation (t = 0.5s), both the excipient and caffeine particles
started to slide down toward to the neck section of the blender. Because of the direction
of rotation and their positions at t = 0.5s, the excipeints entered the neck first so that at t =
1 s when the V-blender was at its upright position, most of the caffeine particles would be
on top of the powder bed. Nonetheless, some of the smaller caffeine particles found their
way to the bottom of the neck.
At three-quarters of a rotation (t = 1.5s), all the particles started to re-enter the V-section.
By the time the blender returned to its initial position after a full rotation (t = 2s) most
caffeine particles would be on the back of the blender. And when it entered its second
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rotation, the reverse of the first rotation occurred: the excipient particles would enter the
neck section before the caffeine ones did.
Lactose MCC
t= 0.0 S
t = 0.5 S
t= 1.0 S
t= 1.5 s
t = 2.0 s
t = 2.5 
Figure 9.1 1. Snapshots of the lactose- and MCC-caffeine simulations
With both tumbling (convection) and individual particle movement (diffusion) the
caffeine and excipient particles mixed. By contrasting the t = Os with the t = 2s
snapshots and the t = 0.5s with the t = 2.5s ones, it was clear that the caffeine particles
were more dispersedly distributed among the excipient particles after only one rotation.
Although they were still in close proximity to each other, number of the green or red
caffeine spheres could be found on the interior of the powder bed. The simulations and
this type of visualization revealed information of the detailed movement of the particles.
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This type of information would not have been possible from traditional experiments. If
enough computational time was generated, the particle tracking analysis would have been
carried out whenever the blender was in the orientation shown in the t = 1 s snapshot.
Effect of Excipients
According to the AFM experiment, lactose and MCC had quite different cohesion/
adhesion and friction characteristics. The effect of these differences was captured in the
simulation. First of all, consistent with our previous simulation finding that stronger
cohesion resulted in higher angle of repose, the more sticky MCC particles showed a
larger dynamic angle of repose when the particles entered the neck section of the blender
from the V-section (the t = 0.5s snapshot). The lactose particles, being less cohesive and
more free-flowing, had a flatter free surface on the powder bed. Another observable
effect of the excipients was the slight lumping of particles in the MCC simulation. This
lumping was clear on the powder bed surface in the t = s snapshot and was still present
when the blender was at its horizontal position at t = 1.5s. And as the particles re-entered
the V-section, the lumping held the MCC particles back while the more free-flowing
lactose ones slid into the V-section. Please note that these phenomena (higher angle of
repose and lumping) could also be attributed to the higher friction coefficients of MCC
relative to lactose.
The different microscopic properties entered for the two different excipients clearly had
an impact on the flow and blending behavior of the mixtures. However, it still was not
definite which set of microscopic properties would lead to better blending performance.
This question could only be addressed by continuing the simulations and carrying out the
quantitative particle tracking analysis mentioned above. That said, it still can be
concluded firom these results that microscopic particle properties alone did not govern the
blending process. It is the combination of these properties and the blender geometry that
matters. It is for this reason that our Multi-Scale Analysis approach, which incorporates
both the microscopic and macroscopic considerations, is such a powerful way to study
blending of powder materials.
Effect of Friction Coefficients
Snapshots of the lactose simulations with the normal and 20%-enlarged friction
coefficients are shown in Figure 9.12. Despite the slight difference in the shape of the
powder bed in the t = 0.5s snapshots, the general locations of the particles were similar.
In terms of mixing, the bulk movement of the caffeine particles seemed to be unaffected
by the different Au's. As shown in the t = 2s and t = 2.5s snapshots, the green caffeine
particles could be found in similar spots inside the blender in both simulations.
It is still premature to conclude whether the different ,u values would have an impact on
the blending kinetics. Our earlier 2D-DEM work with our collaborator Dr. Paul Cleary
showed that friction coefficient did not have any effect on particle flow after it reached a
certain critical value [ 16]. Whether this is the case for a multi-component blending
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system can be known by continuing these simulations and generating more simulated
process time.
Normal p's 120% u's
t = 0.0 
t = 0.5 s
t= .0 s
t= 1.5s
t = 2.0 s
t = 2.5 s
Figure 9.12. Snapshots of lactose simulations with normal and 20%/-enlarged triction
coefficients
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9.4. Remarks
From the AFM experiments, it was found that MCC and lactose had different
microscopic interaction properties, which manifested to different macroscopic blending
behaviors observed in the LIF experiments. When used in the 3D-DEM simulations,
these different properties also led to different macroscopic blending behavior. Although
the simulations are still underway, the results generated thus far were consistent with
intuition and agreed qualitatively with the experiments.
One of the major limitations of DEM is its intensive computational (CPU) requirement.
The simulation results presented in this report involved already two months of 24-7 non-
stopped computational time. However, to qualitatively predict the trends or
quantitatively the thg values in the actual experiments, longer simulated process time (at
least 60 s) was needed. The long CPU time precluded such simulations. This underlines
the importance of speeding up the simulation and parallelizing the current DEM code. A
fastened code would also allow sensitivity tests, not only on the friction coefficient that
was investigated in this study, but also on other parameters such as inter-particle
cohesion/adhesion. In the long run, such sensitivity tests could provide design
specifications on the blender and/or particles for better blending performances.
Although limited, the progress shows the potential of how the combined AFM and 3D-
DEM approach can be used for gaining fundamental understanding and providing design
opportunities in blending processes. In addition to particle properties and blender
geometry, other operating factors such as fill volume, particle loading method, blender
rotation rate and axis of rotation can be tested for process optimization. The ultimate
goal of the AFM-DEM component in the Multi-Scale Analysis is to enable
pharmaceutical companies to anticipate and resolve blending challenges in simulations
before they occur in real processes. With further improvement on the DEM code, this
goal can be realized in the near future.
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10. CASE STUDY: MULTI-SCALE ANALYSIS IN PRACTICE
10.1. Introduction
In pharmaceutical manufacturing, there are many unit operations in the secondary post-
API-synthesis processes. After crystallization, pharmaceutical materials go through
granulation, blending, drying, milling and compaction. A flow chart is shown in Figure
10.1. Although not exactly identical or in the exact same order, many manufacturing
processes of solid dosage forms have some or all of these unit operations. For each of
these unit operations, there are more than one processing methods. For instance,
granulation can be conducted in a dry versus wet environment; drying can be done on
trays or in fluidized beds, etc. The choice of these different methods has direct impact on
the quality of the final drug products. Due to the lack of fundamental understanding,
many of the unit operations in Figure 10.1 are frequently repeated to correct for
unexpected behaviors of materials or unexpected process failures. To consistently ensure
drug quality, a more direct and first principle-driven approach is needed to study how
processing methods influence product quality. In this study, we show how the Multi-
Scale Analysis is used to address this need.
Unit Operation Processing Method
I-I-
Anti-solvent vs. temperature
Wet vs, dry
Tray-dry vs. fuidized drying
Pin-mill vs others
Shear vs tumble
Tablet vs. capsule
Figure 10.1. Flow chart of typical secondary manufacturing processes of pharmaceutical
solid dosage forms
To account for bulk behaviors, interactions between bodies at the smallest measurable
scale should be examined. In gas and liquid, the smallest unit is a molecule; in solids, it
is single powder particles. In our Multi-Scale Analysis, interactions between granular
materials at the single particle level were measured experimentally. This is usually but
not exclusively done with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). These interactions were
used to relate and explain the macroscopic bulk behaviors of the granular materials.
In this case study, we first report how we characterized surfaces of a particle
pharmaceutical powder at the microscopic level. This was done by humidity treatment
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inside an ESEM chamber and probing the particle surfaces with chemically-modified
AFM cantilever tips. The results were used to explain the powder's failures in processes
and the inconsistent performance in dissolution assays of tablets made with this material.
10.2. Background
This study was a collaborated effort between Bristol Myer Scribbs (BMS) and our
research group. It involved the scale-up of one of BMS' future products from the pilot
plant to commercial production scale. An ESEM picture of this material is shown in
Figure 10.2. In the pilot plant, this material showed excellent process performance:
having the right particle sizes, well-defined surface morphologies and perfect blending
and dissolution behaviors. However, when it was brought to commercial scale, the
material behaved very differently. It had abnormally excessive moisture uptake, did not
agglomerate to form the right granules during granulation and showed poor results in
dissolution assays.
Figure 10.2. ESEM image ot BMS material (provided by BMS)
After a series of investigation, BMS engineers came up with a hypothesis on why this
material was behaving so unexpectedly. They believed the root cause was the different
drying methods. Due to the small volume, particles were dried on stationary trays in pilot
plant production. In contrast, the particles were dried in a tumbling dryer to
accommodate the larger volume in commercial production. This tumbling generated
excessive shear on the particles, leading to undesired size reduction. Furthermore,
according to crystalline prediction derived from chemical structure modeling, the crystals
of this material had two types of faces. As shown in Figure 10.3, the narrow faces on the
110 plane were predicted to be hydrophilic while the wider faces on the 010 plane were
predicted to be hydrophobic. The BMS engineers believed that when the particles were
broken apart during the drying process in commercial production, more of the
hydrophilic 10 faces were exposed, making the particles generally more hydrophilic.
This hypothesis sounded reasonable and promising. However, BMS had no direct mean
of validating it. A discussion between BMS engineers and our group led to a consensus
that our Mulit-Scale Analysis could be used for such an investigation.
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Figure 10.3. Crystalline prediction of BMS materials from chemical structure modeling
10.3. Proposal
It was proposed that the BMS materials be examined at different relative humidity (RH)
inside an ESEM chamber to observe the real-time moisture uptake behavior at the single
particle level. Microscopic inter-particle cohesive forces were also measured using AFM.
This force measurement was an indirect yet quantitative assessment of the hygroscopic
behaviors of the particles. This was based on the assumption that capillary forces were
the greatest contributor to the total cohesive forces and a more hydrophilic material
would adsorb more moisture and show stronger cohesive interactions. Finally, the
hygroscopicity of the materials was measured directly. This was achieved by chemically
adding hydrophilic functional groups onto blank AFM cantilever tips and probing the
particle surfaces for hydrophilic-hydrophilic (strong) or hydrophilic-hydrophobic (weak)
interactions. The main question to be answered was whether these micro-scale
experiments could explain the different product attributes and this insight be used to
reduce uncertainty in future process development.
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10.4. Materials and Methods
10.4.1. BMS Materials
BMS sent three different versions of the material to MIT for analysis. For confidentiality
reasons, they are code-named A, B and C in this report. Material A was the standard
material that was produced in the pilot plant and showed normal process behavior.
Material B was produced at the commercial scale and showed abnormal process behavior.
To test their hypothesis, the BMS engineers prepared a third version, Material C, which
was intentionally pin-milled to a fine powder. Material C can be viewed as the extreme
case of Material B and should theoretically show the most hydrophilic behaviors.
If BMS' hypothesis was correct, Material C would dissolve more readily in the RH-
controlled chamber and show the strongest cohesive and hydrophilic-hydrophilic forces
in the AFM experiments.
10.4.2. ESEM Real-Time Dissolution Monitoring
The ESEM equipment used was the FEI/Philips XL30 FEG ESEM. To control RH inside
the ESEM chamber, a cold stage with water source was used. Similar to the procedure
for normal ESEM visualization experiments, trace amount of the BMS materials were
first loaded into the chamber, which was pumped to ultrahigh vacuum before the electron
gun was initiated. Once high vacuum was achieved and electron gun turned on, the
temperature of the cold stage in which the samples were placed was gradually lowered to
1 °C. By referencing the water phase diagram for the dew point at this temperature, the
pressure was slowly increased to introduce moisture inside the chamber. The RH was
controlled by traversing the liquid-vapor line in the temperature-pressure phase diagram
of water. Figure 10.4 shows a schematic representation of this procedure.
Critical Doint
44c are
1 atm
TIPressure
0,006 atm
0.01° C 100 C 3740 C
Temperature .
Figure 10.4. Controlling RH in ESEM chamber per T-P phase diagram of water
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10.4.3. Cohesive Force Measurement with AFM
Details about cohesive force measurement with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) can be
found in earlier chapters. In essence, particles of interest were epoxy-glued to blank
cantilever tips. These particle-cantilever assemblies were brought into contact with
stationary particles (Figure 10.5). By monitoring the deflection of the cantilever, the
cohesive force interactions between the particles could be quantified.
PD Detector
ntilever
Sample surface
Figure 10.5. Schematic of AFM cohesive force measurement
10.4.4. Assessment of Hygroscopicity with AFM
To make cantilever tips hydrophilic, the tip-functionalization technique in generating
self-assembly monolayers (SAMs) was used. Monolayers of terminally substituted alky
thiols, X(CI-12)1 5SH (X CH 3 , CH 2OH, CO 2H, CO 2CH 3 and CONH 2) can be prepared
readily by adsorption from solution onto gold substrates [1]. The chemical reaction is:
X X
I I
(CH 2 ) . (CI H~)
I I
S S
H$-(CHt)--X + Au Au
(n 1 and X = CO 2H, CONH2. CN, CH2 0H. CO2 CH3 , CH2NH 2, CH3 ,
CHCH2 , etc.)
In this study, we were interested in adding hydroxyl groups (-OH) groups to the
cantilevers so 1 1-mercaptoundecanol, HS(CH2) 10H, was used. Gold-coated Si 3N 4 tips
were procured and functionalized with HS(CH2)1 1OH by immersion in a 5 mM ethanol
solution for 24 hours [2]. The end result was tip surfaces covered by hydrocarbon chains
with hydrophilic -OH terminal groups (Figure 10.6). These hydrophilic tips were
brought into contact with the three types of samples for adhesive force measurements
(Figure 10.7). These adhesive forces could be strong (hydrophilic-hydrophilic) or weak
(hydrophilic-hydrophobic). A ranking of these forces would indicate the relative
hygroscopicity of the three different materials.
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A . ._ gold coating
Si ^* cantilever
Figure 10.6. Functionalized AFM tips with hydrophilic coatings
4--- Hydrophilic tip
_ . .... -"~~ Sample
Figure 10.7. Probing sample surface with hydrophilic AFM cantilever tip
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10.5. Results and Discussion
10.5.1. Results from ESEM Dissolution Monitoring
ESEM images of a single Material A particle undergoing changes as the relative humidity
(RH) inside the chamber increased from 72% to 96% are shown in Figure 10.8. At RI-I of
72%, the particle was still intact. Dissolution seemed to have started when RH climbed
above 90%, evident by the wobbly spread of the particle. Dissolution continued at RH of
92% and was still in process at 96% RH. Please note that the blurriness of the images
was due to the higher pressure inside the ESEM chamber at higher RH.
Figure 10.8. ESEM of a Material A particle at various relative humidity (RH)
ESEM images of a single Material B particle undergoing changes as RH increased from
58% to 96% are shown in Figure 10.9. Similar to Material A, dissolution seemed to have
started when RH climbed above 90% and was still in process at 96% RH.
ESEM images of a single Material C particle undergoing changes as RH increased from
51% to 94% are shown in Figure 10.10. While the particle was still intact at RH of 92%,
the dissolution finished rapidly once it started. When RH was increased from 92% to
94%, dissolution seemed to have started. However, the dissolution process was so fast
that by the time the ESEM equipment finished taking an image, the particle was
completely dissolved and disappeared from the screen. To confirm this, the RH inside
the chamber was lowered again and the particle indeed was dissolved and did not show
up on the screen again.
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Figure 10.9. ESEM of a Material 13 particle at various RH
In summary, all three materials seemed unaffected by humidity when RH remained
below 90%. Dissolution started when RH was raised to above 90%. While dissolution
was still in process for Materials A and B at RH - 96%, dissolution of Material C was
complete at RH - 94%. These observations confirmed the different moisture uptake
behavior of the materials at the single particle level. They concluded that Material C
indeed absorbed water more readily.
Figure 10.10. ESEM of a Material C particle at various RH
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10.5.2. Results from Cohesion Measurement with AFM
The particle-cantilever assemblies of the three BMS materials are shown in Figure 10.1 1.
The fluffiness of the materials made adhering particles on cantilevers very difficult. It
also made finding a stationary particle of appropriately large size and bringing particles
in contact challenging. This was especially true for Material C which was purposely
made into flake-like particles.
Figure 10. I 11. ESEM images of particle-cantilever assemblies with Materials (a) A, (b) B
and (c) C.
Force values obtained from AFM cohesion measurements are plotted into force maps.
The force map for Material A, along with its statistics, is shown in Figure 10.12. Similar
to our previous cohesion measurements for other pharmaceutical materials, the cohesive
forces fell into lognormal distributions. As suggested by the force map, the different
cohesion values in the distributions were probably due to the different roughness on
different locations on the particle surface. The forces obtained for Material A were small
in magnitude, with a mean of 0.34 nN and a standard deviation (SD) of 0.23 nN. The
maximum cohesion obtained was 1.6 nN.
Force (In nN) Map for Material A
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The force map and statistics for Material B are shown in Figure 10.13. Again, the
cohesion values fells into a lognormal distribution, with mean and SD of 0.67 nN and
0.58 nN, respectively. Although low, these cohesive values were larger than the ones
obtained from Material A.
Force (in nN) Map for Material B
2.5
2
1
0.5
0
0 u.5 1 1.5 2
x (microns)
Cohesion (nN)
Average SD | Min Max
0.667 0.581 0.031 2.683
Figure 10.13. Force map and statistics for Material B
The cohesion results for Material C are shown in Figure 10.14. The mean and SD of the
lognormal distributions were 1.2 nN and 0.77 nN, respectively. The surface morphology
and thus force values were distinctly different at different locations on the force map.
Among the three materials, Material C showed the highest cohesive strength, having a
maximum force value of 5.1 nN.
Force (in nN) Map for Material C
0
C
0.5 1
x (microns)
1.5 2
2 5
2
1.5
0.5
0
Cohesion (nN) I
AverageI SD I Min Max
1.182 0.767 0.235 5.149
Figure 10.14. Force map and statistics for Material C
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In summary, the magnitudes of the measured cohesive forces were much smaller than
expected. This was most likely due to the much smaller sizes of the particles
(approximately 20 to 40 pm). Similar to other granular materials, these BMS materials
had lognormally distributed cohesive forces. It was evident from the force maps that the
variances in forces were attributed to the surface morphologies of the particles. Different
cohesive interaction strengths were observed amongst the three different materials. In
increasing order, Material A showed the weakest cohesion, Material B in the middle and
Material C showed the strongest. Since capillary force was assumed to be the major
contributor to the net cohesive force measured, these results suggested that Material C
was the most hydrophilic and is consistent with BMS' hypothesis.
10.5.3. Results from Hygroscopicity Assessment with AFM
The forces resulted from probing the hydrophilic cantilever tips on the surfaces of
Material A are shown in Figure 10.15. Again, these forces fell into lognormal
distributions, with a mean adhesion of 37 nN and SD of 23 nN. These forces were much
larger than the ones obtained from probing particle with bare particle-tips. This was
probably due to the strong hydrophilic nature of the hydroxyl groups on the
functionalized tips and its ability to induce capillary forces.
50%
o)40%-
> 3%
E 20%
10%
0% 'I
Cohesion (net
Figure 10.15. Hygroscopicity assessment results for Material A
The hygroscopicity assessment results for Material B are shown in Figure 10.16. The
lognormal distbituion of adhesive forces had a mean and SD of 44 nN and 25 nN,
respectively. These values were larger than the ones for Material A, suggesting that
Material B was the more hydrophilic one among the two.
The results for Material C are shown in Figure 10.17. An immediate observation was
that the adhesive forces did not quite fall into a lognormal distribution. The variance in
the forces, as suggested by the SD, was large compared to Materials A and B. This could
be attributed to the fact that Material C was deliberately milled and had flakier and more
random structures.
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Figure 10.16. Hygroscopicity assessment results for Material B
Also, the adhesion values for Material C, with a mean of 95 nN, were about two to three
times larger than the ones for Materials A and B. These stronger forces suggested that
Material C had more exposed hydrophilic surfaces and absorbed water more readily. The
absorbed moisture in turn gave rise to stronger capillary interactions between the
functionalized hydrophilic tips and itself.
§0% 
X0%L1)
10%
Z + @ 0 , 41 l p 1S 41 W
Cohes,, ( N)
Figure 10.17. Hygroscopicity assessment results for Material C
These findings are consistent with the ESEM visualization and AFM cohesion
measurements that at the microscopic level, Material C was the most hydrophilic one
among the three materials.
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10.6. Conclusion
A Multi-Scale Analysis was carried out on three BMS samples that were made of the
same material but had undergone different processing methods. The goal was to
investigate BMS' hypothesis that excess shear in drying led to more exposed hydrophilic
crystal surfaces and overall bulk hydrophilic behaviors. Three sets of microscopic
experiments were conducted. In ESEM dissolution monitoring, the material that went
through the most shear showed the most rapid dissolution behavior. The same material
was the most cohesive, as measured with AFM. This was believed to have arisen from its
higher moisture uptake and thus stronger capillary forces. Finally, when probing surfaces
for hydroscopicity with functionalized AFM tips, this material showed the most
hydrophilic behavior. This set of microscopic experimental results validated BMS'
original hypothesis and demonstrated how Multi-Scale Analysis could be applied to link
microscopic properties of pharmaceutical materials to their macroscopic process
behaviors.
10.6.1. AFM as a PAT Tool for Fundamental Process Understanding
In this study, we showed how AFM is a valuable tool for understanding properties of
pharmaceutical materials at the microscopic level. In addition to what has been shown
here, AFM has a wide range of other applications for different unit operations in
pharmaceutical manufacturing. Figure 10.18, derived from a brochure from an AFM
vendor [3], shows some of these other applications. For instance, at the crystallization
step, AFM could be used to in-situ visualize and optimize crystallization conditions. It
can be used to identify polymorphisms at the particle level. At the granulation step, in
addition to the hygroscopic characterization shown in this work, AFM can be used to
study granule morphology and roughness. When it comes to blending and drying, AFM
is the most direct means to measure particle-particle interactions, as frequently done in
our Multi-Scale Analysis. Finally, one can use AFM to investigate coating processes by
evaluating surface morphology, roughness, surface area, compositional distribution,
hardness and porosity of materials at the microscopic level. These are only a subset of
AFM applications that pertain to pharmaceutical manufacturing. New uses of the
equipment will continuously be discovered and AFM will become, if not already so, a
powerful PAT tool for achieving fundamental process understanding.
10.6.2. Impact of Multi-Scale Analysis
We showed how Multi-Scale Analysis could be used to gain fundamental understanding
of how properties of pharmaceutical powders at the microscopic particle level influence
their bulk process performance and elucidate properties of pharmaceutical particles that
influence physical stability of formulation. With this first principle-based knowledge, the
desired state of Quality-by-Design, as advocated by the FDA in its Process Analytical
Technologies (PAT) initiative [4], can become more easily achievable. For example,
with better process understanding, not only will development time and scale-up
uncertainties be reduced, throughput and flexibility can also be enhanced. Some of the
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other benefits are longer term and go beyond manufacturing, as fundamental process
understanding will enable pharmaceutical companies to gain competitive advantages
through reduction in time-to-market and prevention of unnecessary shutdowns due to
"unexpected failures".
u u u WO
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Figure 10.18. AFM applications in pharmaceutical manufacturing
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11. CONCLUSION
11.1. Conclusion
A Multi-Scale Analysis methodology was developed and implemented with the intent of
linking microscopic properties of pharmaceutical powder particles to their macroscopic
process performance. This research was motivated by the lack of process understanding
in today's pharmaceutical manufacturing and the safety and economical implications
resulting from the industry's trial-and-error practices. The unit operation of focus in this
study was the blending of pharmaceutical powder and the materials investigated were
anhydrous caffeine, lactose monohydrate and micro-crystalline cellulose (MCC).
At the macroscopic level, blending experiments were conducted in mini lab blenders and
monitored using the Light-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) technique. Effects of operating
parameters on blending kinetics were systematically evaluated. It was found that blends
took longer to achieve homogeneity with increased initial fill volume (FV) or decreased
blender rotation rate (RPM). Compared to lactose, MCC was found to blend slower with
caffeine and showed more diffusive mixing behaviors. Blending in V-blenders took less
time than in circular blenders. While the choice of blender material did not have much
effect on the lactose-blends, it did on the MCC-blends. A detailed methodology was
developed for analyzing and converting raw LIF data to meaningful trends.
Microscopically, force interactions - cohesion/adhesion and friction - were measured at
the single particle level with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Cohesive/adhesive
interactions were found to fall into lognormal distributions. The JKR model was used to
account for the size-dependence of the measured cohesion/adhesion values and collapse
them to single surface energy distribution for each pair-wise interaction. According to
the AFM force maps, this distribution nature was attributed to the surface morphologies
of the particles.. Among the materials studied, MCC-MCC displayed the strongest
cohesive behaviors while the caffeine-MCC and the caffeine-lactose interactions were
essentially the same.
In terms of friction, most of the measured friction forces showed linear load-dependence
across the load ranges investigated. The cohesion/adhesion values deduced from the
friction force curves were consistent with the direct cohesion/adhesion measurements.
The resulting friction coefficient (u) values were reported in lognormal distributions. It
was found that relative to caffeine and lactose, MCC had higher friction forces when
being scanned on itself or on other materials. All three types of particles had higher
friction coefficients with polycarbonate surface than with steel. Significant uncertainties
were present in AFM friction measurements and future efforts are needed to refine the
calibration and measurement procedures to improve precision.
Next, the microscopic cohesive/adhesive interactions between caffeine, lactose and MCC
particles obtained from the AFM experiments were used to explain the macroscopic
blending behaviors of these materials studied with LIF. It was found that the lactose
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blends, having lower microscopic cohesion, corresponded to faster macroscopic blending
kinetics. In terms of mixing mechanism, MCC had stronger cohesive interactions
between particles and showed more diffusive mixing than lactose. The blend quality at
homogeneity, indicated by the variance in LIF signal, was not different between
excipients. This was attributed to the fact that the caffeine-MCC adhesive interaction
was similar to the caffeine-lactose one.
In addition to these multi-scale relations, the AFM force interactions were used directly
in Discrete Element Method (DEM) models for simulating blending processes. First, a
two-dimensional DEM model was used to simulate blending in a circular blender. With
respect to the effect of operating parameters on blending kinetics, the simulations showed
that thg increased as FV increased, RPM decreased, or when MCC as opposed to lactose
was chosen as the excipient. This trend was identical to what was observed in the actual
LIF blending experiments.
In addition to this 2D-DEM code which was adopted from other uses, a three dimensional
version was developed exclusively for the study of pharmaceutical blending. This 3D-
DEM incorporated all the pair-wise cohesion/adhesion and friction interactions and
allowed their lognormal distributions to be used as direct inputs. Blending in a V-shaped
blender was simulated. The goal was to determine the effect of excipient choice on
blending kinetics. The simulation results were consistent with experiments, namely the
flow behavior correlated well with the differences in cohesion/adhesion and friction
intensities of the excipients. However, longer process time is needed for more definite
conclusions on their mixing performance. The long DEM computational time underlined
the necessity and urgency of code parallelization.
Finally, a case study was presented to demonstrate the applicability of the Multi-Scale
Analysis methodology in investigating real manufacturing problem. The unexpected
process failure of a pharmaceutical product was explained by its hygroscopic properties
at the microscopic level revealed by AFM experiments. This case study established AFM
as a valuable Process Analytical Technology (PAT) in our multi-scale approach for
gaining fundamental process understanding.
11.2. Impact
The Multi-Scale Analysis has been shown to be a valuable approach to study
pharmaceutical blending. Not only was a linkage established between the microscopic
particle interactions and their macroscopic blending behaviors, but also measurement
techniques were applied in novel ways to answer practical problems (as in the case study
described in Chapter 10). In addition, the DEM simulation component of the Multi-Scale
Analysis demonstrated the inter-dependence between microscopic particle interactions,
macroscopic operating parameters and blending performance, pointing to the potential
design opportunities at both the microscopic (particle) and the macroscopic (blender)
levels.
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The impact of this work is schematically summarized in Figure 11.1. Literature research
of theoretical forces at the onset of the project built a foundation of understanding
particle-particle interactions. Together with the simultaneous studies of cohesion,
adhesion and friction with AFM, macroscopic blending with LIF and simulation with
DEM, it led to fundamental understanding of the pharmaceutical blending process. This
in turn would lead to opportunities for diagnostic, design and process optimization
applications.
The benefits of Multi-Scale Analysis can go beyond just the blending step. Its generality
makes it adoptable to other unit operations in pharmaceutical manufacturing. In fact, the
microscopic adhesion/cohesion and friction interactions reported in this thesis are
materials properties and can be used in other models to describe other processes. With
the type of fundamental understanding and process improvement opportunities that it
provides, the Multi-Scale Analysis will enable pharmaceutical companies to migrate from
the current quality-by-inspection to the desired quality-by-design manufacturing state.
I1.3=_. I- . .. 0. * Os.. -T;T
Figure 1 1. Impact of Multi-Scale Analysis
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12. FUTURE WORK
While having answered lots of questions, this research also raised new ones and opened
many opportunities for further research. In this chapter, future works are first suggested
for the LIF, AFM and DEM experimentation. They are then followed by proposed
extension of the Multi-Scale Analysis. We are confident that with the completion of
these suggested works, the true potential of the Multi-Scale Analysis will be realized and
its applications fully extended.
12.1. Suggested Work in LIF Experimentation
* It has been observed that the strength of the LIF signal decayed gradually if data
were collected at a rapid rate. New light source with more stable energy output
and detector with higher sensitivity should be implemented in the next version of
the LIF equipment to avoid this decay issue.
* While working with pharmaceutical materials that had different fluorescent
behaviors, the filter set inside the LIF optical block needed to be changed
frequency. This was a very time-consuming and frustrating process. An
electronically-controlled tunable filter system should be used in the future to
avoid this unnecessary process when dealing with different fluorescent materials.
12.2. Suggested Work in AFM Experimentation
* In terms of cohesion/adhesion measurements, more fundamental ground work
should be carried out to understand what and how different theoretical force
components - VDW, capillary, electrostatics, etc - contributed to the net
cohesive/adhesive forces measured by AFM. This work has been initiated
partially by members of my group, who are now investigating the effects of
surface morphology and relative humidity on VDW forces. Similar studies
should be done on other force components.
* There are still large experimental errors associated with AFM friction
measurements. Most of these errors are attributed to the calibration of cantilever
tips, in both the normal and lateral directions. A more robust and systematic
calibration method is needed to ensure less variance in measuring absolute
friction forces.
12.3. Suggested Work in DEM Simulation
* As mentioned numerous times in this thesis, one urgent need on the DEM studies
is to ramp up the computational speed by parallelizing the 3D-DEM code.
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Without parallelization, the true capabilities of DEM are under-represented.
There are plenty of super-computing capabilities at MIT. Even if these are not
available for our use, constructing Beowulf clusters is not an implausible option.
These resources should be leveraged and the code should be parallelized in the
near future to speed up the computations and/or allow multiple simulations be
carried out simultaneously.
* Another challenge in the DEM works is the number of particles (Npartice) needed
to generate a realistic simulation. In a typical blending experiment, there are
millions, if not trillions, of particles. With today's computer power, simulating
these many particles is almost impossible. However, is it really necessary to
simulate all these particles? In my opinion, there must exist a critical Nparticle with
which most of the macroscopic process performance can be captured without
having to put millions of particles into the system. A methodological study into
finding out this critical Nparticie, which should be dependent on the process being
studied, will certainly be beneficial. This work may even shine lights on the
scale-up of pharmaceutical processes, which is currently achieved on a trial-and-
error basis.
* Both observed in experiments and reported in literature, avalanching effect occurs
in blending processes that involve rotation of a blender. In an avalanching event,
there exists a rapid flow region at the free surface of the powder particles (the
cascading layer) and a fixed bed region that undergoes solid body rotation. If the
particles in the fixed bed region all undergo the same rotation, they can be
modeled as a single bulk and only one force-motion calculation is needed at each
time step. This phenomenon should be leveraged to lower the CPU requirements
and speed up the simulation times. However, there may be a tradeoff with the
additional calculations needed to determine the cascading layer thickness and the
fixed bed size.
* Any simulation model is as good as what is put into it. Thus, to have the
simulations more resemble real-life processes, more realistic inputs are needed.
Improvement of inputs can be made on description of particle shapes,
agglomeration or breakup behaviors of particles and energy exchanges between
different components in the system, etc. Also, lots of useful information can be
generated from DEM simulations; more post-simulation analyses should be
carried out to validate the models and reveal information that is not obtainable
from traditional experiments.
12.4. Extension of Multi-Scale Analysis
* Once improvement in the DEM computation speed is realized, more quantitative
correlations between simulation and experiment should be established. This is to
validate the combined AFM-DEM approach of studying pharmaceutical blending.
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* With the material properties measurable in AFM experiments and the flexibility
offered by DEM models, the Multi-Scale Analysis should be extended to other
unit operations in pharmaceutical manufacturing. There is already work in the
literature where DEM is used in granulation [1, 2] and powder compression
processes [3-5]. With the fundamental understanding established in this study,
our group should find new application of the Multi-Scale Analysis both upstream
and downstream from the blending step.
* Rather than studying one unit operation at a time, a system-wide approach should
be taken when employing the Multi-Scale Analysis. It is both interesting and
important to find out how the microscopic particle properties propagate from one
unit operation to the other ones further downstream. With enough understanding
of this sort of system behaviors, feedback or even feed-forward control can be put
in place for robust processes.
* Finally, with the AFM and DEM capabilities, design opportunities should be
explored for ensuring consistent process performance. At the microscopic level,
if a certain type of particle surface feature can be proven to create favorite
interactions, such feature should be constructed via three-dimensional printing
and their interactions tested in both AFM and LIF experiments. On the
macroscopic scale, designs on blender geometry and operating parameters should
be first carried out on DEM simulations before being implemented in real life.
This not only saves time from constructing numerous trial equipments, it also
saves massive amount of materials in unnecessary experiments. As pointed out in
earlier chapters, there is an inter-dependence between microscopic particle
properties and their macroscopic process behavior. Thus, this proposed
microscopic and macroscopic design works should be done in tandem.
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13. LIGHT-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE (LIF) FOR PREDICTING
ACTIVE PHARMACEUTICAL INGREDIENT (API) CONTENT
IN STATIONARY TABLETS
ABSTRACT
The use of a light induced fluorescence (LIF) instrument to estimate the total content of
fluorescent active pharmaceutical ingredient in a tablet from sampling of the tablet
surface was further demonstrated and the measurement error was accurately predicted. A
number of different LIF sampling strategies were compared to a total tablet UV
absorbance test for each tablet. Two sets of tablets were tested. The first tablet set had
caffeine as the active ingredient with concentrations of 5%, 10%, and 20%. The second
set of tablets used triamterene as the active ingredient with concentrations of 1.64%,
3.22%, and 4.75%. Using the most complete sampling strategy (three points in a line
along both faces of each tablet), the LIF instrument was able to accurately estimate the
active drug concentration within 10% of total tablet measurement greater than 95% of the
time. The largest error amongst all of the tablets tested was 13%. A theoretical
description of the error associated with the surface sampling was developed and found to
predict accurately the experimental error between the LIF estimation and the total tablet
UV measurement. This theory uses one empirically determined parameter: the deviation
of LIF estimations at different locations on the tablet surface. Correct use of this
prediction of error has the potential to reduce the dependence on full scale studies, such
as this one, that require time consuming analysis of many tablets.
KEYWORD)S: tablets, surface analysis, fluorescence, PAT
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13.1. Introduction
Ensuring that the tablets manufactured are within their active pharmaceutical ingredient
(API) content specification is critical to producing safe, economic tablets. Current
methods of demonstrating that tablet batches meet specifications involve destructively
assaying a small fraction of the tablets in each batch. When inconsistency in API content
between tablets is found, it causes entire batches of tablets to fail and be discarded. In
potentially more serious cases when the inconsistency is not found, tablets that appear to
meet specifications, but actually do not, are released to the public and may cause harm to
patients.
It would be ideal to have a rapid, non-destructive, accurate estimation of the API content
in every tablet as it is manufactured. This study is working toward that goal by further
demonstrating light-induced fluorescence (LIF) as a surface measurement to predict the
total content of a fluorescent API in a tablet. This technique has been demonstrated in
pharmaceutical blending applications [ 1,2] and a preliminary study on tablet monitoring
has been completed as well [3]. Fluorescence has also been successfully used to monitor
the content of a drug in urine and serum [4]. This study demonstrates a number of LIF
sampling strategies and the theoretical error associated with the surface measurement and
compares this error to the experiments.
13.1.1. Methods for Rapid Estimation of Tablet Concentration
A significant amount of recent research across the world has been designing and
investigating suitable methods for quickly estimating API concentration of tablets
without destroying the tablets. Most of these techniques rely upon spectroscopic analysis
and work completed using some common techniques are introduced in the following
sections. All of these methods are significantly faster than the current quality control
practice of dissolving the entire tablet and then assaying with HPLC or UV absorption.
FT-Raman
Near-infrared FT-Raman spectroscopy was used by Vergote et al [5] to determine content
of an active ingredient (diltiazem hydrochloride) in both commercial and experimental
tablets with good accuracy and precision. The technique that was used took ten minutes
per tablet and involved averaging spectra from five different locations on each tablet.
Raman spectroscopy can be used through some packaging. The instrument used was
calibrated for each session (a start-up time was required).
Similarly, FT-Raman was used by Szostak et al [6] to determine content of acetylsalicylic
acid and acetaminophen in tablets with very good agreement to UV-VIS results. Each
spectra required about 90 seconds to collect. Bell et al [8] were able to detect ecstasy and
related compounds. Niemczyk et al [ 10] were able to analysis content through gel
capsules. Breitenbach et al [9] used Raman to map drug content on solid surfaces.
Raman spectroscopy has also been used to determine the solid state form of some drugs
in tablets by Taylor et al [7]. The solid state form of some components was found to
change after Raman sampling because of local overheating by the laser. This change in
solid state form could alter the drug dissolution or bioactivity.
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Near Infrared
Another spectroscopic technique that has been employed to estimate total tablet content is
near infrared (NIR). Both reflectance and transmittance NIR have been employed. One
recent study by Thosae et al [11] compares the two NIR methods for a range of active
(1% to 20%) in tablets. The two methods are non destructive but had difficulty with low
concentration determination (1% and 2%).
Work by Malik et al [12] analyzed a set of aspirin tablets packaged in blister packaging
for salicylic acid and water content. The set contained 1300 tablets and the 43 tablets
with the best NIR readings were compared to HPLC results and the standard error of
prediction was 0.06%. A standard was used for calibration before use of the instrument
on new days or under new conditions. This technique required minutes of time to collect
the data, but was able to capture information about a large number of packaged tablets.
Excellent agreement between transmission NIR and HPLC for content of steroid tablets
was found in a complete study by Broad et al [13]. The speed was about 35 seconds per
tablet monitored.
NIR was used by Chen et al [14] in the successful prediction of both content of
theophylline in tablets and tablet hardness. A complete study by Ritchie et al [15,16] of
NIR transmission spectroscopy for determining active content in both tablets and
capsules was successful in its ability to estimate content compared with HPLC. The
paper is set-up like a document for regulation review of the technique and its
repeatability. Other work with NIR has shown that it is a valuable technique with a wide
range of applications [17,18,19,20,21,22,23].
Laser-induced Breakdown
Laser-induced breakdown is able to analyze heteroatoms in a section of the tablet by
vaporization and a spectrograph [24]. The vaporization results in a crater approximately
ten microns deep and four hundred microns in diameter. This study took a number of
samples at a number of locations, so the resulting tablets were covered with craters.
After each laser event, an extraction hose removes aerosol particles. Each tablet was
fully analyzed with about one hundred laser events in about one minute. The accuracy
and precision were good (RSD 1-4%). The technique can also be used to monitor
magnesium stearate with high sensitivity.
Micro-thermal Analysis
Micro-thermnal analysis uses a modified atomic force microscope (AFM) to measure the
local heat resistance of a substrate [25]. The method was quite slow and was highly
dependent upon local topography, giving poor information.
13.1.2. Advantages and Disadvantages
Some perceived current advantages and disadvantages of each of these techniques are
presented in Table 13-1.
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Method Advantages Disadvantages
NIR * Provides accurate estimation of * Not rapid: complete sampling
most APIs of each tablet takes seconds
* Well developed technology that * Some difficulty with low
is commercially available concentration API
Raman * Provides accurate estimation of * Not rapid: slower than NIR
most APIs * Potential change of solid state
* Well developed technology that form of tablet contents
______ . is commercially available
Micro-thermal * Has the potential to resolve * Poor accuracy, not developed
heterogeneity at the microscale * Requires an expensive,
specialized equipment with a
highly trained operator
* Slow: about one hour
Laser-induced * Provides accurate estimation * Destructive to the tablets
Breakdown for most APIs (creates craters)
* Can be used for other * Not rapid: complete sampling
applications (coating thickness takes seconds
and uniformity)
LIF * Rapid: Sampling can be done * API must fluoresce
every 1 Oms * Not commercially available
* Provides good estimation for
fluorescent APIs
* Successful with low
_ concentration APIs
Table 13-1 Comparison of technologies for analyzing drug content in a solid dose
13.1.3. Current Research Study
This study demonstrates the use of a LIF instrument to estimate API content in tablets of
two different sets of ingredients. The first set of tablets contained caffeine as the API
with microcrystalline cellulose, lactose, and magnesium stearate as excipients. The
second set of tablets contained triamterene as the API with lactose and colloidal silicon
dioxide as excipients. After all of the LIF sampling on the tablets was complete, UV
spectroscopy analysis was performed on each tablet to determine the total amount of API.
UV spectroscopy was chosen because it is reproducible and accepted as a standard
analytical technique for content analysis. Separate calibration and validation tablet sets
were used for each set of tablets. The accuracy of the LIF estimation was determined by
comparison to the UV analysis results for each tablet with the validation sets.
In addition to demonstrating the use of the LIF instrument, a theoretical description of the
accuracy of the estimation of API content in tablets is developed. This theory allows for
the prediction of the accuracy of the method in other cases and using different sampling
techniques.
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13.2. Materials and Methods
The tablets and instruments used in this study are presented in the following sections.
13.2.1. Pharmaceutical Tablets
Two different sets of tablets were used in this study. The first set of tablets had caffeine
(Bristol Meyers Squibb, New Brunswick, NJ) as the active pharmaceutical ingredient
(API). The caffeine tablets were produced in three batches on a 16-station beta press
with three-ton compression loads. The three batches contained 5%, 10%, and 20%
caffeine respectively. The other ingredients in the caffeine tablets were microcrystalline
cellulose (40% w/w), lactose (59.5%-39.5% w/w), and magnesium stearate (0.5% w/w).
The caffeine tablets averaged 500 mg in weight and were cylindrically shaped (see Figure
2.1).
TP View Side View
34mm I
129 mm
12.9 mm
Figure 13.1 Tablet geometry
The second set of tablets had triamterene (GlaxoSmithKline, Philadelphia, PA) as the
API. The triamterene tablets were made in four batches in a Carver hydraulic tablet press
(Carver Laboratory Equipment, Wabash, IN) with compression of approximately 2000
psi as described in previous work [3]. The triamterene tablets averaged 320 mg in weight
and were cylindrically shaped. The average height was 4.2 mm and the diameter was 8.8
mm. The first three batches contained 1.64%, 3.22%, and 4.75% triamterene by weight
respectively. The other ingredients in the triamterene tablets were anhydrous lactose and
syloid (silicon dioxide, 0.1% by wt). The fourth batch was designed to make less
homogeneous tablets by simultaneously placing some of each of the powder blends from
the first three batches into the tablet press hopper with no additional mixing as described
in previous work [3].
13.2.2. LIF Instrument
The light induced fluorescence (LIF) instrument used in this study was developed at MIT
and the most recent version was manufactured by Honeywell. It has been described in
previous publications [1,3]. The instrument monitors fluorescence of a sample by
illuminating it with light at an excitation wavelength and collecting the resulting emission
light at a second, higher wavelength. The specific wavelengths used are dependent on the
fluorescence spectra of the sample and are selected with a set of optic filters.
The current instrument is able to collect fluorescence samples as fast as 100 Hz. A power
setting comparable to normal artificial light is used to avoid any damage to the tablet.
The data is transmitted from the instrument to a computer by radio frequency. The data
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is processed and displayed on the computer using instrument-specific software provided
by Honeywell.
LIF Filters
The filters used in the optic block of the LIF instrument need to be selected for the API of
interest. Caffeine is naturally fluorescent, absorbing light in the range of 260 to 320 nm
and emitting in the range of 320 to 400 nm. The fluoresence spectra of caffeine are
shown in Figure 13.2. None of the other tablet ingredients were significantly fluorescent
near this wavelength.
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Figure 13.2 Relative absorbance spectra of caffeine
From the known deep UV light absorbance of caffeine, optical filters were selected for
use in the LIF instrument. A filter set named "XF0 1" from Omega Optical, Inc.
(Brattleboro, VT) was used. This filter set allowed the for excitation centered at 254 nm
(bandwidth of 25 nm) and emission centered at 330 nm (bandwidth of 60 nm).
The fluorescene properties of triamterene have been described previously [1,2,3]. The
filter set used in this study was the same as in previous work, the "XF22" set from
Omega Optics Inc. (Brattleboro, VT).
Alignment of Tablets with LIF
In order to sample the tablets, the LIF instrument was positioned above the tablets as
demonstrated in Figure 13.3. The position of the tablet under the instrument could be
adjusted with a rotating dish. The distance between the tablet and the instrument could
be adjusted by a support jack (pictured as a green rectangle).
13.2.3. Sampling Strategies with LIF
The tablets were aligned in four different sampling strategies as presented in Figure 13.4.
For the first three sampling strategies (all but the far away spot), the focal length was kept
constant at 13 mm for the caffeine tablets and 30 mm for the triamterene tablets. The
single far away spot was kept at 26 mm for the caffeine tablets and 60 mm for the
triamterene tablets. In Figure 13.4, the LIF sample spot is depicted as an irregularly
shaped beam because the beam is not perfectly circular. Depending on the focal length
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used, some of the sampling strategies may have overlapping spots. For each of the
positions, ten consecutive LIF readings were collected. These ten readings were then
averaged to give a mean LIF reading for each position. The instrument has previously
been shown to not significantly penetrate the depth of the tablet by more than mm from
the surface 3].
LIF Sensor
L
-Cuvette (with Tablet)
-Rotating Dish
Figure 13.3 Alignment of tablets relative to LIF instrument
The size of the light beam emitted by the LIF instrument onto the tablet surface is
dependent upon the focal length. To test the beam size, an adjustable photographical
shutter was placed on top of a tablet. By adjusting the circular opening of the shutter, the
diameter of light that passed through onto the tablet was controlled. The LIF signal as a
function of the maximum allowable size of the beam on the tablet for a focal length of 13
mm (the operating length for the caffeine tablets) is presented in Figure 13.5. The
maximum LIF signal is defined as the LIF signal detected when no shutter was placed in
the light path. The LIF signal demonstrated a first-order relationship with the size of the
incident beam and reached 00% of the maximum signal when the light area was around
4.0 mm2. For a circle sample area, this is a diameter of 2.24 mm. Considering the large
tablet size (12.9mm), it is clear that the spots in a triangle and in a line did not overlap for
these tablets.
Single centered spot Three spots in a line
(
..AIISLtIt I..cl lIeiigtn
Figure 13.4 LIF tablet sampling strategies
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The same experiment was performed with a focal length of 30 mm (the operating length
for the triamterene tablets) and the results are presented in Figure 13.6. For this longer
focal length, the maximum signal occurs with a sample area of 40 mm2, corresponding to
a diameter of 7.1 mm. This beam size is large relative to the tablet diameter (8.8mm),
and the sample areas in the triangle and line sampling strategies overlap.
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Figure 13.5 Effect of size of incident light beam on LIF
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13.2.4. Spectroscopic Analysis of Tablets
After completing the LIF sampling using all of the strategies, the content of API in the
total tablet was analyzed using spectroscopic absorbance. The caffeine was measured
with a UV reader. The triamterene absorbs visible light and was measured in a
microplate reader.
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Figure 13.6 Effect of area of light beam on LIF signal at focal length of 30mm
UV Reader for Caffeine Tablets
After obtaining the LIF data, the caffeine content in each tablet was determined via UV
total tablet assay. Each tablet was weighted before being dissolved in 200 mL of de-
ionized water. The tablet was then broken with a spatula and the flask shaken. To allow
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settling of the excipients that did not dissolve, the flask was left to sit overnight. After
sitting, 70 pIL of the clear supernatant was diluted with 930 pL of water and the solution
was pipetted into a quartz vial. The caffeine content of this solution was then quantified
by measuring its absorbance at 280 nm using a Hewlett Packard 8452A Diode Array
Spectrophotometer. Pure caffeine powder from Sigma Corporation (Sigma Anhydrous
Caffeine Powder C-0750, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was used to generate a UV
absorbance calibration curve.
Microplate Reader for Triamterene Tablets
For total tablet content analysis, each triamterene tablet was dissolved in 1 OmL of formic
acid. The solution was filtered to remove undissolved excipients. The resulting solution
was diluted with 1 OOmL of 10% formic acid in water. A second dilution of 1 OmL of the
solution was made with 400mL of 10% formic acid in water. Three 100tpL wells were
filled with the diluted solution for each tablet. Ninety-six well plates were used in a
microplate reader with the absorbance wavelength of 340nm monitored for each well.
Each plate contained eight standard solutions (each run in triplicate) made from known
amounts of pure triamterene. As shown in Figure 13.7, the calibration curve for the UV
microplate reader was both linear (with R2 of 0.9994) and reproducible.
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Figure 13.7 Calibration curve for triamterene in microplate reader
13.2.5. Estimation Statistics
The LIF instrument samples a fraction of the total tablet and this fraction may or may not
be representative of the entire tablet. If different sections of the same tablet have
different concentrations of API, then different intensities of fluorescence will be found at
different locations [3]. The ability of a tablet section to accurately estimate the total
tablet content can be estimated from the variation in concentration measured at different
locations by assuming a distribution of API concentration throughout the tablet.
In this case, it is assumed that the within a single tablet, any variation in API
concentration is normally distributed. The assumptions made in developing a theoretical
description of the accuracy associated with LIF samples of a tablet surface are:
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1. The measurement of the surface fluorescence can be correlated to API
concentration.
2. Multiple samples of the tablet concentration, at different places on the tablet, are
normally distributed about the mean value.
3. The UV assay of the entire dissolved tablet can be correlated to API concentration
and, after calibration, provides an accurate measure of total tablet API content.
Using these assumptions, a theoretical description of the accuracy of the LIF samples can
be developed using population sampling statistics. In this case, the population mean is
the API concentration is the tablet. One commonly used metric to determine confidence
or accuracy intervals of a normally distributed population is the standard error, SE,
presented in Equation 13-1. The standard error is dependent upon root of the true
variance of the population, o, the number of independent samples taken, n, and the total
population N [26,27,28].
SE N-n
SE=n -l
Equation 13-1 Standard error
The true variance of the population is an unknown parameter, but may be estimated, aEST,
from the standard deviation, STD, as shown in Equation 13-2.
U;.ZJ7 EST N )1>TD2
Equation 13-2 Estimation of the true variance
Confidence intervals, CI, for the population mean based on the samples taken are
calculated using a normal reliability coefficient, z, as presented in Equation 13-3,
CI = z SE
Equation 13-3 Confidence interval
In calculating the number of samples required to confidently estimate a population mean,
a maximum relative error of the estimate, , must be specified. The maximum relative
error is multiplied by the average value of the population, AVG, and then related to the
confidence interval as shown in Equation 13-4.
CI = z SE< e A VG
Equation 13-4 Relative error of estimate
By combining the above equations, a criteria for determining the confidence associated
with an estimate of the population mean was established and is presented in Equation
13-5.
ZSE ZUEST N-n STD Nn STDz SE ,t ~ =Z EV
,In N-I Jn J N-I z N 
Equation 13-5 Confidence associated with an estimate of the population mean
When the population is significantly larger than the population sampled, as in the case of
a LIF sample, then Equation 13-6 is valid.
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N
Equation 13-6 For large populations
By combining Equation 13-1, Equation 13-2, Equation 13-4, and Equation 13-5, a
description of the reliability of an estimate is found. The reliability associated with an
estimate is dependent upon the number of independent samples taken, the maximum
relative error associated with the estimate, and the relative standard deviation of the
independent samples, RSD. This relationship is presented in Equation 13-7.
2
z2 <n
- RSD 2
Equation 13-7 Reliability of an estimate
By using Equation 13-4 to convert the reliability to a confidence level, the confidence
associated with an estimate can be found if the maximum acceptable relative error is
defined and the number of samples and relative standard deviation between samples are
known. The relationship of confidence level for a single sample from a large population
is presented in Figure 13.8 for a range of acceptable errors and relative deviations.
Logically, as the maximum acceptable error increases, the confidence in the estimate
decreases. As the relative deviation between samples increases, the confidence in the
estimate decreases.
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Figure 13.8 Confidence associated with an estimate
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13.3. Results and Discussion
The calibration of the LIF signal to API content in the tablet was completed for each set
of tablets. The validation of the ability of the LIF to accurately estimate the API content
was validated with a separate set of tablets. The caffeine tablets represent high
concentration estimation with a wide range in tablet concentration. The triamterene
tablets all had lower concentration of active drug.
13.3.1. Caffeine Tablets
LIF sampling and UV total tablet assay were performed on all 60 caffeine tablets in this
study. Out of these 60 tablets, 30 were used for LIF calibration and 30 for validation. As
explained below, these calibration and validation were done for each LIF-sampling
strategy.
Calibration
To generate LIF calibration curves, the LIF signal taken from tablet samples was related
to the total caffeine contents measured by UV spectroscopy. A calibration curve was
generated for each LIF-sampling strategy. A total of 30 tablets - ten tablets for each
concentration -- were used to generate these calibrations. Figure 13.9 shows the
calibration curves for the Linear strategy. Similar to the Spot and Triangle strategies, the
Linear strategy calibration curves show that LIF signal is a logarithm function with
respect to caffeine concentrations in tablets. This non-linearity was likely due to partial
saturation of the PMT detector within the LIF unit or to insufficient power from the light
source to excite all of the caffeine present on the tablet surface.
Deviation of Samples
Ten repeat LIF readings were taken at each spot for each tablet at each concentration and
calculated as concentration values using the calibration curve. The deviation of the
estimated concentration between different locations on the same tablet is summarized in
Table 13-2. The largest standard deviation (SD) observed was 1.04% w/w for one of the
20% w/w tablets, representing a relative standard deviation of approximately 5%. The
smallest SD observed was close to 5%. The overall average SD between different spots
on a tablet surface was 0.25% w/w for all the repeat readings.
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Figure 13.9 Calibration curve for linear point sampling of caffeine tablets
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Validation
The concentrations of caffeine estimated by the LIF samples were compared to the UV
analysis of the dissolved entire tablets. Ten tablets for each of the three caffeine
concentrations (5%, 10% and 20%) were used in this validation and the results are
summarized in Table 13-3, which shows the percent of tablets whose LIF-estimated
concentrations fall within o10% of the total tablet concentration measured by UV analysis.
Overall, obtaining LIF readings on both sides of the tablets gave better predictions than
doing so only on one side. This was expected, as there was more information about the
tablet when it was sampled on two sides and some concentration heterogeneity at
different locations on the tablet surface was expected. This is also likely the reason for
the better predictions given by the Line and Triangle sampling strategies than the Single
and Far Away strategies.
Tablet Caffeine Conc. (w/w) 20% 10% 5%
Maximum SD 1.04% 0.20% 0.13%
Minimum SD 0.08% 0.03% 0.02%
Table 13-2 Standard deviation of LIF readings on different spots on caffeine tablets
The best LIF prediction was achieved by using the Line and Triangle strategies on both
sides of the tablets, predicting 97% and 87% of the tablets respectively to have within
10% of the UV-measured concentrations. These two strategies were able to predict the
caffeine concentrations of all 30 validation tablets to be within 1% and 13% respectively
of the UV values. The Far Away strategy gave unsatisfactory caffeine content
predictions, being able to predict only two-thirds of the tablets within 10% of the UV-
measured concentrations. This is likely due to significant loss of focused light to the
environment at this extended focal length.
% Tablets Estimated within 10% UV Values
Sampling Sampling Sampling
Strategy 1 Side Both Sides
Single 72% 73%
Linear 87% 97%
Triangle 85% 87%
Far Away 63% 67%
Table 13-3 Success of estimations of total tablet content from LIF instrument
A parity chart of estimated caffeine concentration from the LIF instrument compared to
the corresponding concentration measurements with UV values for the Line strategy on
both sides of the tablets is shown in Figure 13.10. The data points that fall within the
dashed lines are tablets whose LIF-estimated concentrations were within 10% of the UV
values. In this case, 97% (or 29 out of 30 tablets) of the LIF estimations were within ten
percent of the concentration measured with UV absorption.
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Figure 13.10 Parity chart of caffeine concentration estimated by LIF and UV
Accuracy of Statistical Estimation of Error
The distribution of extent of error associated with the LIF estimation of caffeine
concentration is presented in Figure 13.11. The results shown are from the Line strategy
applied on both sides of the tablets. The blue line in Figure 13.11 is the theoretical
cumulative percentage calculated based on the relative standard deviation (RSD) across
all spots of the Line strategy. The experimental values were consistent with the
theoretically predicted values and similar agreement between theory and experiment were
observed for all other strategies as well.
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Figure 13.11 Theoretical and experimental error in LIF estimation
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13.3.2. Triamterene Tablets
Three batches of triamterene tablets were used to test the LIF instrument at relatively low
active concentration. A fourth batch of tablets pressed from poorly mixed powder was
also completed to represent a worst case scenario in which heterogeneity on a tablet
surface would be maximized.
Calibration
A calibration curve between LIF output signal and the tablet concentration was
established using 10 tablets from each of the first three triamterene tablet batches (1.64%,
3.22%, 4.75%). For this calibration set, the total tablet concentration was assumed to be
that of the bulk batch. As demonstrated in Figure 13.12, the calibration curve is linear
within the concentration range of interest. The error bars indicate ± 1 standard deviation
of the LIF signal values across the tablets in each batch.
2300
C
.2100
, 1900
0
' 1700
1500
1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5
Tnamterene Concentration (0/)
Figure 13.12 Calibration curve between LIF signal and triamterene concentration
for single point sampling strategy
Validation
The concentration of triamterene estimated by the LIF samples was compared to UV
analysis of the dissolved entire tablets. Ten tablets from each concentration batch
(1.64%, 3.22%, 4.75%) were used in this validation and the results for the linear
sampling strategy are presented in Figure 13.13. The data points that fall within the
dashed lines are estimated with LIF within ten percent of the measured UV concentration.
In this case, twenty-six of the thirty estimations from LIF measurements fall within ten
percent of the UV concentration. For the line strategy on both sides of the tablet, all of
the tablet concentrations were accurately predicted within 10% of the spectroscopic
analysis. The success of the different strategies is presented in Table 13-4.
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RSD of LIF Tablets Estimated
Samples within 10%
6.74% 82%
5.84% 88%
4.88% 90%
6.87% 88%
RSD of LIF Tablets Estimated
Samples within 10%
4.74% 93%
3.98% 100%
3.85% 100%
5.07% 90%
Table 13-4 Reliability of LIF estimation for triamterene tablets
I
y = 1.011x
R2 = 0.9663 
r I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Concentration from UV Assay (%)
Figure 13.13 Parity chart of triamterene concentration for LIF and UV
The average concentrations of triamterene measured in each of the validation tablet
batches are presented in Table 13-5. The LIF and UV methods produce nearly identical
average concentrations and standard deviations for the tablet populations.
Batch Conc Avg LIF STD LIF Avg Spec STD Spec
(%) Conc (%) Conc (%) Conc (%) Conc (%)
4.75 4.80 0.23 4.75 0.21
3.22 3.33 0.18 3.31 0.17
1.64 1.67 0.03 1.64 0.08
Table 13-5 Batch concentration estimates with LIF instrument
Accuracy of Statistical Estimation of Error
The agreement between the error estimated from the theory and the experimental error
for the linear strategy on one side is presented in Figure 13.14. As with the caffeine
tablets, the predicted error was in close agreement with the experimentally measured
error.
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Accuracy of LIF in Worst Case Scenario
A fourth batch of triamterene tablets was made by simultaneously placing leftover
powders from the first three batches (1.64% w/w, 3.22% w/w, 4.75% w/w) into the tablet
press hopper with no premixing. The tablets made from the fourth batch were expected
to have greater heterogeneity of triamterene within the tablets and the local sampling of
the LIF instrument was expected to give less accurate estimation of total tablet content.
One hundred tablets from the batch were randomly selected and each was analyzed by
LIF in the four sampling methods (single spot, linear spots, triangular spots, far-away
spot) on both sides of the tablets and with UV absorbance.
0
09
0n
0
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
0% 3% 6% 9% 12% 15%
Relative Error of Estimation
Figure 13.14 Theoretical and experimental error in LIF estimation of total tablet
concentration
Using the UV measurement of triamterene content as the true value, the ability of the four
LIF sampling methods to estimate the triamterene concentration within ten percent of the
true value is presented in Table 13-6. For this "worst case scenario" of poor mixing, all
of the sampling methods produced similar levels of accuracy in estimation, with an
average of 83% of the tablets estimated within 10% from sampling one side and 88%
from sampling of both sides. The linear method was slightly better than the other
sampling methods. The resulting parity chart for the linear spots sampling method on
both sides of the 100 tablets is presented in Figure 13.15. The error bars represent one
standard deviation of the repeatability of each measurement technique.
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Tablets Estimated
within 10%/
82.5%
85.0%
81.5%
84.5%
Tablets Estimated
within 10%0/
88%
90%
86%
88%
Table 13-6 Accuracy of LIF estimation for tablets from an unmixed blend
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13.4. Conclusion
The light induced fluorescence (LIF) instrument was demonstrated as a rapid, non-
destructive method of estimating drug concentration in low dose tablets. Its ability to
sample the surface of a single tablet at rapid speeds (individual spots collected as fast as
1 Oms) gives hope that the technique may be used to monitor the tablets coming off of a
tablet press.
LIF analysis was done on two sets of tablets, each with a different API. The caffeine
tablets represented a high concentration set in which the API concentration was as high as
20%. The triamterene tablets were all lower in concentration, ranging from 1.6% to 5%.
For both sets of tablets, the LIF instrument was able to accurately estimate the API
concentration in the total tablet (determined by dissolving the entire tablets and UV
absorbance) within 10% more than 90% of the time. An unmixed set of triamterene
tablets ("worst-case") was made and the LIF instrument was able to provide slightly less
accurate estimations of the concentration of triamterene in the total tablet.
A theoretical description of the surface sampling statistics was developed and provided
agreement with experimental data for both the caffeine tablets and the triamterene tablets.
The use of this theory requires one empirically determined parameter: the RSD of LIF
samples at different locations on the tablet surface. Correct use of the theory will allow
for an estimation of the expected accuracy of the LIF to predict total tablet concentration
by simply determining the RSD parameter. This would reduce the dependence on full
scale studies, such as this one, that require time consuming dissolution and spectroscopic
analysis of each tablet.
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14. Online Tablet Monitoring with Light-Induced Fluorescence
(LIF)
14.1. Introduction
14.1.1. Background
Ensuring that the active pharmaceutical ingredients (API's) in drug tablets are within
content specifications is essential from both the regulatory and safety standpoints.
Currently in the industry, quality control on tablets is performed via assaying a small
fraction of tablets in each batch. This technique is not only process-invasive but also
prone to errors due to non-representative data sampling. To improve quality control and
satisfy the Process Analytical Technology (PAT) initiatives by the FDA, a new technique
that allows more rapid, accurate and non-invasive monitoring of every tablet is desirable.
14.1.2. Previous Study
In our previous study, Light-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) was demonstrated as a valid
technique for content monitoring on stationary tablets (offline). In this study, LIF was
evaluated as a technique for tablet content monitoring as they are manufactured on a
tablet press (online).
Near Term Objectives
* Engineer & implement designs of mounting LIF instrument on a commercial
tablet press
* Demonstrate ability of LIF for rapid online monitoring of tablet content
Long Term Objectives
* Allow potential rejection and/or feedback control mechanisms on tablet press
* Improve fundamental understanding of how particle properties influence tablet
compression and dissolution
* Support FDA PAT initiatives with tablet monitoring for content uniformity
14.1.3. Review of LIF Technology
The LIF technology takes advantage of the fluorescent nature of many API's. By
controlling the wavelength of the excitation light incident on and monitoring the emission
from the tablets via selection of different filter sets, concentration of a particular
component can be determined. LIF was originally developed at MIT. The latest model
was manufactured by Honeywell and is capable of taking LIF data at rapid rate of 100 Hz.
Figure 14.1 shows this latest LIF unit and a schematic of its internal optical block.
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Figure 14.1. Latest LIF unit manufactured by Honeywell (left) and schedule of the LIF
optical block
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14.2. Experimental Setup
14.2.1. Formulations
For this online LIF study, batches of various API (caffeine) and excipient (lactose and
MCC) concentrations were used. These formulations were:
* Caffeine: 0%, 0.5%, 0.75%, 1%, 2% w/w
* Lactose: 59.5%, 59%, 58.75%, 58.5%, 57.5 w/w
* Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC): 40% w/w
* Magnesium stearate: 0.5% w/w
Caffeine is naturally fluorescent, absorbing light between 250 to 400 nm and emitting
between 300 to 450 nm (Figure 14.2). To control these wavelengths, the Omega® XF-01
filter set was used (Figure 14.3).
Figure 14.2. Caffeine fluorescence spectrum
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14.2.2. Mounting LIF on Tablet Press
In order to conduct experiments on a commercial tablet press, collaboration was initiated
with FetteAmerica, a tablet press manufacturer in New Jersey. Experiments were done
on Fette's PT2090 tablet press (Figure 14.4). PT2090 is a single-sided rotary press with
interchangeable die table. Its tabletting rate ranges from 2,000 to 5,100 tablets per
minute and its dimensions were 187cm by 189cm by 236cm. A 36-station die table was
used for the LIF experiment and the dimensions of this die table were 95cm by 99cm by
76cm.
Figure 14.4. Fette PT2090 tablet press
Two LIF units were mounted on a tablet press for simultaneous LIF data collection at two
locations (Figure 14.5):
* Pre-compaction - right before powder is pressed
* Post-compaction - right before tablet is ejected
Due to the limited space available on the tablet press, liquid light probes (LLP) were used
as a "LIF extension cord" to extend and receive light from the tablets. To trigger the LIF
unit for each tablet manufactured, a proximity sensor was set up to sense the top portion
of each compression punch (see Figure 14.6) so that the LIF unit was activated for each
passing punch (or tablet).
14.2.3. Modification of Die Table
In order to collect the manufactured tablets (for later off-line UV validation analyses) at
high tabletting rates, the 36-station die-table was modified (Figure 14.7). While 34
stations remained unchanged, one station was made blank and another made in such a
way that slightly larger tablets would be made from that station. In this setup, 34 regular
tablets would be made, followed by a blank and a large tablet in a 36-station cycle. Five
LIF readings were made on each tablet and only the large tablets were collected for the
later off-line UV validation studies.
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Figure 14.5 Locations on Fette PT2090 at which LIF units were mounted (top); LIF at
pre-compaction location (middle) and LIF at post-compaction location (bottom)
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Proximity Sensor .... "'
Proximity Sensor 
Figure 14.6. Proximity sensors at pre-Compaction (top) and post-compaction (bottom)
locations
Figure 14.7. Modification of the 36-station die table; blue circles represent the regular
tablets, grey the blank and red the large tablet
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14.3. Results and Analysis
14.3.1. LIF Data Collection
LIF readings were successfully collected at tabletting rates of 8k, 16k, 32k, 64k, 96k,
128k and 150k tablets per hour (tph). Figure 14.8 shows a typical raw post-compaction
LIF data curve. Note how these signals corresponded to the die-table modifications and
how the signal intensities were rate-dependent. Figure 14.9 shows a typical raw pre-
compaction LIF data curve. Compared with the post-compaction data, the pre-
compaction data was "noisier" and lower in strength. This was probably due to the fact
that alignment of the LIF Liquid Light Probe was more difficult at pre-compaction
location so that some LIF light might have scattered on and from the die table rather than
the caffeine powder.
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Figure 14.8. Typical raw LIF data curve (post-compaction)
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Figure 14.9. Typical raw LIF data curve (pre-compaction)
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14.3.2. UV Total Tablet Assays
In order to validate the LIF results, UV total tablet assays were performed on the large
tablets that were manufactured at 8k and 64k tph. Ten tablets per each caffeine
concentration were used for calibration and ten other per each concentration were used
for validation. These exercises were done twice - once for the pre-compaction data and
once for the post-compaction data.
Calibration and Validation for 64k-tph Tablets (Post-Compaction)
For the post-compaction data on the 64k-tph tablets, five concentrations (0%, 0.5%,
0.75%, 1% and 2%) were used for calibration (Figure 14.10). A linear correlation was
used to relate the data as it gave relatively better correlations and predictions than a log
correlation.
For validation, concentration predictions based on these LIF calibration curves were
validated against UV-measured concentrations. Four concentrations (0.5%, 0.75%, 1%
and 2%) on a separate set of tablets were used for validation; the 0% was omitted. The
validation results are shown in Table 14.1 and in the parity chart in Figure 14.11. Out of
the forty 64k-tph tablets assayed, 18 of them (45%) had their LIF-predicted
concentrations differ from their UV-predicted concentrations by less than 10%. As will
be discussed in the next section, these disagreements could be attributed to the small LIF
signal gradients in the low concentration range.
LIF Calibration for 6o000-tph Tablts
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Figure 14.10. Calibration curve for the 64k-tph tablets (post-compaction LIF data)
DOff. bw UV- & LIF-Predicted Conc.
(out of 40 tablets)
Ave. of 5 LIF Best
Difference Readings Single Point
< 20% 70% 73%
< 15% 63% 70%
< 10% 45% 53%
Table 14.1: Percent of 64k-tph tablets whose LIF-predicted caffeine concentrations differ
from UV-predicted concentrations by less than 20%, 15% and 10% (post-compaction)
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Figure 14.11. Parity chart for the 64k-tph tablets (post-compaction LIF data)
Calibration and Validation for 8k-tph Tablets (Post-Compaction)
For the post-compaction data on the 8k-tph tablets, four concentrations (0%, 0.5%, 0.75%
and 2%) were used for calibration (Figure 14.12). For validation, concentration
predictions based on these LIF calibration curves were validated against UV-measured
concentrations. Three concentrations (0.5%, 0.75 and 2%) on a separate set of tablets
were used for validation; the 0% was omitted. The validation results are shown in Table
14.2 and in the parity chart in Figure 14.13. Out of the thirty 8k-tph tablets assayed, 10
of them (33%) had their LIF-predicted concentrations differ from their UV-predicted
concentrations by less than 10%. As shown in the parity chart (Figure 14.13), all the 2%
tablets showed less than 10% difference between their UV- and LIF-predicted
concentrations.
LIF Calibration for 8000-tph Tablets
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Figure 14.12. Calibration curve for the 8k-tph tablets (post-compaction LIF data)
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Dff. b/w UV- & LIF-Predicted Conc.
(out of 30 tablets)
Ave. of 5 LIF Best
Difference Readings Single Point
< 20% 47% 50%
< 15% 37% 43%
< 10% 33% 40%
Table 14.2. Percent of 8k-tph tablets whose LIF-predicted caffeine concentrations differ
from UV-predicted concentrations by less than 20%, 15% and 10% (post-compaction)
Figure 14.13. Parity chart for the 8k-tph tablets (post-compaction LIF data)
Calibration and Validation for 64k-tph Tablets (Pre-Compaction)
For the pre-compaction data on the 64k-tph tablets, five concentrations (0%, 0.5%, 0.75%,
1% and 2%) were used for calibration (Figure 14.14). For validation, concentration
predictions based on these LIF calibration curves were validated against UV-measured
concentrations. Four concentrations (0.5%, 0.75%, 1% and 2%) on a separate set of
tablets were used for validation; the 0% was omitted. The validation results are shown in
Table 14.3 and in the parity chart in Figure 14.15. Out of the forty 64k-tph tablets
assayed, 8 of them (20%) had their LIF-predicted concentrations differ from their UV-
predicted concentrations by less than 10%.
Calibration and Validation for 8k-tph Tablets (Pre-Compaction)
For the pre-compaction data on the 8k-tph tablets, four concentrations (0%, 0.5%, 0.75%
and 2%) were used for calibration (Figure 14.16). For validation, concentration
predictions based on these LIF calibration curves were validated against UV-measured
concentrations. Three concentrations (0.5%, 0.75 and 2%) on a separate set of tablets
were used for validation; the 0% was omitted. The validation results are shown in Table
14.4 and in the parity chart in Figure 14.17. Out of the thirty 8k-tph tablets assayed, 8 of
them (27%) had their LIF-predicted concentrations differ from their UV-predicted
concentrations by less than 10%.
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LIF Calibration on Caffeine Powder - 64k tph
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Figure 14.14. Calibration curve for the 64k-tph tablets (pre-compaction LIF data)
Diff. bW UV- & LIF-Predicted Conc.
(out of 40 tablets)
... Ave. of 5 lI
Difference Readings
< 20% 38%
<15% 30%
< 10% 20%
Table 14.3. Percent of 64k-tph tablets whose LIF-predicted caffeine concentrations differ
from UV-predicted concentrations by less than 20%, 15% and 10% (pre-compaction)
Parity Chart - 64k tph
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Figure 14.15. Parity chart for the 64k-tph tablets (pre-compaction LIF data)
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LIF Calibration on Caffeine Powder - 8k tph
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Figure 14.16. Calibration curve for the 8k-tph tablets (pre-compaction LIF data)
Dff. b/w UV- & LIF-Predicted Conc,
(out of 30 tablets)
AVe. of 5 LIF ie
Difference Readings Single Point
< 20% 67 57
< 15% 4IA 47%
< 10% 27% 30%
Table 14.4. Percent of 8k-tph tablets whose LIF-predicted caffeine concentrations differ
from UV-predicted concentrations by less than 20%, 15% and 10% (pre-compaction)
Parity Chart - 8k tph
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Figure 14.17. Parity chart for the 64k-tph tablets (pre-compaction LIF data)
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14.4. Discussion
14.4.1. Reasons for Discrepancies between LIF and UV
Number of LIF Data Points on Powder/Tablets
* Different from the previous offline LIF study in which LIF data was taken from
both the top and bottom sides of the tablets, in this online experiment LIF data
was collected only from one (top) side. See Figure 14.18.
* Since the penetration depth of the excited and emitted LIF light is limited, taking
LIF data from both sides enabled any concentration gradient across the tablet
height be picked up, thus increasing the prediction accuracy.
* In a separate offline LIF and UV experiment, it was found that there were indeed
concentration gradients across the tablet heights (Figure 14.19). These gradients
were not picked up during the online experiment before LIF data was taken only
from the top side.
* As demonstrated in a separate offline LIF and UV experiment, there were
concentration gradients
Off-line Statlonary Tiblets Tablets on Press
Top Bottom Top
otIdes Oie
Figure 14.18. LIF data was taken from both sides of the tablets in the offline study (left)
but from only one side in the online study (right)
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Figure 14.19. Caffeine concentration gradients across tablet height as indicated by LIF
(top) and UV total tablet assay (bottom)
Angle of Incident and Reflected Light
* As shown in Figure 14.20, the LIF Liquid Light Probe was aligned at an angle
with respect to the powder/tablet.
* As shown in Figure 14.21, this angle introduced more light scattering, thus
weakening the reflected LIF signal.
Figure 14.20. Angle between the powder/tablet and the Liquid Light Probe tip
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Figure 14.21. Angle of measurement weakens LIF signals
Distance between Probes and Tablets
* The longer the distance between the Liquid Light Probe and the powder/tablet, the
weaker the LIF signals.
* Due to geometrical constraints, the Liquid Light Probe was set up at a distance
away from the powder/tablet, lowering the incident and reflected LIF signal
strength (Figure 14.22).
Residual Powder on Tablet Press
Dusty environment on the press and clouding of LIF probe (see Figure 14.20) by powder
introduced more "noise" in data
75
70
65
4 60
- 55
50
&R,
LIF Signal Strength For Various Distances Between Probe and Tablet
Liquid Light - 2096 caffeine tablet
40
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_ -1 mm Angle (@)
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Figure 14.22. LIF probe was set up at a distance from the powder/tablet (left),
the LIF signal strength (right)
100
lowering
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14.4.2. LIF Issues
"Nosy" LIF Signal
Using the post-compaction LIF data for the 64k-tph tablets (Figure 14.10) as an
illustration, it is shown quantitatively how various random and systematic noises
contributed to the low prediction accuracy of LIF. Given the slope of 53961 in
calibration curve, if one were to detect a hypothetical +/- 25% difference at a 0.75%
caffeine concentration, one would require a ALIF of -100 units.
Random Noises
The angle and distance between the LIF probe and tablets were adjusted for each caffeine
batch and for each tabletting rate. This adjustment might have introduced random noises
in the LIF signals. According to Figure 14.21, the sensitivity of LIF signal to the angle
between the Liquid Light Probe and the powder/tablet was approximately
d(signal)/d(angle) - 30 units/degree.
Similarly in Figure 14.22, the sensitivity of LIF signal to the distance between the Liquid
Light Probe and the powder/tablet was approximately
d(signal)/d(distance) - 23 units/mm.
Systematic Noises
In addition to the random noises introduced by the angle and distance, there were also
systematic noises in the experiments. These systematic noises include:
* Inherent noise on the Honeywell LIF unit (Noise in LIF signals as they are taken
on the same spot on the same tablet):
o ALIFinherent 40
* Noise due to vibration of the LIF unit at high rotation rate:
o ALIFvibration - 12 (for a d(signal)/d(distance) value of -23 units/mm and a
hypothetical vertical fluctuations of < 0.5mm)
* Noise due to background fluorescence from excipients and Mg-Stearate (Table
14.5):
o ALIFexcipient 4
Total Noise
Combining these random and systematic noises:
ALIFtotal = ALIFdistance + ALIFanglet + ALIFinherent + ALIFvibration + ALIFexcipient
- 23 (Adistance - mm) + 60 (Aangle 2) + 40 + 12 + 4 = 140
As mentioned above, a LIF resolution of -100 units is needed if one were to detect a
hypothetical +/- 25% difference at a 0.75% caffeine concentration. This noise of 140
units makes such detection very difficult, it not impossible (Figure 14.23).
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LIF Signal Decay
Using the pre-compaction LIF data for the 64k-tph tablets (Figure 14.24) as an
illustration, it is shown that the LIF signal decayed during startup of each operation.
Although this signal decay effect was present at startups at each tabletting rate, it was
more prominent for higher tabletting rates. At higher tabletting rate, the signals decayed
faster and to a greater extent. Although it is not yet known what caused these signal
decay effects, it is hypothesized that it was caused by the insufficient recharge time given
to the lamp capacitor.
Relative
Material Flourescence
Caffeine 100.0
MCC 15.9
Lactose 4.3
MgSt 12.9
Table 14.5. Relative fluorescence of faffeine, excipients and MgSt with XF-O1 filter set
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Figure 14.23. How random and systematic noises affect LIF signal
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Figure 14.24. LIF signal decay
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14.5. Conclusion
14.5.1. Completed Objectives
* Completed engineering and design of mounting LIF unit on a Fette press for
online monitoring
* Demonstrated ability of current LIF unit in collecting data at high tabletting rates
(fastest: 150,000 tph)
* LIF validation exercises completed for two tabletting speeds: 8000-tph and
64000-tph (pre- and post-compaction)
* Sources of discrepancies between LIF and UV predictions identified and
quantified
14.5.2. Future Objectives
* Develop methodology and benchmark for content monitoring and data analysis
* Address limitations of current LIF unit for online tablet content monitoring and
suggest improvements
* Evaluate alternative technologies for online monitoring
* Improve ways of mounting LIF onto tablet press to eliminate noise on LIF data
(Work with FetteAmerica and/or optics vendors)
14.5.3. Acknowledgements
* Bristol-Myers Squibb for providing formulations and LIF unit
* Johnson and Johnson for providing LIF unit
* CAMP member companies for providing inputs and feedback
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15. BUSINESS DYNAMICS OF PATENT EXPIRY AND
COMMODITIZATION IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY:
A CASE STUDY ON US STATIN MARKET
15.1. Introduction
Patent protection allows pharmaceutical companies to sustain high profitability and
provide incentives for continuous innovations and discoveries of new drugs. However, as
patents approach expiration, generic drug manufacturers emerge rapidly and significantly
erode sales of branded drugs and commoditize the market. It is not uncommon for
pharmaceutical companies to observe more than 80% loss in market share and more than
50% reduction in price within the first months of generics entries [ 1]. Given the rising
R&D and commercialization costs, declining R&D productivity and increasing pressure
on lowering health care expenditures, it is more important than ever that the
pharmaceutical companies adopt appropriate defensive measures to generics entries and
maintain sustainable profitability. It is the goals of this study to understand the business
dynamics associated with patent expirations and to identify leverage points for critical
strategic decisions for both the innovator pharmaceutical companies and the generic
manufacturers.
15.1.1. US Statin Market
To study the impact of patent expiry and commoditization in the pharmaceutical industry,
the US statin market has been chosen as the case study. This market displays many
typical characteristics of patent expiry and generics commoditization. Since the first
statin, lovastatin, was introduced in 1987, there have been several new generations of
statins developed (Table 15.1). During the same timeframe, patent protection for the first
lovastatin expired and generics started to enter the market (Figure 15.1). While sales of
this first generation product suffered severely, sales of the later and supposedly better
generations remained high (Figure 15.2), making the statin market the highest-revenue
therapeutic area in the industry. But as the patents on the second-generation statins
expire in the near future, it is expected that the sales on a per product basis for the
branded statins will decline significantly (Figure 15.3). In spite of this, there are new
candidates in the drug approval pipeline and more new-comers being introduced into the
market as more patents are scheduled to expire.
It is evident from the statin market that patent expirations and generics entry have
profound impact on the profitability of the pharmaceutical companies. But the impact is
from multiple facets; they are aggregate effects resulting from many underlying factors.
In light of the increasingly competitive landscape in the pharmaceutical industry, it is of
the interest of top management to understand these interacting relationships. For the
innovator, the challenge is to sustain the benefit of a franchise. For the generic firms, it is
how to benefit from entry into a new market. This study is set forth to study these
dynamics.
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Table 15.1. Generations of statin products
Trade Name Manufacturer Generic Name Approval Date
Mevacor Merck Lova-statin 8/31/1987
Pravachol BMS Prava-statin 10/31/1991
Zocor Merck Simva-statin 12/23/1991
Lescol Novartis Fluva-statin 12/31/1993
Lipitor Pfizer Atorva-statin 12/17/1996
Baycol Bayer Ceriva-statin 6/26/1997
Lescol XL Novartis Fluva-statin 10/6/2000
Crestor AZ Rosuva-statin 8/14/2003
Vytorin Merck & SP Ezetimibe/Simva-statin 7/23/2004
El Branded EGener
Figure 15. 1. Number of statin products in the market
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15.2. Objective
The overall goals of this project are:
* To define and understand the dynamics associated with patent expiry and
commoditization in the pharmaceutical industry through system dynamics
modeling; and
* To identify leverage points in the system dynamics models for critical strategic
decisions for both the innovator pharmaceutical companies and the generic
manufacturers
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15.3. Methodology
15.3.1. System Dynamics Modeling
System Dynamics (SD) is chosen as the modeling tool for this study. System Dynamics
is an engineering concept, applying feedback control in a management context to map out
and quantify causal relationships in business problems. It takes high-level and strategic
perspective on complex settings, enabling many behavioral factors and a wide range of
relevant information to be integrated in a common framework. For more information on
SD, please refer to [2-4].
While constructing the SD models, the following key attributes associated with patent
expirations and generic entries in the pharmaceutical industry are to be included:
* Proliferation of next generation products
* Patent expirations and emergence of generic manufacturers
* Role of Research and Development (R&D) spending
* Roles of regulatory agencies
* Drug costs and reimbursement coverage
* Effect of sales and marketing activities
* Manufacturing capacity and utilization
The SD models are designed to reflect these behaviors in the US stain market and take
the perspective of the entire pharmaceutical industry. While the initial focus is on the US
statin market, the models are flexible enough to be applied to other therapeutic areas and
countries.
15.3.2. Workplan
To dissect the complex dynamics in the US statin market, the model construction process
is divided into three phases. First, a SD model is to be developed for the branded statins
only. These statins are the ones that involve large amount of R&D expenditure and are
manufactured and marketed mainly by the large pharmaceutical corporations. In the
second phase, the entries of generic statins will be modeled. The focus is to seek an
understanding of the way the market transforms from being dominated by branded
products to adopting to the emergence of generics. The third phase of the modeling
process will capture how the market matures. In this final SD model, more patents will
expire and more generic manufacturers will emerge, resulting in a co-existence of the
branded and generic products.
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15.4. Results and Discussion
In this section, the SD model for the branded statins - the Branded Statin Model - is
presented. The models for the generic statins and the coexistence of branded and generic
products are still in progress. They will be reported in future publications.
The Branded Statin Model has been simplified here for discussion purposes. As shown
in Figure 15.4, only the key variables are included in this simplified version. The full
model and its underlying equations can be found in the Appendix. An illustration of the
way causal relationships are quantified in SD models is also included in the Appendix.
Figure 15.4. Simplified presentation of the Branded Statin Model
Three major business dynamics have been identified from the Branded Statin Model and
they are discussed here.
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15.4.1. Role of R&D Spending
As shown in Figure 15.5, spending on research and development (R&D) can lead to two
outcomes: more new candidate drugs for clinical trial and an increase in the quality, e.g.,
efficacy, reduced side effects, delivery and dosage, of the drug products. In the SD
model, the quality attributes are lumped into a Product Value Index (PVI). PVI ranges
arbitrarily from 0 to 100. A high PVI value is indicative of a drug with high efficacy,
minimal side effects, ease of use and low dosage frequency.
Figure 15.5. Causal loops associated with R&D spending
According to Figure 15.5, both of the outcomes from R&D spending, more candidate
drugs and higher PVI, result in more products in the market, which in turn drive up the
overall demand for statins. Eyeing this high demand, pharmaceutical companies infuse
yet more money on R&D, hoping to enter the market with more new products. This
reinforcing dynamic explains the exponential growth in R&D spending rate, PVI of the
statin products and the number of candidate drugs in clinical trial (Figure 15.6). It also
explains the proliferation of next generation products in the market, in which chemically
similar statins are introduced by different pharmaceutical companies shortly after the
launch of the first one.
One element that prevents the unlimited proliferation of me-too products is the drug
approval process. When reviewing new drug applications (NDA's), the Food and Drug
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Administration (FDA) often compares the PVI's of the candidate drugs with the ones
already in the market. Improvement in PVI attributes is assumed as a requirement for
approval. If a PVI ratio between the new and old drugs is plotted as a function of time
(Figure 15.7a), it climbs shortly after the launch of the first statin, peaks and then decays
gradually. This makes sense because while it is relatively easy to improve on the first
generation of products, it becomes increasingly difficult to improve on the already
improved ones.
R&D Spending Rate Product Value Index
2B 80
1.6 B 64
1.2 B 48
800 M 32
400 M 16
0 0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
TRe (ar) T (year)
# Candidates in Clinical Trial
43.64
32.73
21.82
10.91
0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Time (year)
Figure 15.6. Effect of the reinforcing R&D loop
If the regulatory agency has a minimum threshold on how much PVI improvement the
candidate drugs need to have, such as the dotted line in Figure 15.7a, then the approval of
new drugs will occur only for a limited period of time (Figure 15.7b). These step
changes in approval rate result in first a steady increase of products in the market,
followed by a quiet period when the candidate drugs do not pass the PVI improvement
threshold and fail to earn approvals in clinical trials (Figure 15.7c). This phenomena is
consistent with the real world in that drug approval of later-generation me-too products is
often more difficult and the number of drugs in the market remain finite.
Another element that can impede the unlimited proliferation of me-too drugs is the
decline in R&D productivity. As R&D spending accrues, productivity decreases. The
same R&D dollars bring fewer statins to trials and less improvement in the drugs' PVI
(Figure 15.8). Essentially, new drugs are more difficult to come by because all the "low
hanging fruit" has been discovered.
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To counter this productivity decline, the pharmaceutical companies pump in more and
more R&D money, hoping to maintain robust pipelines of candidate drugs. This is
another reason that explains the exponential growth in R&D spending. However, while
the pharmaceutical companies focus so much on maintaining their pipelines, they seem to
discount the increasingly difficult drug approval environment for the later-generation
products. Unless the exponential increase in R&D can outpace the decline in R&D
productivity, the PVI improvement line (Figure 15.7a) will not rebound and no new drugs
will be allowed to enter the market. One dynamic that might change this is if a new drug
acting on a new target is developed, such as the case of COX-2 inhibitors and NSAIDs.
(a) PVI Ratio
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Figure 15.7. Role of regulatory agency in controlling number of products in the market
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15.4.2. Significance of Drug Cost and Reimbursement
When purchasing medications, patients usually do no need to pay for the full cost of the
drugs. The costs of drugs are divided into:
* Cost to patients - how much the patients need to pay out-of-pocket; and
* Cost to third-party payers - how much the non-user third parties, such as health
care carriers and large corporations, cover the costs of drugs.
Often, patients need to pay only a small co-payment for the drugs, regardless of the actual
costs. The third-party payers absorb the remaining costs.
This division of payment for drug cost and its effects on the statin market are shown in
Figure 15.9. As the PVI of the statin products improves and demand increases
consequently, there is a pressure from the general public on the third party payers to
increase their reimbursement coverage on the drugs. For instance, if an insurer refuses to
cover Lipitor, the most popular statin in the US market, patients may opt out and sign up
with another insurer that covers it. The lobbying activities launched by the
pharmaceutical companies to persuade benefit managers to put their drugs on their
preferred drug lists also help to push the reimbursement coverage higher [5].
R&D Prod. on Candidate Drugs R&D Prod. on PVI
9.331 e-009
8.28254e-009
7.23407e-009
6.18561e-009
5.13715e-009
I .J-uvo,
1.32016e-008
1.14033e-008
9.6049e-009
Time (year) Time (year)
Figure 15.8. Decline in R&D productivity
In the eyes of the patients, the statins now are either cheaper because of the higher
coverage or have the same price because of the fixed co-payment. As a result, the
demand for statins increases. This increase in demand is also assisted by doctors'
tendencies to prescribe drugs with higher coverage or cheaper to the patients. With
higher demand, there is again an upward pressure to increase reimbursement coverage,
creating a reinforcing cycle.
It is worth noting that although the statins are getting more and more expensive (will be
discussed in the next section), the drug cost does not translate to the end patients. The
fixed co-payment and high reimbursement coverage screen the patients from appreciating
the real and often high prices of statins. As long as the third-party payers continue to
adsorb the majority of the cost, the patients will keep or even increase using the statins.
Demand continues to rise and the financial burden on the third-party payers becomes
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heavy (Figure 15.10). This simulation result is consistent with the real world where large
corporations and government agencies start to feel the pressure of high drug costs on their
overall health care expenditures [6].
Figure 15.9. Causal loops associated with drug cost and reimbursement
One way to curb this exponential growth in demand and financial burden on the third-
party payers is to transfer more of the drug costs to the patients. By increasing co-
payment for example, third-party payers can encourage patients to be more cautious on
which drugs to purchase and reduce their tendency to waste/abuse medications. This
more equal sharing of drug cost will become particularly important when generic statins
start to enter the market. As generics become available, third-party payers will employ
initiatives to switch patients from the expensive branded drugs to the cheaper generic
ones [6, 7].
The SD model in Figure 15.9 is very sensitive to the value chosen for co-payment. Since
it is a direct cost to the patients, the co-payment has a very significant impact on the
overall demand. With a higher co-payment, demand drops sharply, and its effect trickles
down to R&D spending and eventually to the number of available statin products in the
market. Therefore, third-party payers need to be cautious when setting the right balance
between reimbursement coverage and co-payment level.
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Figure 15.10. Increasing financial burden on third-party payers due to drug coverage
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15.4.3. Effectiveness of Sales and Marketing
Pharmaceutical companies engage in sales and marketing activities to promote awareness
of their drug products. These activities target both the prescribing doctors through office
visits or detailing, and the patients through direct-to-consumer (DTC) advertising. In the
Branded Statin Model, these sales and marketing efforts drive up diagnosis and treatment
rates and raise demand (Figure 15.1 1). The higher demand, which in the long run leads
to higher revenue and more products in the market, pushes for further spending on sales
and marketing. This creates a reinforcing cycle that drives a non-stop increase in sales
and marketing expenditure. This is consistent with what is happening in the statin market,
where exponential growth has been observed in demand and sales and marketing
spending [8, 9].
Figure 15.11. Causal loops associated with sales and marketing
However, if one were to examine the model results more closely, it is observed that sales
and marketing has finite but limited influence on promoting demand. This is because
sales and marketing activities have diminishing returns to their recipients: once doctors
are saturated with office visits and patients swamped with promotion materials, one
expects that they will ignore them. In the SD model, as sales and marketing expenditure
accumulates, its incremental positive impact on demand drop sharply (Figure 15.12). In
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fact, the increase in demand is attributed more to other factors such as incidence rate,
improvement in drug PVI and drug coverage than on promotion activities.
Cumulative Sales & Market. Spend. Effect of Sales & Market. on Demand
1.02
1.015
1.010
1.005
1.000
Time (year) Tine (year)
Figure 15.12. Diminishing effects of sales and marketing on demand
According to the SD model, one major driver for sales and marketing spending is
competition (Figure 15.13a). The increasing number of statin products in the market
exerts pressure on the pharmaceutical companies to differentiate their products. In this
sense, the sales and marketing activities serve less to educate the general public about
certain health conditions and the availability of drugs to treat these conditions -
arguments that the pharmaceutical companies often use to justify their high sales and
marketing spending. Instead, their main purpose is to fend off competition and gain
market shares from each other.
(a) Effect of Compete. on Sales & Market.
1.35 1
1.264
1.177
1.090
1.003
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 21
(b) Effect of Proj. Dmd. on Sales & Market.
1.350
1.263
1.176
1.090
1.003
30 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Tine (year) Ti (year)
Figure 15.13. Drivers for sales and marketing spending
14 16 18 20
These competitive measures are not for the present time only. As shown in Figure
15.13b, another driver for sales and marketing is the projected demand forecasted by the
companies. As they sense more competition on the horizon, the companies will deploy
sales and marketing activities to secure their brand recognition position. This
phenomenon will become even more important as generic statins enter the market. As
their patents expire, the branded companies often hope to prolong and capitalize on the
brand recognition of their products for as long as possible. Sales and marketing is one
vehicle that enables them to do that.
The impact of this uncontrolled increase in sale and marketing spending is significant,
especially to those who pay for the drugs. As sales and marketing increases, expenses of
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the pharmaceutical companies go up. On a per unit basis, this increase is so substantial
that it offsets the economies of scale that would otherwise lower the unit cost of the final
products. The end result is that sales and marketing expenditure put an upward pressure
on the cost of the drugs, which eventually will translate to higher drug price (Figure
15.14). Depending on the reimbursement coverage and co-payment levels, this price
increase will put an even heavier burden on the patients and/or the third-party payers.
Along with the above argument that sales and marketing is not as effective in promoting
demand growth as expected, the only effect of this upward trend in sales and marketing
activities seems to be a net increase in drug prices.
Unit Cost of Drug Drug Price
0.3114
0.2727
0.2341
0.1954
0.1568
0.4101
0.3450
0.2800
0.2150
0.15
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Tre (year) Tme (year)
Figure 15.14. Impact of sales and marketing on drug price
The Branded Statin Model is shown to be capable of generating results that are consistent
with what is occurring in the pharmaceutical industry. The model provides insights into
the complex relationships between different business elements such as R&D spending,
drug costs, reimbursement coverage and sales and marketing expenditures. These
intervening relationships are difficult to discern without the help of a SD model. With
the completion of the full Branded and Generic Statin Model, we are confident that
additional insights can be obtained and the knowledge will enable pharmaceutical
companies to formulate sound strategic decisions.
A final note: many of the characteristics seen in the US statin market are common for
other markets or other therapeutic drugs. The Branded Statin Model has been constructed
in such a generalized way that it should be easily adoptable to these other areas.
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15.5. Conclusion
A workplan has been developed for a system dynamics study of patent expiration and
generic entries in the pharmaceutical industry. The US statin market has been chosen to
be the case study. The model for branded statins is completed. Three major business
dynamics have been identified from this model:
1. Role of R&D Spending - As pharmaceutical companies spend more on R&D with
the hope of introducing more me-too products into the market, the increasingly
difficult regulatory environment and the decline in R&D productivity makes
approval of new products more difficult. This in turn forces the companies to
spend even more on R&D, resulting in a exponential growth in R&D expenditure.
2. Significance of Drug Cost and Reimbursement - The high reimbursement
coverage and low co-payment shield patients from appreciating the true and high
costs of drugs. Unless the patients start to share a more equal share of the costs,
they will continue to use or even abuse the statin products, driving up demand.
That said, the third-party payers need to be cautious when raising co-payment as
market demand and its growth are extremely sensitive to how much patients need
to pay out-of-pocket.
3. Effectiveness of Sales and Marketing - The SD model indicates that sales and
marketing is not particularly effective in raising demand for the statin products.
Contrary to what the pharmaceutical companies often claim, the true driver for
sales and marketing activities is to fend off present and future competition and
steal market share. The high sales and marketing expenditure translates to more
expensive drugs in the long run and increases the financial burden on the patients
and/or the third-party payers.
The Branded Statin Model has been demonstrated as a valid model capable of generating
results that are consistent with what is occurring in the pharmaceutical industry. The
immediate next steps of this project are including generic statins in the model and
examining the dynamics associated with the coexistence of branded and generic products.
Once these are completed, sensitivity studies can be conducted to identify leverage points
in the model for strategic management decisions.
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15.7. Appendix
15.7.1. Quantification of Causal Relationships in SD Models
In this section, we present a brief example of the way causal relationships are quantified
in System Dynamics models.
Using Demand Growth as an example, we equate Demand Growth to Demand multiplied
by Demand Growth Rate (Figure 15.15). The Demand Growth Rate in turn, is a
summation of four different elements: Incidence Rate, Population Growth, Increase in
Diagnosis and Treatment (D& T) Rate and Effect of Cost to Patients. Among this, the
Increase in D&TRate can be further broken down into four other sub-elements: Effect of
Reimbursement, Effect of Sales and Marketing, Effect of Number of Statin Products in the
Market and Effect ofPVI. Mathematical equations are used to quantify these effects and
connect these layers of elements together. As shown in Figure 15.15, most relationships
are not linear, as diminishing returns are common in social and economical behaviors.
Demanc
Growth
Inci
= Demand
Demand
Growth Rate
Inrrncz in nlinnncinclence Rate rU.UILIUI +... ... Costs to Patients
Growth and Treatment(2%) (%
Base . Effect of
(100%) Reimbursement
Effect of Sales &
Marketing
Effect of #
Products
Figure 15.15. Quantification of causal relationships in
* Effect of
PVI
SD: mode "'! ?%;'-'F ,.,, ;.~.?~[?. ~t?(l. 
SD models
Each of the variables in a SD model is connected to its underlying elements via
mathematical equations. These elements in a complex system interact together to
produce its overall behaviors. To validate the mathematical relationships and the SD
model as a whole, these overall behaviors generated by the model need to be consistent
with the real world.
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15.7.2. The Full Branded Statin Model
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15.7.3. Equations in the Branded Statin Model
approval rate=
approval frac * "# Candidate Drugs in Clinical Trial"
products/year
reimbursement coverage=
base reimbursement coverage*effect of dmd on reimb*effect of PVI on
reimb*effect of SM on reimb\
*"effect of cost to 3rd-party payers on reimb"
Dmnl
base reimbursement coverage =
0.03
Dmnl
REIMB C2PAY TAB(
[(0,0)-(2,2)],(0,2),(0.1,1.8),(0.2,1.6),(0.3,1.4),(0.4,1.2),(0.5,1 ),(0.6,0.7),(0.7,0.4\
),(0.8,0.1 ),(0.9,0),( 1,0),(4,0))
Dmnl
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
"effect of cost to 3rd-party payers on reimb"=
REIMB C2PAY TAB(SMOOTHI("cost to 3rd-party payers", 1,0.1))
Dmnl
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
demand growth=
1.5*(Demand*(incidence rate + population growth + (increase in diagnosis and
treatment\
-1) + (effect of cost to patients on dmd grow - 1)))
mg/(year*year)
effect of cost to patients on dmd grow=
DMD C2PAT TAB(cost to patients)
Dmnl/year
DMD C2PAT TAB(
[(0,0.8)-(1,1.1)],(0,1.1),(0.01,1.098),(0.02,1.09),(0.03,1.07),(0.04,1.04),(0.05,1 ),\
(0.14,0.92),(0.23,0.86),(0.32,0.82),(0.41,0.804),(0.5,0.8),(1,0.8))
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Dmnl/year
population growth=
0.03
Dmnl/year
increase in diagnosis and treatment=
"effect of# prods on DT"*effect of reimb on DT*effect of SM on DT*base
increase in diagnosis and treatment\
*effect of PVI on DT
Dmnl/year
indicated price=
MIN(regulated price cap, desired price*"effect of# prods on IP"*effect of PVI on
IP\
)
$/mg
cost to patients=
MIN("patient co-pay", price*(l1-reimbursement coverage))
$/mg
"patient co-pay"=
0.06
$/mg
DT PVI TA13(
[(O0,1)-
(100,1 .05)],(0, 1 ),( 10,1.0002),(20,1.001 ),(30, 1 .003),(40, 1 .006),(50,1.01 ),(60,\
1.01 4),(70,1.017),(80,1.019),(90,1.0198),( 100,1.02))
Dmnl
effect of PVI on DT=
DT PVI TAB(Product Value Index)
Dmnl
"cost to 3rd-party payers"=
MAX(price-"patient co-pay", price*reimbursement coverage)
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$/mg
PVI improv rate=
(DELAY3I("R&D spend rate"*PVI improv productivity, PVI improv delay, PVI
improv rate init\
))
PVI/year
base increase in diagnosis and treatment=
1
Dmnl/year
"# Candidate Drugs in Clinical Trial"= INTEG (
new candidate drug completion rate-approval rate-reject or giveup rate,
0)
products
:SUPPLEMENTARY
profit effect delay=
2
year
- I
projected demand=
FORECAST(Demand, forecast time, forecase horizon)
mg/year
PVI diff horizon=
10
year
PVI init=
1
PVI
- I
PVI improv rate init=
0
PVI/year
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forecase horizon =
5
year
complete rate init=
0
products/year
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
"# Products in Market"= INTEG (
approval rate-withdrawal rate,
1)
products
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
"% revenue to R&D"=
0.15*"effect of# prods on R&D"*"effect of proj demand on R&D"*"effect of
profit on R&D"
Dmnl
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
"% revenue to sales and marketing"=
0.2*"effect of# prods on SM"*effect of proj demand on SM
Dmnl
APFRCTAB(
[(0,0o')-
(6,0.2)],(0,0),(0.0717949,O),(0.14359,0),(0.215385,0),(0.287179,0),(0.358974,\
),(.430769,O),(.502564,O),(0.574359,0),(0.646154,0),(0.717949,0),(0.7
89744,0),(0.861538\
,0),(0.933333,0),(1.00513,0),(1.07692,0),(1.14872,0),(1.22051,0),(1.29231
,0),(1.3641\
,0),(1.4359,0),(1.50769,0),(1.57949,0),(1.65128,0),(1.72308,0),( 1.79487,0
),(1.86667\
,0),(1.93846,0),(2.01026,0),(2.08205,0),(2.15385,0),(2.22564,0),(2.29744,
0),(2.36923\
,0),(2.44103,0),(2.51282,0),(2.58462,0),(2.65641,0),(2.72821,0),(2.74256,
0),(2.75692\
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,0),(2.77128,0),(2.78564,0),(2.8,0.1),(2.87179,0.1),(2.94359,0.1),(3.01538,
0.1),(3.08718\
,0.1),(3.15897,0.1),(3.23077,0.1),(3.30256,0.1),(3.37436,0.1),(3.44615,0.1
),(3.51795\
,0.1 ),(3.58974,0.1),(5,0. 1))
Dmnl/year
approval frac=
APFRCTAB(PVI difference)
Dmnl/year
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
change in price=
(indicated price-price)/price change delay
$/(mg*year)
COGS=
0.1
$/mg
"Cumulative R&D Spend"= INTEG (
"R&D spend rate",
0)
$
"Cumulative Sales & Marketing Spend"= INTEG (
sales and marketing spend,
0)
$
- -~ :SUPPLEMENTARY
I
Demand= INTEG (
demand growth,
le+010)
mg/year
desired price=
unit cost/( 1-target margin)
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$/mg
DT NUMPROD TAB(
[(0,1)-
(20,1.02)],(0,1 ),(2,1.0001),(4,1.0005),(6,1.0015),(8,1.003),(10,1.005),(12,1.007\
),(14,1.0085),(16,1.0095),(18,1.0099),(20,1.01))
Dmnl
DT REIMB TAB(
[(0,1 )-(1, 1.02)],(0,1 ),(0.1,1.0002),(0.2,1.001),(0.3,1.003),(0.4,1.006),(0.5,1.01 ),(\
0.6,1.014),(0.7,1.017),(0.8,1.019),(0.9,1.0198),(1,1.02))
Dmnl
DT SM TAB3(
[(0,1)-
(4e+009,1.02)],(0,1),(4e+008,1.0002),(8e+008,1.001),(1.2e+009,1.003),(1.6e+00
9\
,1.006),(2e+009,1.01),(2.4e+009,1.014),(2.8e+009,1.017),(3.2e+009,1.019
),(3.6e+009,\
1.0198),(4e+009,1.02))
Dmnl
"effect of # prods on DT"=
DT NUMPROD TAB("# Products in Market")
Dmnl
"effect of# prods on IP"=
IP NUMPROD TAB("# Products in Market")
Dmnl
"effect of # prods on R&D"=
RND NUMPROD TAB("# Products in Market")
Dmnl
"effect of # prods on SM"=
SM NUMPROD TAB("# Products in Market")
Dmnl
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effect of dmd on reimb=
REIMB DMD TAB(Demand)
Dmnl
"effect of profit on R&D"=
RND PROFIT TAB(SMOOTHI(profit, profit effect delay,initial profit))
Dmnl
"effect of proj demand on R&D"=
RND PRJDMD TAB(projected demand)
Dmnl
effect of proj demand on SM=
SM PRJDMD TAB(projected demand)
Dmnl
effect of PVI on IP=
IP PVI TAB(Product Value Index)
Dmnl
effect of PVI on reimb=
REIMB PVI TAB(Product Value Index)
Dmnl
effect of reimb on DT=
DT REIMB TAB(reimbursement coverage)
Dmnl
effect of SM on DT=
DT SM TAB(sales and marketing spend)
Dmnl
effect of SM on reimb=
REIMB SM TAB(sales and marketing spend)
Dmnl
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fixed expenses=
"R&D spend rate"+sales
$/year
and marketing spend
forecast time=
1
year
incidence rate=-
0.02
Dmnl/year
initial profit:=
2e+009
$/year
IP NUMPROD TAB(
[(0,0)-(20,1)],(0,1 ),(2,0.998),(4,0.99),(6,0.97),(8,0.94),(10,0.9),(12,0.86),(14,0.83\
),(16,0.81),(18,0.802),(20,0.8))
Dmnl
IP PVI TAB(
[(0,1)-
(100,1.1)],(0,1 ),(10,1.001),(20,1.005),(30,1.015),(40,1.03),(50,1.05),(60,1.07\
),(70,1.085),(80,1.095),(90,1.099),(100,1.1))
Dmnl
new candidate drug completion rate=
(DELAY3I("R&D spend rate"*"R&D productivity",product development time,
complete rate init\
.))
products/year
other fixed expense multiples=
1.15
Dmnl
other variable expense multiples=
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1.15
Dmnl
price= INTEG (
change in price,
0.15)
$/mg
- I
price change delay=
0.5
year
- I
product development time=
5
year
- I
Product Value Index= INTEG (
PVI improv rate,
1)
PVI
profit=
revenue-total expenses
$/year
PVI difference-=
Product Value Index/SMOOTHI(Product Value Index,PVI diff horizon,PVI init)
Dmnl
PVI improv delay=
5
year
- I
PVI improv productivity=
QLPRODTAB("Cumulative R&D Spend")
PVI/$
I Iir
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QLPRODTAB(
[(0,0)-(2e+010,4e-008)],(0,1.5e-008),(2e+009,1.5e-008),(4e+009,1.5e-
008),(6e+009,1.5e-008\
),(8e+009,1.5e-008),(1 e+ 010,1.5e-008),(1.2e+ 010,1.5e-
008),(1.4e+010,1.5e-008),(1.6e+010\
,1.5e-008),(1.8e+010,1.5e-008),(2e+010,1.5e-008))
PVI/$
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
"R&D productivity"=
RDPRODTAB("Cumulative R&D Spend")
products/$
"R&D spend rate"=
(revenue*"% revenue to R&D")*0.5
$/year
RDPRODTAB(
[(0,0)-(2e+010,2e-008)],(0,9.331 e-009),(2e+009,9.31 e-009),(4e+009,9.03e-
009),(6e+009\
,8.47e-009),(8e+009,7.56e-009),( 1 e+010,6.419e-009),(1.2e+010,5.25e-
009),(1 4e+010,4.375e-009\
),(1.6e+010,3.794e-009),(1.8e+010,3.556e-009),(2e+010,3.5e-009))
products/$
regulated price cap=
1
$/mg
REIMB DMD TAB(
[(0,0)-
(l e+011,2)],(0, 1),(1 e+010,1.01),(2e+010,1.05),(3e+010,1.15),(4e+010,1.3),(5e+0
10\
,1.5),(6e+010,1.7),(7e+010,1.85),(8e+010,1.95),(9e+010,1.99),(1 e+011,2))
Dmnl
REIMB PVI TAB(
[(0,0o)-
(100,2)],(0,1 ),(10,1.01),(20,1.05),(30,1.15),(40,1.3),(50,1.5),(60,1.7),(70,1.85\
),(80,1.95),(90,1.99),(100,2))
Dmnl
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REIMB SM TAB(
[(0,0)-
(4e+009,4)],(0,1 ),(4e+008,1.03),(8e+008,1.15),(1.2e+009,1.45),( 1.6e+009,1.9),\
(2e+009,2.5),(2.4e+009,3.1),(2.8e+009,3.55),(3.2e+009,3.85),(3.6e+009,3
.97),(4e+009\
,4))
Dmnl
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
reject or giveup rate=
0
products/year
revenue=
Demand*price
$/year
RND NUMPROD TAB(
[(o ,1)-
(40,1.2)],(0,1 ),(2,1.00667),(4,1.02),(6,1.04),(8,1.06667),(10,1.09333),( 12,1.10667
\
),(14,1.11333),(16,1.12),(18,1.12333),(20,1.12667),(22,1.13),(24,1.13333))
Dmnl
RND PRJDMD TAB(
[(0,0)-
(2e+() 11 ,2)],(0,1),(1.2e+010,1.00267),(2.4e+010,1.01333),(3.6e+010,1.04),(4.8e+
010\
,1.08),(6e+010,1.13333),(7.2e+010,1.18667),(8.4e+010,1.22667),(9.6e+01
0,1.25333),(1.08e+01 1\
,1.264),(1.2e+011,1.26667))
Dmnl
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
RND PROFIT TAB(
[(oo)-
(6e+009,2)],(0,1),(5e+008,1.00267),( 1 e+009,1.01333),( 1.5e+009,1.04),(2e+009,1
.08\
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),(2.5e+009,1.13333),(3e+009,1.18667),(3.5e+009,1.22667),(4e+009,1.25
333),(4.5e+009\
,1.264),(5e+009,1.26667))
Dmnl
sales and marketing spend=
("% revenue to sales and marketing"*revenue)*0.8
$/year
SM NUMPROD TAB(
[(0,0)-(20,2)],(0,1 ),(2,1.006),(4,1.03),(6,1.09),(8,1.18),(10,1.3),(12,1.42),(14,1.51\
),(16,1.57),(18,1.594),(20,1.6))
Dmnl
SM PRJDMD TAB(
[(0,0)-
(2e+0 11,2)],(0,1 ),(1.2e+010,1.004),(2.4e+010,1.02),(3.6e+010,1.06),(4.8e+010,\
1.12),(6e+010,1.2),(7.2e+010,1.28),(8.4e+010,1.34),(9.6e+010,1.38),(1.08
e+01 1,1.396\
),(1.2e+011,1.4))
Dmnl
target margin=
0.3
Dmnl
total expenses==
(fixed expenses * other fixed expense multiples) + (variable expenses * other
variable expense multiples\
)
$/year
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
unit cost=
total expenses/Demand
$/mg
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~I
variable expenses=
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COGS*Demand
-$/year
- I
withdrawal rate=
0
products/year
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